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ABSTRACT

Electron spín Resonance studies have been carried out on methyl
radicals stabÍlized on the surface of porous Vycor g1ass" These rnethyl
radicals were produced by U"V. photolysis, aL 77oK, of adsorbed meËhyl
iodide" Two very dífferent meËhyl radicals, denoËed Me and Mer, have
been observed. Me j-s belíeved to be a meËhyl radical which is very
weakly bonded Ëo surface "free" hydroxyl groups whíle Me' has been
assigned Ëo a more strongly bound methyl radical, probably chemisorbed
Ëo Ehe Lewis acíd site, tB, which ís prominent on the surface of hígh
temperature (700'-900"C) degassed porous Vycor glass. Satellites abouË
Me have been observed vüheri Ëhe surface \^/as degassed at lower temperatures
(400"-500"C), These satellites have been assígned to meËhyl radicals
trapped aË particular sites where interactions with Ëhe surface hydroxyl
protons is possible. Four of the síx satellítes have been assígned Ëo
forbidden 'rspin-flip" transitions while the other two have been assígned
to direct ínteraction (strong hydrogen bond) between methyl radicals
and surface hydroxyl protons" During the course of this work it was
shown Ëhat dehydroxylation of porous Vycor glass aË high temperatures
is irreversible. The second order splitting of the methyl radical has
been observed and measured. It was shown thaE multiple trapping sites
and unresolved proËon splittings contribute to the E.S.R" linewidth"
There is evídence for radícal diffusion at 77"K even Ëhough Ëhere is
no measurable decav"

The proËon, deuterium, and carbon-l3 hyperfine spliËtings
\^/ere measured as a funcËion of temperaËure in order to make comparisons

with the dependences calculated by D.M" schrader. rn addiËion, Ëhe
li.ne wídËhs, 1íne asyrnmetríes, and relaËÍve line intensÍËíes in the
nethyl radícal E.s"R" spectrum rÁrere measured as a functíon of
temperaËure. The absolute values of the temperature coefficients
of the proton and deuterium splitËings were found to be slightly
larger Ëhan those predicted by theory" The carbon-13 hyperfine
splitrings \Árere found to agree with theory above 200"K but a large
deviaËion v¡as observed below 200'K. Belor¿ 275oK the proton lines
became increasíngly asymmetric. The relative line intensities
approach but do not aËtain the binomÍal values as the temperature
is increased. The proton linewidths were found to have different
temperaËure dependences below 200oK, r¡hile having si-milar dependences
above 200'K. The observed results may be explained by a physical
model based on íncreased surface interactíon at low temperatu::es"
similar studies were carried out on chlorinated porous vycor glass
surfaces" Margínal results indicaËe smaller interactÍons between
the radícal and Ëhis surface"
The proton and deuteron linewídths have been measured
carefully as a furcËion of temperature and surface characteristics.
The linewídths were then fíËted to the expressíon (TZ)-1 = ao * a1M
* a2M2. From the constanËs ao, a, and a2 orLe is able to calcurate
correlaËion times and "Tumbling Frequencies"" The rnethyl radícaL
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lineshapes are noË Lorentzian or Gaussian. on íncreasing the
Ëemperature the linewidths decrease due to t,he disappearance of
unresolved sp1íttings and/or increased motion of the radicals.
AË hígher temperaËures the linewidths broaden possibly due to
diffusion of the radicals beËween poËential wel1s. Each proton
and deuteron line has a differenË linewidth temperaLure dependence"
These studies revealed an unresolved proton spliËËing linewidth
contribution, whích was dependent on the nuclear spin quantum
number, for methyl radicals on low Ëemperature degassed surfaces"
As the number of hydroxyl groups on the surface íncreases Ëhe
Ittumblíng frequencytt decreases" The tttumblíng frequencyt' of the
methyl radícal on a chlorinaËed surface is less Ëhan on a hígh
temperature degassed surface while the reverse ís true for the
deuteromethyl radical. The "tumbling frequencyt't of Ëhe deuteromeËhyl radical is less than the "tumbling frequency" of the methyl
radical" A smal1 value for the hyperfíne anÍ-soËropy indícates
rapid reorientations even aË 77"K" The resulting activation energies
for "tumblíng" are very smal1 (about 300 cal/mole) and may be
associated with oscillations of the adsorbed. molecul-es between
different available surface sites. The line asymmeËry and nonbinomial relative amplítudes are due to íncomplete motional averaging
of the g-tensor and hyperfíne tensor or Ëo radicals takíng up partícu1ar
orienËations wíEh respect Ëo Ëhe applied magneËic fie1d. since there
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are many indications for radical motíon, even at 77"K, Ëhe first
explanaËíon is believed to be more reasonable. The "tumbling
frequencies" are small for rotatíon but are of the right order of
magniËude for diffusion"
Methyl radícal decay has been studied" Thís decay may be
best fiËted to second order kinetics. The decay is very sensitíve
to small changes in temperature indicaÊing a continuum of trapping
sÍtes" A critical Ëemperature at !/hich decay begins was notíced"
A curvaËure in Ëhe Arrhenius p1oË was observed. Below 173"K the
actívation energy is sma11 or zeroo Above 173'K the activation
energy ís 2"0-3"2 kcal/mole íirdícatíng a cliffusion controlled decay.
Three possible reasons for the curvature ín the Arrhenius plot have
been suggesËed.
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CHAPTER

I

INTRODUCTION

1"

TITEORY OF ELECTRON

SPIN

RESONANCE

This thesís is primarily concerned with Erectron
spin Resonance
or Electron paramagneti-c Resonance spectroscopy
and íts application to
Ëhe study of free radicals on surfaces.
rt therefore seems desirable
Ëo begín wíth a brÍef i.ntroducti-on Ëo
Electron spin Resonance.
This branch of spectroscopy, which is 1ítt1e more
than twenry
years old, is now knovrn colroquially as E.p.R.
or, more commonly,
E's.R. The treaËment of E"s.R" will not be mathematicarly
rigorous
and will be slanted towards predominately
isotropic systems. Theories
pertaining to studíes which have been performed
by the candidate wirl
be discussed at greaLer length in the introd.uctory
sections of the
appropriate chapters.
E's"R" may be applied to sysËems whích are paramagnetic,
that
is, the individual sites of interest must exhibit a
net magnetíc
moment and Ëhese sites must be sufficíently
separated as Ëo behave
as independenË síËes, interacting at mosË very weakry.
such systems
are odd molecules and free radicals, biradícals, Ëriplet
electronic
staËes' Lransition metal ions, and. materials with unfÍlled
conduction
bands' The experimental work whích will be díscussed
in Ëhe following
chapters deals specifically wiËh free radicals (in
particular, meËhyl
radicals and isotopically subsËituted meLhyl radíca1s).
A ,,free
radical" may be defined as a molecular fragmenË with an
unsatisfied
valence electron.
Many very different chemical problems sucir as
the study of
reactions of atoms and ions ín flames, elecËron exchange reacËions
in soluËions, the behavíour of catalysts, Ëhe structure of

¿

semiconductors and the interpretaËíon of metabolíc processes in
biological systems can be studied by E"s.R" Many introductíons
to the theory and to the applicatíons of E.s"R. to chemistry, chemical
Physícs and Biology are avaílable.1-6 For this reason, nothing more
wíll be said about the applícaËions of E.S.R.

A"

ORBITA], AND SPIN I,{AGNETIC

Classíca1ly, the electron
magnetíc moment of the form
lt

-

)*

"*

may

MOI.IENTS

be shown to have an orbi.tal

(

r-1)

where ¡, is the orbítal magnetic moment vector and p, is the orbital
!-L
angular momentum vector. The magnetÍc moment vector, for the electron,

is opposíte in direction Ëo the angular momentrrn vector. The maximum
observable value of å, is I Tr where I is the azimuËhal ouantum
number whích can have any íntegral posítive value, or zero. The
actual magnitude of the orbítal angular momentum vector is r"¡ig1n1¡ ¡.
The unit of the magnetic moment is the Bohr magneton (ß) v¡hích equals
+
(g.2732 x LO-21 erÊs I " For sYstems wíth more Ëhan one
en
2mc

ffi"

electron, angular momenta are combined vectoríally to gíve a resulËant
desígnated by the quantum number L. Unidentified splittings seen in
Ëhe atomic spectra of samples ín magnetic fields (Zeeman Effect) led
Ëo the postulated exístence of an additíonal angular momenËum term
attributable to the rotaËion of the electron about its own axís.
llhlenbecir and GoudsmitT suggested each electron possessed an
intrínsic or spin angular momentum of magniËude P, = L/2 h" The
magnitude of the spín angular momentum vecEor for a system containing

3

tr where S = n/.
-2
,2, nt,2-I , n,/2-,
I/2orA"
The maxímum observable value ís s h" The
toial angular nomentum of
the systern is Ëhen defÍned by a quantum number
J which for light
afoms takes the positive values J
= L+ S, L_l_ S_1 , L + S_2! .oô.L_S
(Russell-Saunders coupling). For L
= 0, Goudsmit found Ít necessary
to assume that the spin magnetic moment, had Ëwice
the value that
follows from the crassical relatÍon between angular
momentum and.
magnetic moment.

n electrons ís /[SGÐI

= ? ( - e . iS)
(1-2\
where L, = L/z1,=lo,
"-"ì"r'î: elecrron.
The landé splÍtting factor is given by
f.i--1.
l1-?l
This factor may be evaluated for J = I/ 2 (S L/ Z,
=
L = 0)
ç-a
_
-J =L/2 .
Therefore equation (l--Z) becomes:
-e
u^=gP
(1-4)
"
¿mc -S
-b
1¡s Landé 3- facËor may be calculated accurately for
light atoms
using Russell-sanders couplíng. The general spectroscopÍc
spliËting
f.actor (g-factor or g-value) in equaËíon (1-4) can only
be determined
experimentally. For free radicals where there is very
tittle orbital
angular momentum, if any at all, the varue of g is
close to the free
electron value which ís 2"00232 (the deviation from the
i-ntegral
number ís a relatívistic
correction for the orbítar velocity of rhe
electron) " The orbítal angular momentum ín organÍc
free radicals
has been quenched by crystal fields.
ìl

B.

THE RESONANCE CONDITION

Let us assume there are N índepend.enË elemencs
in a magnetic
field" each of spin angular momentum ,/U-mTfñ
h. These elements
align themselves either along or opposed to the
directÍon of the
applied field Ho. Each of these elements, due
to Ëhe facË that
Ëhey are charged, has a magnetic momenË
which points along or
opposed to Ëhe direction of the spin angular
momentum. since p, = s h,
equation (7-4) becomes
_eh

rs=g

Ê

ñ

(1_s)
The energy of a magnetic moment in a magneËic
fíeld depends on the
orientation of that magnetic moment with respect
to the fierd.

E=-r

SubsËituËing

:s "H=o

(t-5) inro

(1-6)

(1-6)

E=gen
ñù
n*

{H

(f-l)

since

= ß (Bohr magneton) and since M, is the component of
*._
spr-n angurar momentum al0ng the direction of
the applíed fíeld
HO (Z-axis)
E = g ßYIZH'
Because M,

= !I/.2, the energies of the

Ëhe

(1_A¡
Ëwo

spin states are

E+t/z=L/28ßHo
u_r/r=-L/2CßHO

(r_e)

The difference ín energy between Ëhe two spin states
is
D

F

^o:"+1/z-E-t/z=gßHo
^Er

-

(1-10)

The energíes of t,he two spin states as a functíon of the
applied
fíeld lJO can be seen ín Fig. 1.1. An energy of hv must be absorbed

in order to induce a transition between the two spín states.
relatíonship governing transitions ís:

The

hy=gglI^
l'r -1 1 )
-U
hv=2"8 W, per gauss of applÍed field HO for a radícal where g = 2,0"
Consídering N elements (or spín systems), one is able to say
+L
^ + tT
Lrr4L
r\+

4! s

f Il

LLLç LLLZ -

TLI

L ö L¿)

_

z

at any ínstant. Thermal processes modulate the interactíons which
these spins experience wíth their surroundings" These flucËuaËions
in the interactions induce t.ransítions between the two levels and.
at. thermal equílibrium, establísh a Boltzmann distríbuËíon.
N
-'+

ì;I\

-

-hv =e -sßH^
- \J
l..n
--1;KA

(L-L2)

ñ!

N,

T

N

=l-

sßH^

-U

KT

(L-L2a)

Equat.Íon (L-L2a) is valid above a few degrees absolute since
gßHo.<kT. Inlhen T = 300"K, g = 2"0, and H^ = 3000 gauss, No = 0"9986"
u-U,
The excess population ín Ëhe lower state on which the whole
phenomenon of E.S.R. depends ís only about 0.L4%"
What conditions are necessary for índucing Lhe resonance

Eransít.íons? LaboraËory magnets are limíted to fields between zero
and 50r000 gauss. Therefore, from equation (f-lf),
absorptíon
frequencies applicable range between zero and 150,000 MHz", In the
normal E"S"R. experíment one leaves the source frequency fixed and
adjusts the energy levels to the resonant condítíon by sweepíng the
magnetic field. Optímum signal to noise ratios are obtained by

.Fag.

!' !

Energy of Electron Spin States ín a Magnetic Field

E

1

I

2

h

V=gßH"

usÍng x-band (8-L2 GHz) and K-band (27-35 GHz) specrrometers. A
Varian E-3 spectrometer (x-band) was used for the majority of the
work to be reported in Ëhe following chapters. Transítions between
the two energy levels in Fig. r"1 may be induced by the interaction
between the magnetíc dipole of the electron and the oscíllatíng
magnetic fíeld accompanying the x-band electromagnetÍc írradíation.
The Larmor frequency of precessÍon of a, magnetic dipole
u in a fíeld
HO is given by
0n

=y

Ho

(1_13)

where V(=gl) is Ëhe magnetogyric ratio which is the ratio of the
+
t1

to the angular momentum. For free electrons, y has
the value 17"6 x 106
gauss-]. The energy of the dípole in the
"e"-l
fíe1d H^
is
U
magneËic moment

Enn

11

H^ = -.pH^ cos
= -U " --u
--1J

0

(1-14)

where E" ís quantized, corresponding to discrete values of 0. on
applying a field H1 perpendicular Ëo the plane containing p and l1o,
the dipole u will experience an additÍonal couple u FI, cos ö, tending
to cause precession about Ir1 (see Fíg " L"z). Let us nor^r allow H1
Ëo rotate about HO at a frequency ol. trnlhen ol
= o o Ëhe dipole U will execuEe
a moËion in which 0 will change continously. since a change in 0
corresponds to a change in the energy of the system, it. is concluded.

that ËransítÍons beËr+een magneËíc energy levels are índ.uced by the
applied fíeld H1 rotating aË the Larmor frequency" This is the
resonance con-ditiog. An excellent comparíson between the classical
and quantum mechanical descriptíons of E"s.R. has been given by
Anderson9

Fig" L"2
Vector Diagram for the Precessíon of a
Magnetic Dipole Under the Influence of
a Static Magnetic Fietd Ho and a RotaEing
Magnetíc Field Ht.
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C"

THE HYDROGEN

ATOM

1, Development of the Spín Hamiltonian"
unËil no!r' vüe have been dealing with the isolated electron
in a magnetic fíe1d" The hydrogeri atom will be treated ín deËaíl
because íË is the simplest sysËem involving mosË of the prínciples
of E.s"R" Four combinations may arise since the electron and proton
spins can assume t\47o possible orientaËions each. The spín
Hamíltonían for the hydrogen atom is somewhaË símpler than most
since the atom is cnherinrl The total Hamiltonian for the hydrogen
atom ís
LI = ).îo + M,
( 1-1s )
Up

J'fo t.pt""ents the Ínteraction of the nucleus and the electron wíth
Ëhe applied field HO (Zeernan SpliËting) , whil L!, represenrs the

"
isotropic hyperfíne couplíng and Ëhe dÍpolar interaction.
detail,
f,?" = I ß HSz - sNßNHIz
where Ëhe subscript N denotes nuclear

terms.

rn

more

(r-16)

The nuclear zeeman

ínËeraction term ín equatíon (1-16) may be neglected in many cases
because ít is very small ín comparison to t.he electroníc zeeman
interacËion term . )-I, may be wrítten as:
3(r's)(q'rì(1-17)
)4, = a r' s - g ß Bnßn tli
N N \,3--

\n

I

---;5--/

n

= )4,. + H,b
l^
H,o_ represents the coupling of Ëhe magneËíc moments of the
elecËrons and nuclei via the ttFermi Contact Interactiontl.

Lt,o- = ^ I .S=a(I_-S__+IS
xx
yy +I_S_)
zz'

(1-18)

10

(eeuals a ín all equations) is the couplíng constant which
\o
is proportíonal to the unpaired spin densíËy aË the nucleus.

where

a= i

cßcNßN

l,r,Coll'

(r-le)

H,o. may be expressed as a funct.ion of the Dirac J function á(r)

IJ,o

=T

cßcNßNJ(')

r's

(1-20)

Therefore contact ínteracËíon may only occur when the electron has a
finite probabílity densiËy at the nucleus. (í"e. the elecËron musË
have some S-orbital character).
In the hydrogen atom the unpaired electron occupies a 15
orbital which can be expressed bv the v¡ave functíon
1-r
'1S v'ITa"O
a
(L-2L)
Ì--a
o

,

Ttnere a

o

=

tc

;þ = 0"52918 A (Bohr radius), SubstiËurion of (1-21)
(ín uníts of energy) one obtains
into (1-19) and solvíng for
$¡
Mc/5" Thís value ís close to the experiment,al values
?= L4ZZ"IA
n

which are geneïally about L42O Mc/S"
rlt
/,1,g represents the dípolar interaction between Ëhe electron
and the nucleus which is analogous t.o the classícal dípolar coupling
between Lwo bar magnets" Averaging J-{,¡o over the entÍre probability
dístributíon lU<rll2 for the odd elecrron leads to a value of zero
whenever the elecËron cloud ís spherical. Therefore the magnetic
ínteractions in the hydrogen atom are isoËropÍc and the ËoËa1 spin
HamilËonían is
(1-2?\
)4 = sßHSz - sNßNHrz * a s " r

11

2" PerturbatÍon

Theorv

Llo it the mai-n rerm of rhe spin Hamilronian røhile J_fl,o

be classed as a sma1l perturbatíon of Llo. Spin wave functions,
whích are linear combinations of the four basis functions
Q1, þ2, ö3,
and Q4, are chosen to be eígenfunctions of
ttzero-ordertt
wiËh
¿4
unperturbed energy values e1, ê2, e3, and e4. "
The perturbation jJ,* yields modífied wave functions
and
energíes of the form
may

'n
Er,

n

=

t
m+ñ

.r lH,o_lrr ", *

0

5'

(L-23)

m

.m I ù?,.1

nr.r I H,. r,
{L-24)
I

mn

The two extra terms on the right hand síde of (L-24) represent
first
and second order corrections to the energy. .nlJ{,.ln> and

tmllf ,o I nt are matríx elements of f,\tø.
<nlH,*lrrt represenrs the
fact that J-{,o shífts the energy of ôn wíthou' changíng íts form
and < m l¿-{,* In> indicates that ¡-{,.
míxes Q. wÍth other
"l"o
functions ô*"
3' solvíng the Hydrogen AËom problem using perturbation Theory.
can perturbation theory be applied? AE a field of 10,000
gauss f,t,n Leads Ëo a hyperfine frequency of L420 Mc/s which Ís
considerably smaller than trre electronic part of Þto which is
281026 Mc¡/s. Therefore perturbation theory is applícable"
(a) Zero Order Energies

I

o"t

For Ëhe electron there are tr,^ro possíble spín functíons
rtrd ße> with spin quantum numbers ms = + L/2 anð, - I/2.
I

Sími1arly the proton has two possíble spin funcrions
lo"

,rrd jßnr.

1'.)

Therefore Ëhe four basis functions are:

ôr = lo.o¡ t
þz

= Io.ßu t

Ó3

= lßeoN t

I

t-lll

,t^^
Q4 = lÞeÉN t

Neglecting Hr.. , these four states are degenerate untíl HO is
applied" Equations (L-25) are all eigenfunctions of J4. and the
matrix of Lto is díagonal. Cperating on equations (L-25) with Ho
yields f.ottr zero-order energies. (See Fig. 1.3).

e,1--!rN= L/2 eßH - l/2 sNßnH
e, = L/2 gßH + U2 gNßNH
ez = -I/2 CßH - 1/2 S*ßrH
eq = -L/Z gßH + U2 g¡¡ßooH

(r-26)

(b) First Order Energies
\',/ave

llere we will consider the effect of H,*
functions (L-25) .
þ4,o- =

on the zero-order

aS.I = a lSrIr+SxIx*trtrl

(l-27)

The operators S*, Sr, I*, I, do not effect the energies of $, and
Q4 but do míx ô2 and 4r" Therefore the term a[SxI* * trtr] leads
Ëo second order effects"

Let us operate on $, ¡6 0+ wiËh the

operaEor aJzLz"

.o.oNlasr1,lo^o..,
,

u u,

e L\

=

++

| ^ - ¡^ ^ > = a
.þ.þNlasZLZlfJefJN
T
.oeßNlasTrTlqeßN r=-ft
A
|
r^
^
<lJeoIJlasTLTl
f5cyqlt , = "
4

(r-28)

Fíg. 1.3
Fírst-order Spin Energy Levels of the Hydrogen Atom
and the Allowed E.S"R. Transitions. (a) is the Zero
Fíeld contribution, (b) is the Electron Zeeman Contríbution,
(c) is the Nuclear Zeeman ContrÍbution and (d) is the
Hyperfíne Coupling Contríbution.
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(o)

(b)

(c)

o\
'eY
lo
,Lgnß*H

lgnH
LNIÛ

_o
4

Is.n.n

-fsnH

\_

-åg-qt

_o
4

I4
Assuming aN to be posÍËive these first
seen in Fig" 1"3.

order energy shifts may be

(c) Second-Order Hyperf ine .InË_eractions
be defined in order to look at the
aFFa¡î aF o /q
rv + S__I__)
\"x_x
"y_y, on the spin states. These t\,¡o operators
ttshifttt
are known as
or ttladderot operators
Two nernr operaËors must

-+

""x

v

S-=Sx-tt,

l1-2ql

Sirnilar operators may be defíned for Ëhe nuclear spins"
fr=I*+íI¿¡
I-=I xy*iI
It

may

\7
J

(r-30)

be shown that
SxIx + SyTy = I/2 15+1- + S-I+)

The operator (1-31) does not effect þ, and ôa but mixes
The complete mat.rix of operaËor Mrn ís

a I " S = L/4

since .'eßNls+r*lß.oN

1000
0-1 20
02-1 0
0001

a

>=

(r-31)
Q,

and þ,"

qe0N
seßN
ßeqN

r1-??\

RR
"e"N

|

<ßeoNls-r+I""ßil>=l
The two inodifíed wave function, obËained by using equation (L-23) are

tþ2 = lo.ßr' t
qr3

= lß"o* t -

t^

+
2 (gßH+g¡¡B1qH)

a
,/ | ol<H]-o l<
=-7--=::--------\ÞÈ...ÞNvN../

.

HÌ

| ÞeoN

l^qeÞN
I

f 1
^ ^\
(r-JJ)
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Thej-r energíes, shown

in

" I"4, are:
E2 = (L/2gßH+U2gNß*H) - L/4
Fig

E3 =-(L/21ßH+U 2g*ß^n)

Setting A. = gßI{ and

Ar1

'

a +d

^2

4(eßH+B¡ß*u)

(1-34)

^2

- L/4a -

¿GßH+fu:ßNH)

= g*ßrHr the complete secular determinant

may be røritËen:
|

*o'

I

oßt

|

.ßßl

r/2(to+tnl- I -s

0

/l

a

O

to

0

|

ßgt

0O
a
Tao

0

.oßl
.ßol

30>

-L/ zlL¿+LilO
1

l^

/ \

(1-3s)
-E

0
-fl ¿\Lle-an)1-î-L
-1/)l^
^ \,â

Fig. 1.5 shows Èhe behaviour of the exact energy levels as
function of HO.
4"

First-Order E.S.R.

a

SpecËrum

The first-order

spin states and energies for the hycirogen
atom may be seen ín Fig" 1"3" rf an oscíllaEing magnetíc fíeld of
sËrength 2Ht cos t0r acËs on the aËom several kinds of spin transitions
may occur (ir t¡ = ,o). There are three types of spin transitions
possible:
1) E"S.R. transitions
0e0¡ * ßsol{
2) N"M"R" transitíons
oeoS * cr.ß¡1
3) Forbidden transitions
agßg _' ßooN
rf Hl is applíed parallel Ëo Ho only moduratíons in the energy levels
occur. lI, musE be applied perpendícular to Ho for transítions to
occur" The resulËing Ëirne-dependent peïturbatíon on the atom is;
v(t) = 2(gßHtsx - cNßñH1rx) cos or
(t-36)

=2Vcosr¡t

n

-tr

l-s

" r.
1,

+

(a) represents the first-order hyperfine energy levels
of the hydrogen atom whíle (b) is Ëhe second-order
hyperfine energy levels of the hydrogen atom' The
t'forbiddent' and )' = a2
"dashed" transitions are

.

4 (eßH+gNßNH)

16.

(o)

(b)

**)

"n)

Am=2

un

)

n*)

arfl=2

Fig" 1.5
of the l{ydrogen Atom as a Functíon
of the Applied Field H. (a) represents the functíons
so, fu (oß+ßq) and ßß r¡hile (b) represents the Function

ExacË Energy Levels
1

1

:a
u¿

(cxtJ-tJo.¡

"

(b)
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From (1-36) one can see Ehat Hl ís being applíed in the x-direcËion
while Ho ís being applíed ín Ëhe Z directíon. The transitÍon
probabílíty between staËes n and m is

2n | ,__., t2 I t
\
p
(1-37)
,rr=ñZ l<nlvlm>l'd(rn'rr-r)
The term involvíng r" in equatíon (1-36) may be omitted since r¿e
are dealíng with E"s.R" transirions only. Equation (l-37) may be
written
g2ß2tr2 | ." ls* lr' | 2 ó (r*rr-r)
(1-3s)
pnm= ?,
hz
Consideríng the Ëransítion ß.oNn-t cr"cr*(Fig" 1"3) and keeping ín mind
Ëhat S* = I/2 15+ + S-) equarion (1-38) becomes
Pnm= 2r g'BtHI'
t^)-- )
l.o"oNl t/2(Sr+S-) lß.ort l2 ó (r'nrr-r)
V
|

(1_39)

Factoring out the nuclear spin parts from (1-39)
).
^ = 2r stø2ur2l.o"l
Pr,
þ

ttz

(s+ +

s-) leu'1, l."rlr¡>12 ó(rrrr-.)
I i -401

Since l.oNlontlz =

t

and.

y

= oR

n

pr,* = zn",r2ur2l.a"l L/2 (s+ +

= L/2 r

\2H.,2
!

á

s-)

lß"t 1, é

{r*rr-o)

(1-41)

(u' _-r)
mrr

substitutions of the general line shape function g(ur) for thecf
function gives
Prr* = l/2 r y2 HL' g (t¡)

(L-42)

The transiËíon probability of t.he oËher allowed E"s"R" transition
(Fig. 1"3) can be shov,¡n Ëo be equal to Ëhe one just calculated.

L9

Allowed E.s"R" transitions obey Ëhe following selecËion
rules:

%=11

t*r o

1L_43)

rf two transitíons have equal probabilit.ies they must have equal
intensiËíes (neglectíng thermal population differences). By
subtracting Èhe energies of the 10r,¡er states from the energies
of
Ëhe upper states, for the allowed transitíons in
the hydrogen atom,
one obtains the frequencies of the two transiÈíons.
hu,= BßH + L/2 a
hrz = CßH - L/2 a

(L-44)

The first

order E.S.R. spectrum of the hydrogen aEom consists,
therefore, of two equarly inËense lines separaËed by aN (the hyperfine
couplíng constant).
5. Second-Order E.S.R" Spectrum
Figure 1.4 illusËrates thaË the two allowed transiËions are
shifted slightly buL are stilr separaËed by aN" The changes ín the
spÍn wave funcËíons lead Ëo a slíght decrease in line intensiËy.
The
transítion o.ß, +-+ ß"o,*r strictry forbídden by fírsL-order Ëreatmênr
becomes weakly alrowed ín second order trea.menË províded
H1 is
polarized parallel to Ho. To compute Ëhe transition probabilities
r^/e use wave funcLíons (1-33) and set À equal to the
mixing coefficient
The perturbation 2H,rgß5, cos or has a matrix element
2 (gßH+gußuH)
<úzlsrl.l,st=.o.ßN+ÀßeoNl s, ß.o¡*Ào,.ß5>
= -À
|

The transition probability is
p = 2),znyrurrg(^)

t | -¿t I

(

!

r-4 ol

20

Thís transition would be seen only at low fields since at high fields
-2
woul-cl be neglígible" EquaËion (1_45) is only valid for small À
^since each wave function (1-33) should contain a normalízaEíon factor
1 l^
of (1+Àz) -'u o This Ëransition is alrowed only because m" and m,
values of the exact r,rave function are not sharply defined due to
mixíng.

6" Zero-Field Levels of Hydrogen

At.om

is zero the only term in Ëhe HamilËonian Ís the
isotropic inËeractíon term, a I ' S, which couples the spín vectors
I and S ínËo a resultant angular momentum F.
When HO

f

/-

(r-47)

.
^\

-\!,vj

0 (singlet) or 1 (tripleË). see Figure 1.5. There are
three triplet functions whích may be d.ifferentiated from one another
by their F2 values, or (m, + mr) values, whích may be 1, 0, and _1"
The E"s.R. specËrum consists of a sÍngle line aE L42o Mc/S which is
due to singlet-triplet transítions"
E may be

D"

HYPERFINE SPLITTINGS

IN POLYNUCLEAR

FREE RADICAIS

The electron-nuclear hyperfíne interaction ís, in

represented by the

óer¡ç!d!,

t,erm

ù-{1=S.r.
where T is Lhe hyperfine Tensor.
by decomposíng the tensor T.
I

S.I+S

I

(1-4 B)

rn
}-f r may be splít
' Tt "

T

inËo truo

Ëerms

(L-4e)

where aro(=a) is the isoËropic contact païË, and Tr is the magnetíc
dipolar Ëensor" For radícals ín the liquíd phase or in any physical

2I
environment \,{here rapid tumbling or reorientatíon is allorued the
average value of ri Ls zero and the observed hyperfine splittÍng
(h'f.s") gives Ëhe isotropic coupling constant aN directly. rn the

following discussion the average value of Tl is assumed to be zero.
1.

THE INTERACTION OF AN ELECTRON ii]ITH TI^IO NON-EQUIVAI.ENT PROTONS.

rn this free radícal we have two coupling constants a., and
a2" The total spin Hamíltonian is gíven by
(r-s0)
L"*r2r)*u-Lå"Ir + aù.Lz
Dropping the nuclear Zeeman terms since they do noË effect the posÍ-tions
of the absorpríon lines (.fig. 1.3) .

Þl = sßHSz -

cNßNH(r

¿-l = gßi{SZ *

arS"tr,

+

(1-sr)

aù"J2

Most free radical specËra may be treated adequately using
perturbaËion Ëheory" Therefore equaÉion (1-5f) becomes

=

BßI1S7

+ Sr(arl-y, + a2 I2r)

first-order
(O\
l1
\L_JL)

The eight basis functions for Ëhe system are found by multiplying the

our possible nuclear states (o1cr,2,oIß2 ,Bra2,ßßz) by the two possible
electron states (o"rß.), These basis functions are, in a fírst-order
approximatíon, Ëhe correct eigenfunctÍons of J-4. Let us calculate
the energy for the eígenfunct.ion lo"o, ort.

f

¡ = gßI{<oeo1cÌ21s,lo.o1o2>*a1<o,.o
= l/2

gßH

+ a,

T-+
E = L/2 (gßH +

a.,

z--

razlszrLzlo"o,

cr2>+a2<aeo¿lo2 I szt2zlo"o1cr2,

^2

T-

^t

T-

)

l1

qa\
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Making appropriat.e substítutions
(gßH
E = mo
+ a,m.
+ â.mo)
-u
Þ
l
|
/
/.

:

(1-s4)

Equation (1-54) may be verifíed by performing the same operations
on the other seven basis functions. The energy levels and allowed
transítions may be seen in Fig. L.6" Since A*" = +1 and Arr, = 0 for
allowed transitions, the correspondíng resonance frequency is
hw= gßH *
*
(l-ss)

"lrl

The isolated electron

^2*2
resonates at H =

Htk

iry = gßI{,r

(1-56)

Substituting (1-56) into (1-55) and changing a, and a, inro
(1 gauss = 2"803 Mc/s)"
H

*1-'1
=¡-l-âñ-âm

H

=H^-Ia.m.
.11

*2-'2

gauss

\r-Jl/
(

a-

1-5 8)

For the system under consideratíon one obtaj-ns four equally inËense
lines (see FÍg. 1.6). Proton I sp1íts Ëhe oríginal single 1íne due
to the electron spin into a doubleE, each line beíng split into a
further ti¿o línes due to the ínteracËion wíth proton 2 "

2.

RADICALS VJITH

TI,.JO

EQUIVALEI{T

PROTONS

Equívalent protons occupy equívalenË positions in the
mol-ecular fragment and their coupling consËanls are equal. Applying
equaËion (1-58)

í
rL

-11

4.

I
t_

where

I m. = m, +
j-Il
l--

m=M

z

I1

ltt.

m.
l_

(1-5e)

Iag" r.o
1/

liyperfine Energy Levels and Transitions for Two
Non-equivalent Protons (a1 and aZ are assumed to
be posítive)

23,

t.=-2L

') /,

Therefore
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Nuclear Spin States
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equívalent prot.ns there are three E.S.R. línes with relative
intensíËies equal to 1:2:1 due to the degeneracy of the M = 0 1evel.
3. RADICAIS I{IT}I THREE EQUIVALENT PROTONS (CH3)
Ewo

Ernploying equation (l-59) we obtain
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The resulËíng

first-order hyperfi-ne splítËing paËtern is

shown in
Fíg" L"7. From rhe eíghr allowed ËransiËions one obtains four línes
r¡ith Ëhe intensít.y ratio 1: 3 :3:1.
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RADICAIS ùIITH

n

EQUIVALENT PROTONS

The interactíon of n equívalent protons with an elecËron spin
result.s ín n*1 lines r¡rhose relative ínt.ensitíes are proportíonal to
the coefficíents of the binomial expansion (1 + x)n. The relatíve

intensitíes for n = 0 to n = 6 are

shornm belor.v.

n=0
LL

_

L

--a
!¡-+

10

15

rt=6

10
20

The separatíon between any

constant

15
t\,üo

adj acent 1ínes yíe1ds

the coupling

a"

5" MDICALS I^7ITH SEVERAI

SETS OF EQUIVAI,ENT

PROTONS

Let us assume we have several distinct sets A, B,
of equivalent protons. The spin Hamilt.onian is
J4 = gßHSZ+Sz (^eEzt+ueFâB
where EzA=
where Ir2""

+ ."...)

C

(

r-60)

rLzt* T2zr

indícaËes the number of the proton in Ëhe equívalent
set A" Each equivalent set ís characterízed by a coupling consËant
dífferent ín value from Ëhose of the other equivalent sets. Let us
consíder Ëhe naphthalene anion.
A

lag" 11r.

/

Hyperfine Energy Levels and Spectra for Three
Equivalent Protons. Relative Intensíries of
rhe nâftern is indicated"
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The unpaired electron spin interacts with four A and four B type
proËons" The ínteracËion wit.h the four A Ëype protons gíves a five
line pattern with relative íntensities 1:426:4:1 and a coupling
constanË aO(4.9e). Each of Ëhese lines is further splít into quintets
by the interacËíon with the B type protons. The couplíng constant
ao = 1"83 gauss. If a^ >> an one would see five completely resolved
ö-Al)

quintets but in thís case, as in most other radicals, one obtains an
overlapped spectrum. The relaËive inEensitíes of the five quinËeËs
are deËermined by the following procedure.
1 * (tz4:"6:4:1) =
'4'x (12426¡4:1) =
'6 x (124:6:4;L) =
4'x (124:.6;4:1) =
1 x (l z4z6;4zL) =

Lz4z6z4zL
4zL6z24zL6;4

6:24236224:6

(

r-61)

4zL6:24:L624
L:42624:L

The coupling consEants may be converËed from gauss to M"/s by
multíplication by 2.803 (on1y for g = 2 radicals). The hyperfíne
structure is independent of the signs of Lhe coupling constanËs"
The coupling consËant signs may be determined by second order effects

on line wídths and hyperfine splitËings.

6.

RADICALS I¡IITH SEVERA], SETS OF EQUTVAIENT NUCLEI

In order Ëo determíne, using che first order approach, the
toËal number of h"f" línes observable for an electron interacting
with n equivalent nuclei of spin L, the following relatíon may be
used.

ZnTr*L

(I-62)

28

For n protons this relaLion reduces to n*l as
seen before. The total
number of h"f. línes for an electron interacting
with several set.s
f\rort,
^rl^
."..
ot tAt tts, tc
equívalenË nuclei is (2n^I^tl)
"'

(2nulu+l) (2naIa+1)

7"

r

ITYPERFINE SPLITTIITGS DUE TO

C]3 IN

1

-61'\

TNU METHYL RADICAL

The natural abundarrce of C13 (T = L/2)
is L"IT"" Therefore
98"92 of the melhyl radicals presenË will exhibit
the normal four line
spectra with relatíve ínËensities 1:3:3:r and
l"nl = 23 gauss.
fsee Fig" 1. s (A) l. The remainíng 1. L% of rhe meËhy1 radicals
have

an additíonal couplíng of approximaËely 40 gauss
which spliËs each
of the four lines i-nto doubrets [see Fig. 1.8 (B)]"
The superposítion
of the tr^/o spectra lead to the presence of very weak
satellíte

[Fíg. 1.8 (c)]. These satelríte lines
the methyl radicals in CI 3.
8.

I]YPERFINE SPLITTINGS

may be enhanced

IN TiiE DEIIIERATED

lines
by enrichÍns

METHYL RADICAL

The hyperfine lines observed are due to
the interaction of the
unpaired electron wíth three equivalenË deuterons (I=1).
A nucleus

t'¡íth r=1 has three allowed spín orientations with components
in the
Z- direction corresponding ro mI values of +l(q),
0(ß), and _1(V).
Making use of equarion (l_59)
Field
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Radical. (A) Protons
of cl3Hr; (c) Natural Mixture of
Lhe Methyl
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The E"S,R, spect,ra

of CD, consists of seven lines separated by
fu
witlr relaËíve intensities 1:3:6:7:6:3:I" IË may be shown that
.
tnn
t
H
aÐ (uD3)
is
approxímarely equal ro 0.1531 a"
(CH3) since oll = 0.153f.
ff
E" BR]EF DESCRIPTION OF TI]E MECHANISMS

OF HYPERFIÀlE

COUPLING.

1.

UI\]PAIRED SPIN DENSITY

The isotropic hyperfine ínteraction ín Ëhe hydrogen atom is
represented by a term proportional to I,t,{o) ¡2, the probabilíËy of

findíng the electron aË the nucleus. The splittíng constant for
the hydrogen 1s orbital has been calculated and confirmed to be
506.8 gauss. The unpaired electron in molecular radicals (nonaromatic) occupíes a I orbLËal (symmetrical on reflecEion Ëhrough
the molecular plane) which extends over the entíre bonding system.
Therefore, the probability of finding it on any particular hydrogen
atom ís dramatíca1ly smaller than for the hydrogen atom" This concept
leads to much smaller hyperfíne coupling constants for each hydrogen
aËom ín the system" If the molecular radícal contains í hydrogen atoms
PH = #U., = unpaíred spin densiry (in the ls orbiral
or i)
e_64)
There is a dÍrect proportíonality between the spin density Ín the
ls (or other s) orbitals and the hyperfine splirrings.
In actual fact a molecule contai-ns many electrons r¿hose spins
are coupled together. Therefore, one is unable to say Ëhat there is
jusË one "unpaired electron" ín a certain orbital, while all others
are perfectly paired"

The correct contact HamilËonían for a molecule is represented
by the operator

Ll. = $

ses*a*lJ(:u-r*) år..f

(

1-6s)

The sum runs over all electrons, and the value of
is found by
"N
averaging over Ehe complete set of many-e1ecËron r,,rave funcËions.
The resultins
---o a
-N aS,

r

=

4T

J

gße*ß*o(Im)

,

(1-66)

where p (å,)
-1\ [Ëhe unpaíred electron density at Ëhe nucleus] is written
I

c r-\
=
rc zk ò (It - In)
-r\ Jlrl,o1zs_

p(r^,)

,

'ir

d1.

(L-67)

(gr) is the number of electrons at the nucleus with spín o, minus the
number with spín g' The operator 2so,- gives a facËor t1 dependÍng
on
the spin. The 5 function ensures arrii arr" electron is ar Ëhe nucleus.
p (r'.) is the unpaíred electron density or spin density at the nucleus
-L\
(a probabílity density measured ín elecËrorr" /å,') while 0r, is the spin
densíty in an orbiËal (a number representing the fractional populaËion
of unpaired electrons orr Ëhe aËom) . For example: íf the electrons on
a hydrogen atom are mainly in the ls orbital
o

o(s,r) =
2.

o" lur"tIH> 12

INDIRNCT COUPLING THROUGH

(t-68)

A C-H BOND

rn aromatic radícals, Ë.he unpaired electron occupies a n
molecular orbital whích has a node in the plane of the molecule.
How does the electron couple with the ring proËons which are found
aË Ëhe node? rn order to ansr^rer this ít míght be símpler to consider
an isolated tic-ÌI fragment (rig" 1.9) where the unpaired elect.ron
occupíes the 2P, carbon orbital.
The other electron on the carbon
under consideraËíon occupies an Se2 hybri-d orbital while the electron

32

on the hydrogen atom occupies itS ls orbital.
Two possible structures
of thís fragmenË may be drav¡n [Fig. 1.9(a), r.9(b)]" srrucrure (a)
is preferred due to a more favourable exchange interaction between
Ëhe n electron and the carbon 6- electron, whose spins are paral1el.
structures (a) and (b) would be of equal importance if only perfect

pairíng is consídered" Due to Ëhe exchange interactíon, Ëhe electrons
in the c-H ¿- bond are slighEly polarLzed. rf Ëhe odd electron has
spin o, Ëhere ís a slight excess o spín in the carbon ó- orbítal and
a corresponding excess ß spin in the hydrogen 1s orbítal. Thís gíves
ríse to an isotropic proton splítting.
An cr spin in the carbonp,
orbíËal leads to an excess ß spin in the hydrogen ls orbital" For
thís reasonp QH and 1, are considered Ëo be negaËive. The extent to
whích the c-H 6- electroÍls are polarized in aromatíc radicals ís
directly proportional Ëo the net unpaired elecËron population, or
ttt-electron spin density (p
,-,)tt on the carbon atom.
-Tl

= Q p'¡l (McConnellls Relatíon)

(1-6e)

For the benzene aníon, the spín density is L/6 and a, = -3"75 gauss
tl
Therefore- fl = -3"75
-22"5 gauss which is the total splitting for

#=

the benzene anion, Table 1.1 gives the values of Orr a' and Q for
dífferent cyclic polyene radícals CrrÉl' compared to CHr.
TABLE 1"1
COMPARISON OU

cnr a, and Q FOR SEVERAL

POLYENE RA}ICALS

RAÐICAI

TI

rI

r!If

1

î11

Ll)

-23"04
-qoc

v/L1.

Ll6
Ll7
Ll8

-

))
oo

C-H-

"8"8

3.75

-23,04
-29 "9
-22 "5

3"91

3.2L

-25 "7

CYCLIC

Fig. I"9
Structures Considered when Treating Indirect Coupling
Through a C-H tsond"
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(o)

( b)

2.^

3" ß PROTON SPLITT]NGS
In most cases Ëhe ß-proton couplíng is larger or equal to the
o-proton coupling. For example, 1et us examine the o arrd ß couplings
for the eËhy1 radícal in solution.
a7 = 22.38
= 26"97

aÞ

e.
g.

The mechanism of ß-proton couplíng probably involves hyperconjugatíon

as well as spin polarization. The three g hydrogen ls orbítals may
be combined Ëo form three ne\^/ orthogonal group orbítals shown in
Fig. 1,10. One of the SP* orbitals on Lhe ß carbon overlaps with
ü1 (ni.g. 1"10) whí1e the other forms the C-C bond. The ß-carbonrs
remaíning P, and P, orbitals overlap with þZ and ü3 respectívely"
The ß carbon P, orbital also overlaps with the p, orbítal on Ëhe
o-carbon. Therefore, the odd electron may be thought of as occupyíng
a molecular n orbíta1 compounded of P, orbitals on both carbon aËoms
and the group orbital rf3. By this meEhod the odd electron may
peneËrate dírecËly into the hydrogen 1s orbÍta1s givíng Lhe verífied
posítíve coupling.
Normally Ëhe methyl group is free to rotate and an average
ísoËropíc splÍtËing ís observed. rt is found experi-mentally that
( 1- 70)
= Bo + 82 cos2 e
"ßn
where 0 is the angle of twíst betrnreen Ëhe ol-carbonts 2P, orbíLal and
the plane containíng Lhe ß-proton C-H bond [See Fig" f"10(b)]. From
experiment, -:
Bo - 4g.and B, - 50g. Bo may be interpreEed as a spin
polartzaxion term which ís presenË even when Ëhe ß-proton is ín the

'.

:

Iag. t"

IU

Hyperconjugation in the Ethyl Radical" (a) Group
Orbitals for the $-Hydrogen Atoms" (b) Rotatíon
about Ehe C-C Bond"

ás.

f'

f,
(o)

(b)

f'

JO

nodal plane of the carbon 2P, orbital and incapable of interacting by
a hyperconjugative mechanísm. The B2 cos20 may be due to hyperconjugaËíon
whích averages to B2 wiËh rapid roËation"
2
IJ

Bo + L/2 B2
^ß =

F"

R-ELAXATION PROCESSES AND

LI[]E

(1-71)
I^IIDTHS

1" General Introduction
Line broadeníng may be caused by
(a) The interaction of each electronic dípole wíth all other
electroníc and nuclear dipoles in Ëhe sample and with t.he surroundins
dÍamagnetíc molecules (spin-spin and spín-latËice interactions) "
(b) The effect of vibratíonal, rotational and translational
motion of these species and of electron exchange between them (motional
and exchange modulation)

"

(c) Chemical reactions of the paramagnetíc species.
(d) Unresolved nuclear hyperfine structure.
(e) Inhomogeneous magnetic fields (Ho)
"
(f) VariaËions in the frequency of Hr.
Int,eractions (a) * (c) increase the line width by decreasing the
lifetime of Ehe spin state undergoing the observed transítion, or
by changing the magnetic field experienced by the spin at the instant
of the transítion"
Let us assume that we have N spins of which N4 are in the
upper state and N_ are in the lower state. Let us now apply a
tíme-dependent. perturbation V( t) to the system ín order to sËimulat.e
transitions from the - Ëo Èhe + state.

37

,
T,-+ = 2n |l.+lvl
E-

._
_ hy)
- r l,t) òc (¡+-E_

(L_72)

where P-* i" the transition probabílity in Ëransitions
per sec. The
perËurbatíon V must couple staËes * and _ in order
to sËimulate a
Ëransition' rhe 5 function ímposes Ëhe conditíon that p_+
=0
unless hu = E* - E_" The 6! function represenËs a line shape
of
perfect sharpness and infinite height with Ëota1 area of unity.

6(E+ - E_ - hu) =ç6 íf hv = E+ =Oiffru{e*-n_

v(t) is the applied mícrowave fíeld,

l. * lvl-'

12

= l.

-

E_

rt may be shown thar

lvl

+, lz

e_73)

whích mearÌs that the probability of transitions upward equals
the
probabilíËy of Ëransitíons dovrnward. rf we ret n = N._ N_
the
following equatÍons may be derived

_dn =

_Zpn

(L-7 4)

n = n(o)"-2P4-t

(1-7s)

rvhere n(o) Ís the populaËíon dífference aË t = 0"

that

IË can be shown

dE

æ=tP*_AE

1L^76>

where dE i" the rate of absorpËion of energy from the rad.íation fíeld
dr
Hl. Equatíons (r-74) and (L-75) mean that on applyíng H, an exponenËiar
decay of Ëhe population difference results and evenËuarly the upper
and lower levels wíl1 be equally populaËed (saturatíon). Equa'ion

(L-76) írnplies that when sat.uration occurs the raËe of absorption
of
energy goes Ëo zeroe This argument leads Ëo the conclusion that the
spin systems cannoË be isolated bur nust inËeract wiËh envíronmental-

3B

degrees of freedom (Lattíce) in such a \.{ay as to discharge excess
energy and therefore maíntain an excess spin population in the lower
state ISpin-Lattice or Longitudinal Relaxation -Tr1 " Thís

environmental interactÍon makes the probabilities of sponËaneous
spín transítions up and dov¡n noË equal. It may be shorun that

_

dn__
_

dr

(n-n6)

(L-77)

,qG... )

is the population difference at thermal equilibrium, and
Trísa measure of Ëhe time taken for the spin system to approach
thermal equílibrium. Combinlng (L-74) and (L:/7)

where n

o

dn

2Pn dr = -

. ,dn
AE equl-l-IDrl-um \ãl'

r_nEo

(I-lO/

(1-78)

L

= 0) in the presence of
n-

SubstíËutine (f-79)

r-_n)
\"
o
a

mícrowave

no

field
(r-7 e)

li+2PrJ
-L

dE

AE
dr =nPAE=n o

(r + 2 PTr)

(

1-80)

Equation (1-80) sho\,rs that if 2PT1<<1 saËuraËíon may be avoíded,
Sínce P is proportional to the square of the amplitude of Hrr one
normally operates at low poLrer values to avoid saturatíon.
Because of T, the spin sËates have a finite lífetíme, and the
líne wídth due to T, v¡i1l be of the order of Ë". Líne broadeníng may
also be caused by processes which vary the relåtive energies of the
spin levels. These processes are called spin-spin (or transverse)
relaxation processes and are characËerized by the syrnbol Tr.
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T, and T, are ínterelated because ínteractions that lead to finite
lifetimes may also modulaËe energy levels.
T0TATLTNET^JrDTH=

*

+ +

=

I
T^

(

r-81)

L

where -+
is the energy fluctuation term,
r^*
¿
Sínce E.S"R. absorptions have finite linewidths and line
shapes the probability of stimulated transitions (L-72) ri.ay be
rewriËËen in Ëerms of line shape funcËions g Q) or g (o ) = eQ)

P-=#
l.*lvl
--r
n

where e
"z (0) = T^

2r

-,12 c(.,)

1
-l-':-....-=J-

i
')
L+ 12' lrrt-ûts)"
for an unsaturated Lorentzj-an Líne shape

.1
g(o) = '2

_--

v

¿,tf

(

"

1-82 )

(r-83)
anci where

1_

,^)2
^ - -l1 l,r'Qtu
z
o.

(1-84)

for an unsaËurated Gaussían line shape.
E.S.R. equipment is desígned to display Ëhe firsË derívatíves
tde of these absorption line shapes. The differences between the
(a3
Lorentzian and Gaussían line shapes are seen in Fig. 1.11. More
q-10
detailed descriptions of these line shapes have been reported. -'
2. Origin of Magnetic Relaxation
It may be summarLzed that T, determines the degree of
saturation and T, deËermines the unsaturat.ed líne widEh" Both T,
and T., are caused by tíme-dependent magnetic or electric fields at
Ëhe elecËron. These fields are generated by random thermal moEion
present in all matter. Radicals with an anisotropíc g Ëensor experience
flucÈuaËing Zeeman interactions with the external magnetic fíeld,
i¿hich leads Ëo relaxatíon. For a successful relaxation mechanism
there must be a time-dependent inÈeractíon actíng directly on Ëhe
spins.

lrg" J. rr
(a) Lorerrtzían (dashed) and Gaussian (sotid)
absorption curves with the same half
amplítude linewídth"
(b) Lorentzj.ar- (dashed) and Gaussian (sotid)
absorption first derivative curves with
the same peak-to-Peak linewídËh"
(c) Lorentzian (dashed) and Gaussian (solid)
absorption second derívative curves with
Ëhe same peak-to-Peak línewidth.
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H -Ho

laH,
¿2

( b)

lLH.
å

(c)

otoo

4L

rnteracËíons which change sign aË a rate faster than the
resonance frequency have little effect. Thís eliminates electroníc
motions and molecular víbrations as i-mporËanE mechanisms. Any
ÍnËeraction in the H, plane causíng transiËions between spÍn sLates
and fluctuating at the resonance frequency leads to powerful spin
lattíce relaxaËion and lÍne broadening. Random forces modulating
the energy levels (ín tto direction) at low frequencíes wíthout
causíng transÍtions affeeË T, (líne width) but not Tr. since the.
time scale of magnetic resonance is slow, roËation and diffusion motíons
are good sources of relaxaËion in liquids as are laËt.ice vibratíons
in solids, collísíons in gases, rotational or torsional motions within
molecules, æd some chemical exchange processes.

3. Line l¡lidËhs in Liquids
trlhen deËermining relaxatíon tímes and line widths ín solution
one must consider the Brovmian motion of the soluËe and solvent
molecules. How much local order ís maintaíned during the random
fluctuations in the liquid and how does the frequency of these
environmental changes compare wiËh the frequencies corresponding
Éo the various interactíon energíes of Ëhe syst.em? rf. t.he rate of
tumblíng of radj-cals in solutíon ís fast enough only the isotropíc
parts of g and
a wifl remain and the line wídth witl be small.
The averaging, in general, ís not compleËe and line widths are
found to vary with temperat.ure, víscosity, and concentraËion.
4. Spin RelaxaËíon of Radícals in Solution
For a radical with an electron spin of L/2 ín solution Ehere
are Ëv/o ímporËanË anisoËropic magnetíc interacËions wiËhin the molecule.
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is the anisotropy of the g tensor (due to spín-orbit interactions)
while the other ís the dípolar hyperfine coupling with magnetic nucleí"
Both Ëhese r^reak anisotropics fluctuate due to tumbling and do noË
produce nuch broadening. Electron spin-rotational couplings sometímes
contribute to spin relaxatíon" The Ísotropic hyperfine interaction
does noË produce any relaxation unless the couplíng const.ant varies
with time as a result of molecular motion. For high concentrations
of paramagnetic specíes, adjacent electron spíns int.eract and lines
are broadened. The interactíon between these electron spins takes
two main forms of which one is a dírecË dípolar coupling between the
electron spin magnetic moments and the other is exchange forces of
the type hJ Sl . S, between radícals whose electronic \^Iave functíons
overlap" Paramagnetíc íons with S>L/2 normally have large zero-field
splittings v¡hich lead to broad E"S.R. spectra.
Let us consider a rapídly tumblíng (about 1011 sec-l) free
radical of spin L/2 wi-t-lt an anisotropic g-tensor.
One

J! "=

sg:F-osz

a ßSo"gi(t)

(1-8s)

'-q.

where the second term which includes the anisotropic part of the
g-tensor is tíme dependenE due to Brownian moËions. The perturbation

V responsíble for relaxation is

v(Ë) = orio (e)*
It may be

shov¿n

t" *

*åu tu

* *Lr tr)

(1-86)

thatll

--J--\z = Z- (si,e])
15
'B zz'

and T{--r.

,-_1-z

=

¿ (el:e])

where (gI rg1) is the inner product of the Ëensor wíËh irself.
SubstíEutíon of these values ínËo general perturbaËion formula for
T"L and T^
vields
¿'
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(e] zsr)ß2+o2
+
T1 - ---60g2--- (' #+---)
ltl o'to-'

Çl = tt'åå'+É""

(rrc+

-rÏ;.^r,"r,

(1-87)
(1-88)

í-s the correlation tíme which is Ëhe time taken for a
r_
c
typical random flucËuation in solution to díe ar¡ray or t^ may be
defined as the time during whích a parËicular molecular orientatíon
persists. 1 ís approximately equal to the tumblíng frequency. For
I^7here

Tc

Tfast tumbling -r
;-

= 7 /6 and the effects of g-tensor anisotropy

become

-2

smaller with increased t,urnbling rates.
LeË us now examine the effects on relaxation tíme bv
anisotropic hyperfine inËeracÈ.ions

tr-! o = gßHosz * a T7s7
where Ëhe time dependent terms are:

v(r)

= ß&." sr(L)

. s +Ê. rl(-t) " r

(

1-8e)

(1-90)

r1(t) ís Ëhe Ëensor responsible for the anísotropic hyperfine inËeractions. The nuclear zeeman levels as well as the off-diagonal
elements of I"g are being í.gnored. The elecËron spin sees flucËuatíng
random local fields from Ëhe varíatíons of gi and TI which are
correlated since both t.ensors vary accordÍngly with the same molecular
motions. The líne width, therefore, depends on the relatíve
orientat.ions of the g and hyperfíne tensors. Let us define Ëhree
t.ime-dependent operators.

rx(Ë) =

(ßHocåx

+ mrTIT¡)

fy(t) = çgrrolLy + mrr)r)
fy(t) = (ßuoc|z+na.lr)

(

1-e1)
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The relaxation rate depends on the mean squared values of f¡, fy and
fZ" Therefore one conËribution to -L is:
T2

=

ß2Ho2

tSff

¡1 r tt,
+ .>ou
LPLL? /-L
\éZZ LZZ) .-

* E"I;lz
uL

,

mT-

\L*Y¿)

The combíned effecLs lead to
1

T^-d
¿

*Bm-+Cm-2
II

(1-93)

(outer lines being broader
on one side of the spectrum than the other) and C mr2 makes the outer
lines broader than the ínner 1ínes. For fast tumbling
7ßIIglc
(L-e4)
= -T5ñ'-â-- ¡-1
\ó ."¡Ir
'L i

r,¡here B m- causes asymmetric broadening
I

= rc.^ /rt"'rl\
TSTilZ \¡ 'L

/

l1

-q5)

As the concentraËion of electron spins becomes larger,
radÍcal-radícal collísíons occur more frequently, and there is
more chance for the elecËronic wave funcËions to overlap. Interchange
of spÍns between two radicals may cause broadeníng or narrowing of
the spectrum dependíng on the circumstances. ttExchange narrowíngt'
occurs due Ëo the averagíng out of electron dipole-dipole forces
which would normally give a broad líne" The rate of exchange
depends on solution víscosity, radícal concentratíon and LemperaLure.
Slow exchange rates normally lead to líne broadening. I¡lhen the
exchange rate equals the hyperfine splittingrthe hyperfine structure

r¿ill collapse, At hígher exchange rates one sharp line will remain,

2" SILICA AND POROUS -/YCOR GLASS

SURFACES

A. Introducti.on.
The free radicals studied by E.s.R. were sËabilized on
corning lt793o porous vycor glassn fn the following discussion
an aËËempt will be made to illusËraEe the chemical entities r¿hich

are believed to exist on the surface of sÍlíca and porous vycor
g1ass. Adsorption studíes will be described in order to íllustrate
the sítes on which molecules adsorb. Much of the discussíon wíIl
be concerned wiËh studies on hígh surface area sílicas because
Ëhere are many correspondences bet,ween these surfaces and Ëhe
surface of porous vycor glass. Much of the information available
about surface groups has come as the resulÈ of infrared studies
although nuclear magnetíc resonance and laser raman studies have
also contributed. The differences between pure sí1ica and porous
vycor glass surfaces will be pointed out as the díscussion progresses.
As the discussion of E.s"R. was based on the book by carrington and
Mcl.achlanl, thís discussion will be based on Ër¡ro ïecenË books on
the application of infrared spect.roscopy Lo surface chemístry.7?-r!3
A surface may be defíned as a "Ewo-dímensional" plane separatíng
two phases" It is obvious that the term 'ttwo-dimensional" does noË
exactly apply since there is no sharply defined plane at which one
goes from surface to bulk properËies" surfaces do have a Ëhirddimension which may only be a few molecular layers Ëhick. surface
atoms are subject to asSzmmetric force fields and are therefore more
chemically
reactive than burk atoms. This instabiliËy at a surface mav be
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by the rearrangement of surface atoms so that Ehey occupy
posítions which are displaced from their regular crysLallographíc
posiËions or by Ëhe phenomenon knov,rn as adsorptíon. rn thís process
molecules of a foreign subsËance dist.ríbute themselves on the surface
in such a \{ay as to minimize asymmetric force fields. Adsorption
processes are nearly always exothermíc. Physical adsorptíon is a
process in which the bond between the adsorbent and the adsorbate
ís of Ëhe van der Inlaals type (2-5 kcal/mole). Chemícal adsorption
occurs when Ëhe adsorbate undergoes a strong ehemícal interactíon
with the surface (75-20 kcal/mole) " This process may be dissociative,
non dissociative, or reactive in nature" Physícal1y adsorbed species
may be removed from the surface wíthout decomposition by evacuation
at room temperature or by heating to 12CoC. This ís a possible
working definition of physical adsorption. Physical adsorption
may also be defined as an adsorpËíon rrhích leads to perturbatíon
of the electronic or stereochemical states of the molecule but
otherwíse leaves the molecule and íts entire electron complement
intact. while chemisorpËíon produces a nevü species by fragmentatíon
of the molecule or of its electron complemenË,
AË this point a few sÍmple aspects of infrared spectroscopy
will be ment.ioned. The frequencv of the simple harmonic vibration
is gíven by:
r ,k,L/2
\) =
(r-e6)
¿TU
removed

m

where Lr* is the reduced mass of the system and k ís Ëhe force
constant (-l) characterístíc of the bond strength. Since Àv=C
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equatíon (1-96)

becomes
!1

1

1.

1 laL

N \ LI
/
T=ZrC (, m )
!

=v

(L-97)

The chemícal bond is equaËed with Ëhe 'rspri-ng" concept of Ëhe
harmonic oscillator.
The strength of the spring is considered
analogous to t.he sËrength of the chemical bond, and thus a
deËerminatíon of k gives a measure of the sËrengt.h of a chemical

bond" rf a particular peak shifts to lor¿er wave numbers (v), the
bond responsible for the peak is said to have been weakened (smaller
force consËant.) " Shífts to higher u¡ave numbers indícaËes bond
strengthening" It also follows that if the force constanË remains
the same as ín ísoËopic subsËitution, Ëhe frequency of Ëhe
vibration is dependent upon Ëhe mass of the at.oms.
'l

rrz I/2
v, = (-)
Ut

(1-98)

For a free hydroxyl group on Ëhe surface of silíca Jr= 3ZSO c*-1"
substitutíon of this
hydroxyl group by deuËerium shifËs Ëhe
hydroxyl frequency to 2750 c*-1. Equatíon (1-98) would predict
the 0D peak to occur at 2740.r-1. The measured ratio of üoFI

is 1"37.

From equaÊíon

(1-98) iË also may be shown Ëhat

vOD

vsi0l6H _.,1.003 ^_, vB016H _ I
= 1.006"
v3;Orffi= ^^, and ffi

ís adsorbed on a surface, its rotational
movements will be restricted.
rf chemísorption occurs the
víbrational modes wíll also be affected. To illustrate thís leË us
look at c0 adsorbed on a metal surface" The ínfrared spectra of
C0 consisÈs of one band due Ëo a síngle vibraËíonal mode.
üIhen a molecule

4B

0n adsorption to a surface, three processes may occur: 1) physícal
adsorption, 2) chemisorpËion, 3) díssociative chemisorption or
reaction. rn the fírst case the infrared spectra resembles thaË
of the gas with one band at 2L40 cm-]. rn the second case, the
symmetry of the co specíes is changed to Ëhat of an xT-z molecule
(x-c-O) where x is consídered to have a large mass, There are
three possible vibrati-onal modes and therefore three bands woulo
be predicted. Two of these have been observed and the other is
inaccessible experímenËally " ff. oxygen is presenE on the surface
.0
a ne\.ü specíes i¿ith Ëhe structure
is formed (x-ci- ), carbon
"a1Z
monoxíde has been oxíd.ized t.o a "-c'"
type of molecule which
to

has two bands (symmetríc and asymmetric C-O st,reËches) " On adsorption
many other occurrences are possíble" For instance, an infrared
inactíve mode may be seen on adsorption due to loss of symmeÈry
ín the molecule.
The following discussion on sample preparatíon for surface
ínfrared st.udíes will be resËricted to a few important aspecËs.
Further inforrnation abouË Ëhis as well as other technical aspects
can be found in the recenË books on the subjectlz)I3 One major
disadvanËage in using ínfrared spectrometers to study surface species
and adsorbed species is the fact that most silíca adsorbent.s do not
transmit over a large enough frequency range. Many people have used
pressed discs which alters, in some cases, the surface structure"
High pressure produces locaLLzed íncreased temperatures which causes
annealing. McDonaldl4 noticed thaË on compressing sí1ica partícles
at 1001000 lb /in 2 the number of free hydroxyls decreased and the
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number of hydrogen bonded hydroxyls increased" Hambletonret a1rl5
notíced Ëhat after using Ëhe pressing process some hydroxyl groups
were made inaccessible to deuËeríum exchange wíth D20. An increase

in pressure resulted ín a smaller nurnber of hydroxyls available for
deuËerium exchange. Porous glass, which has reasonable transmission
characterístics, lacks homogeneity of surface properÈies. To gain
homogeneíty of surface properties and avoíd pressure effecËs, peril6
devised a Ëechníque for producíng a seríes of silica, alumina, and
silica-alumina aerogels ín a "glassy" form (transparent plates).
Another ínt.eresting aspecË which must be considered when studyíng
weakly adsorbed molecules is that the ínfrared radíation absorbed
by the sample causes heaËíng whích in turn causes desorptíon. This
effect. has been studíed by McDonaldia for r,rater adsorbed on sílica.
cant and Litt1e17 estimated a sample temperature íncrease of 20oc
when studying the adsorpËíon isotherms of ammonia on porous silica
glass.
R

Silica Surfaces
1" Hydration - Dehydration Studies

It is likely that amorphous silica gels and glasses possess
the same structure as the crysËa11ine forms of silica. The
noncrystalline mat.eríals will be characterized by a random packing
of the (Si04) tetrahedra whích gives rise to a nonperiodic st,rucËure,
These amorphous sílícas have surface areas ranging from 100 m2/g^
Ëo 500
They are manufactured by: l) precipitation from
^2fgm"
aqueous sodium silicate solutions and by 2) hígh-temperaEure
oxidatíon or hydrolysis of silicon teËrachloríde" Type (2) silícas
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are characterízed by a rather sharp band at 3747 cm-I and a very
broad band cenËered at about 3500 cm-l. Type (1) sílicas exhibiË
only a very broad asymmetric absorptíon between 3700 and 3O0O cm-I.
After degassing type (2) for two hours at 27" C two new peaks at
3520 cm-i and 3660 cm-l appear in addirion to the band at 3747 cm-r.
Símilar t.reatment of type (1) leaves a peak at 3700 cfl l, a
broad band at 3500 cm-] and a shourder at 374a c*-1, Heatíng
types (1) and (2) at 500'c in vacuum for L/2 hour leads to a
disappearance of the peak at 3500 cm-l in both cases. This
treatmenË leaves the 3747 cm-i peak very sharp for type (2)
but Ëhe same peak for type (1) ís broader particularly on the
low-frequency side" Further heating of types (l) and (2) at
940"c for B hours ín vacuum results in ídentical speccra
consistíng of one sharp symmetric peak at 3748 cm-l. These
results were obtained by McDonaldla in 195g" prevíous to 195g
Russían workers had examined the dehydration of silicas and had
assígned t]ne 3748 cm-1 absorption to the fundamental stretching
vibration of a free or ísolated hydroxyl group attached. to a
silicon aËom (í.e. hydroxyl groups separated by more than 3 å,),
vícinal hydroxyl groups are those whích are adjacent on Ëhe
surface.
H
I

n
I

-si -0I

H
I

o
I

siI
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Gemínal groups are attached to the

same

silicon

atom.

Sí
o

0

Triplet hydroxyl groups have been postulated as existing on the
surface as wel1"1B rhe strong and broad absorption band aË
3500 crn-1 is attributed t,o molecular r.^iater physícatly adsorbed.
This molecular !r'ater may be removed at room temperature leavíng
a peak at 3400 cm-] which ís also assigned Ëo morecurar water
r¿hich is more strongly attached to the surface. Rapid replacement
of IJ by D (using D20) confirmed. rhe above assignmenrs (## = 1"35)
as well as suggestÍng t,hat al1 hydroxyls were substituted and
theref ore are surf a". grorps , I 9 other workers2 0 ,2 I f o,-rrrd LhaË
compleËe deuËeration of the hydroxyl groups contríbutíng to a broad
absorption aE 3650
"r-1 ras not possible and therefore postulated
the exístence of some ínternal inaccessible hydroxyl groupso
Deuteration of surface silanol groups using D20 is very efficíent
aË Éemperatures between 100'C and 200oC.
0n the rehydration process, young22 observed that Ëhe amounc
of water physícally adsorbed on the sí1ica was dírectly relaËed. to
the number of hydroxyl groups exísting on the surface, and Ëherefore

concluded that Ëhe adsorption of water occurred on these groupso
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rt has been concluded i-n many sËudies that water adsoïptÍon on a
si1íca surface occurs preferentially on adjacent (or vicinal)
hydroxyl groups although ít has been shor¿n, by looking at the
overtorie region, that single hydroxyl groups wíll inËeract with
adsorbed \,rater. Heatíng a fu11y hydroxylated sílica gel to 400"c
causes a fundamental change in the nature of the surface. summíng up:
L" Physícally adsorbed water is completely removed with
punping at room Ëemperature up to 150'C,
2" Surface silanol groups (hydrogen bonded) start to
condense and eliminate water at about 170"C.
3. The dehydration is compleËely reversíb1e up to
approxímately

400oC"

4" Above 400'C Ëhe dehydration is not reversíble and the
amount of chemisorptíon is an inverse functÍon of the dehydration
temperature. This is due to the elímination of vicínal hydroxyl
groups

o

5" Above 850'C no chemisorpËion of water can occur and
the surface is hydrophobíc since only isolated hydroxyl groups remain"
6" Sintering begins at about 900"C and the loss Ín surface
area is linearly related to the tíme of heat treatmenË. The síntering
process is one of viscous flow, Impurities lor¡er the sinËering
temperatures by increasing the fluidity.
IË is believed that the surface of silicas, prepared at
room temperature in gelatínous forms, has a structure in which
every surface silícon aËom terminates ín an hydroxyl group and
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silicon atoms termínaËe with two hydroxyl groups (geminal)
"
Figure 1.12 shot¿s the most wídely believed dehydration and hydration
reactíons" Inlhen the silica has been completely dehydrated, the
reverse of reaction (a) [rigure r"Lz] Í-s very slow. The 3520 cm-l
band seen by McDonaldl4 and mentioned before has been assigned to
síng1e hydroxyl groups that are perturbed by strong hydrogen bonding
Ëo \,üater molecules" The band at 3660 cm-l noticed by MeDonaldl4 has
been assigned Ëo hydrogen bonded sílanol groups. The raËio of free
to hydrogen bonded surface hydroxyls depends on the origin of the
sample and the temperature and tíme of dehydration.
Peril8 obtained evidence for the exísËence of weak p and R
branches for both surface 0H and surface oD groups. rf the surface
hydroxyl group ís linear only a Q branch should appear but the
díscovery of the P and R branches shows Ëhat the si-oH group Ís
non-línear. From Ëhe separaËíons of Êhe p and R branches (200
and 140 cfl-', respectively), the si-oH bond angle has been calculated
Èo be 113o "
some

1

2" Adsorbent Perturbation on Adsorption
McDonald23

ha"

shoi,,n Ëhat on

adsorptíon of argon, krypton,
xenon, niËrogen, oxygen, methane, and perfluoromethane at -l90oc
and -170'c the free hydroxyl peak at 3749 crn-l shífËed to lower
frequencies" The same effecË vras seen on adsorbing water, meLhanol,
benzene and cyclohexane at 30"c.14 This frequency shift is proof
posítíve that the 3749 cm-L absorptíon is due to a surface group.
The shift ín the 3749 cm-L absorpËion ís a function of the parËial
pressure of the adsorbate (surface coverage) and of the temperature
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the gas is adsorbed. on adsorption the 3749 cn-r absorptíon
peak suffers not only a frequency shift but also an increase in line lvidth
accompanied by an overall gain in íntensity.
At low pressures some
0H groups remaín unaffected but at increasingly higher pressures
complete disappearance of rine 3749 cm-1 band occurs indicatíng that
all the free hydroxyls are ínËeractíng with the adsorbed species.
By ínspecËing the shifts as a function of pressure it may be
concluded that nitrogen adsorbs preferentially on the surface free
hydroxyls while oxygen and argon are not preferentially adsorbed
on the free hydroxyl group" Frohnsdorff and KíngsËonz4 h..r. attempted
to correlaËe Ëhe difference ín frequency shifts of the 3749 cm-I
band for nÍtrogen and oxygen in terms of differerrces in their
quadrupole moments. Basi1a25 decíded that, since the physical
adsorption must be of the hydrogen bondíng varieËy, the st,rength
of the interacËion of the surface hydroxyl groups (AU) should be
a function of Ëhe ionLzatíon potenËíal of the donor molecules.
Basila showed that, for monolayer coverages of substituted benzenes,
z
r
-l
AvO" (cm-')
íncreased wíth decreasing ionízaxi.on potential (ev) in
a smooth fashion. It has been shown that for nonpolar molecules
such as carbon tetrachloride and hexane Ëhe heat of adsorption is
essent.íally independent of the degree of hydroxylaËion of the
surface whereas the heat of adsorption of a more polarizable molecule
such as benzene was shov¡n to be dependent on surface hydroxyl
concenËraËion. Polar molecules also cause much larger frequency
shífts (Aü^rr)
Ëhan non-po1ar ones" Therefore frqquency shifts
Ufl
aË which

)o

should be and are a linear function of the heat of physícal
adsorption of the adsorbate on the free hydroxyl group. Therefore
the reaction between the hydroxyl groups and the adsorbate is one
of charge transfer (hydrogen bonding). Basi1a25 ras able to show,
using an incompletely dehydroxylated silica sample, that diethylamine
preferenËially adsorbs to the isolaËed or free hydroxyl group
(AÐ^,,=990
This
rnl_s behavíour
benavl_our is
tr
rú rvnjcal
ejlp¿L@r of
wr roftê_pair
donor
uti

"*-i).

adsorbaËes.
J"

Adsorbate PerturbaËíons on Adsorptíon

The infrared spectrum of benzene adsorbed on a si1íca surface
ís much like the líquid spectra and thus must be only physically
adsorbed. some ínfrared bands that are typical of the gas-phase
specEra appear with multilayer coverages. At monolayer coverages
one band that is present in the liquíd spectrum but absent in the
gas spectrum appears for the adsorbed specíes" Therefore, the

properties of adsorbed benzene lie somewhere in beËween the liquid
and gaseous sËates. It has been shown that the specífic interacËion
of the surface proton ís wiËh the aromatíc nucleus by studyíng those
vibrations, the out-of-plane c-li deformaËion and the c-c stretch
which are associated wíth the aromaËicity of the compound, as a
function of surface coverage and hydroxyl group concenLrations.
The greatest perturbations in the íntensity of the two above
mentioned modes occur at low coverage and with samples Ëhat have
high concentrations of surface hydroxyl groups. Inloessner26 h."
looked at benzene adsorbed on silíca gel outgassed aL 2L0" C usÍng
nuclear spin relaxatíon phenomena. The resulËs indicate that the

benzene molecules are situaËed over surface 0H groups and rotaËing

rapídly about a molecular axis, 1ikely the hexagonal axis, even at
77"K" There is a broad dístribution of Ëemperature dependent
correlaËÍon Limes for this motíon.
Lt has norv been demonstrated that both aromatic and lone-pair
electron compounds interact specifically with the free hydroxyls on
the surface while water (with two lone pairs) ínteracts predominately
tZ-t3
with hydrogen bonded vicínal hydroxyl groups" - Since molecular
rotation is restricted upon adsorption, it might be expected that,
ín Ehe case of molecules that can exisË ín isomeric forms, one of
the isomers would be either more strongly adsorbed or more restricted
in its rotations on adsorptíon on a surface. The relative proportions
of the isomeric species exísting on a surface might therefore be
considerably dífferenË from those existing in solut.ion" This effect
has been observed for dichloroethane (rotatíona1 ísomers) and
acetylacetone (keto-enol tautomerísm)"27 Oo adsorption the ratío
,keto , Átr ) for acetylacetone is much larger than ín solutíon. The ratio
(cis/trans) for díchloroethane is larger in the adsorbed state than
in solutíon.
The infrared specËrum of ammonia adsorbed on sílica gel
has been studied often. rB '28 )29 The adsorption occurs at room
temperaËure via the interaction of Ëhe lone pair on the nítrogen
aEom ¡^rith, primarily, the free hydroxyls on the surface" Some
ínteracËion has been observed beËween ammonia and the adjacenË
It has been observed that aioru
hydroxyl groups (at 3666
"*-l).
is about 900 cm-I to lower frequencíes" The physicaLLy adsorbed

)(>

species is thought to

be
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-Peri"
reports that a small amount of chemj-sorption occurs as well
at room ËemperaËure on a very dry si1íca surface" This chemisorptíon
is believed Ëo occur by the followins scheme.
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It might be worth mentioning that Hendra and Loader30 have
looked at the laser raman specEra of physícally adsorbed species
on silíca ge1 outgassed at 150"C. They looked at adsorbed CCL/,,
Brr, CS, and Ërans-dichloroethylene over the spectral range 150 to
3400 cm-] whích ís a much larger range than is avaílable in infrared
studies. The spectra indicated verv weak ínteractíons wíth the
surface for all four compounds.
A}SORPTION STUDIES ON FOROUS GLASS

1" Introduction
Porous glasses scatter much less líght Ëhan either powders
or pressed discs, These glasses may be ground and políshed or
fabricaËed into sheets as thin as 0n1 mm. The porous glass being
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used by research \¡/orkers in the hlestern Hemisphere is normally
supplied by corning (code Number 7930-porous vycoR glass)" Briefly,

this glass is produced as follows" A glass in the sodíum borosilicate
system ís melted and fabricated at quiËe 1ow temperatures. After
fabrícation, this glass ís subjected Ëo heaÈ treatment whích causes
it to separate ínto a boron-rich phase and a silica-rích phase.
The boron-rich phase is leached out by weak acíd. The final
product is a glass that contains 96"/" sj'rjca and yeË has not been
subjecËed to the hígh temperatures that are necessary to melË and
form silica producËs. The materíal that is left after leaching
and before consolidaËíon is knov¡n as porous g1ass. The bulk
analysís shows 96"/. Sí02, 3"/" BZO3, LZ Nar}, 41203, erc. The
surface area ís usually about 200 m2 /g* ! 100 m2/gm. wíth an
average pore díameter of 40 Å. The porous glass surface has been
shov¡n to have some Lewis acid sites which silíca gels do not (see
Part 2 SecËion (C-3) of Ëhis chapter). The B/Sí rario on Ehe
surface has been shoum, by quantiËaËíve ammonía adsorpËion, to
be L/3 raËher tlnan L/LB as indicated by bulk analysis.3l
2" Hydratíon - Dehydration Studíes
Publícatíons by Sidorov32, Cant and LittlezBrl7 and Chapman
ar,d' HaLr29 discuss the simílarities
and differences between porous
glass and silíca gel surfaces. The dehydration-hydration stages
are exactly as those described for sílícas with a fer¿ exceptions
which wí11 be mentioned. I{ígh temperature dehydration of porous
vycor glass leaves not only a sharp band aË 3749 cm-r attributable
to free hydroxyls attached to sílicon atoms but also a small sharp
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band at 37gg .*-1.32 Low and Ramasubramanian33 h..r. reported the
presence of a band at 3703 cm-l on al-l samples whích have been
dehydraËed rigorously. From deuteration experimenËs and from
boric acid impregnation of sílica gels, they assígned this band

to a free hydroxyl attached Ëo a boron aËom. It is believed by
many workers that hígh temperature treaËmeriË leads to the diffusion
of boron atoms t.o the surface resulting in a hígher concentratíon
of boron hydroxyl groups on the surface. This high surface
concentration of boron atoms may also be a result of the leachíng
process. Low and Ramamurthy3ra after impregnation of highly degassed
silica and porous glass samples with PrOr, observed a sharp peak
at 3665 cm-] which they have assígned to a free POH group on the
surface.
Exposure of a completely dehydrated porous glass sample to
!¡ater vapor causes the reappearance of the band at 3665 cm-Ì which

inplies that the first step ín rehydratíon is the reformatÍon of
adjacenË surface hydroxyl groups. The simultaneous appearance of
the 3450 cm-l band shows the presence of physically adsorbed
molecular water. These aspects of rehydration are the same as
those reported for silíca surfaces.
A recent study of the dehydratíon of porous glass shows:35
1. physically adsorbed water is completely removed
by room temperature evacuatíon
2. signifÍcant decreases ín surface area occurred
only after heat treaËment above 500'C
3. fully hydroxylated surfaces exíst below 600'C
4" above 600'C free hydroxyls begin to appear
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5" dehydration at room temperature to 200"C removed
more tightly bound species (not physícally adsorbed water)
6" degassing at 300"C left much of the surface covered
wíth geminal hydroxyl groups"
7. degassíng above 300oC may go by Èhe mechanísm
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B, above 600"C boron migrates Lo the surface"
Further work by Ramasubramanian and Low36 on Ëhe role of
surface boron as Ëhe adsorptíon center for t.he sorption of water
has yielded much information, trrlater sorpt.ion on well dehydroxylated
samples showed that the maín ínËeractíon is with the 3703 cm-I band
which increased ín inËensíty and shifted Lo lower frequencies. The
inËensí.ty increase of the free sílanol band is much less pronounced
Ëhan that of the BOH band. Thís shows that porous glass is not a
subsËiËute for silica"
Water adsorptíon at low pressures causes a
new band aË 3600 cm-] whích ís ascribed to molecular r^iater adsorbed
on boron atoms" Their results indicate that the spectra of water
adsorbed on fluorínaËed and untreated porous glass is Ëhe same"
Therefore the same adsorption sítes exíst in both cases (noË the
silanol groups), The adsorption of water on well dehydroxylaËed
porous glass occurs predominantly at surface boron atoms wiEh the
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formaËion of BOH and BOH, structures. The silica network ís
hydrophobíc. There is a s1íght reaction of r¡7ater at room t.emperature
with the silica portion of the glass to form silanol groups whích

is different than for pure si1íca. Therefore the síloxane bridges
on porous glass are more readily attacked than those of pure silica"
The substítution of boron for silicon ín the sí1ica network of porous
glass could create strained siloxane bridges in the vicinity of the
surface boron whích ruould react with water andf or the siloxane-I^7ater
reactíon may be enhanced due to the fact that the BOH groups are
centers for ¡,rater adsorption. Therefore the rvaËer would be held to
an oËherwíse hydrophobic surface close to adjacent siloxane brídges.
The reaction could then occur on migration of fhe adsorbed \^/ater"
However, all boron ín the glass is believed to be in three-fold
coordination" Therefore, substiËution induced strain would be
minimal" Possíbly sma1l BrO.. aggregates, as íslands, are formed
on díffusíon of boron to the surface. The water adsorption may
occur on these islands and silanol formation may occur in the
vicinity of these íslands"
3" Surface Heterogeneity
The adsorption of ammonía on porous glass has been studied
by Chapman and Hair29 and by Cant and Líttle-17 Besides the
physíca1ly adsorbed ammonia (attached to surface free hydroxyl
groups) another species occurs whích can only be removed by heating
to 200oC" Thís species has been ídentified as being due to ammonia
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The ammonía molecule preferentially hydrogen bonds to the free
hydroxyl groups on Éhe porous glass surface. Folman and YateslT
príor to Ëhe two publícations menËioned above, noticed Ëhat after
adsorbing ammonia on porous glass, approximately 4 cc" of ammonia
per gram could noË be removed by evacuation at 150"C. No trace

of this type of adsorption (Lewis-acid-type) has been found ín
adsorptíon studíes using larger lone-pair molecules" At higher
ËemperaËures anunonia reacts wíth the surface hydroxyl groups of
porous glass to produce a single N-H infrared band aË 3373 cm-l
attribuËable to the strucËure"
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A recent infrared study3B on the reactíon of ammonia r,¡iËh
hígh Ëemperature dehydroxylated porous glass has revealed the
exísËence of the expected SiOH"""NH? and B-OH..,NH" specíes.
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cant and Litt1e29 did show Ëhat the ammonía proËons exchanged
rapidly with surface oD groups" This work38 showed that B-oD
groups are more reactíve to exchange with ammonia than the síoD
groups are" Low, et alf8 also not,iced infrared bands ascrÍbable
to the =B:NH, group. This complex may be a precursor of díssociation
and a more tíghtly bound specíes. rnfrared bands of the =g-NHz
and =si-i{H, groups were also noticed. A band, near one prevÍously
assígned to the NH4+ group on a fluorinated surface, has been
seen on both normal and fluorínaËed porous glass surfaces. Therefore
a more reasonable assignment of this band may be to the group
H
I
Nt

B,
Reuben, Fiat and Folman39 have sludied the N.l{.R. relaxation
tÍmes of adsorbed ammonía. A distribution of correlation tímes was

attríbuted to surface heterogeneity. some evidence for two major
adsorption sites lüas errcountered. These two sites are believed to
be the isolated hydroxyl group and the boron Lewís acid. site"
Fiat, Reuben and Folmatt4O hw" also studied the N.M.R. relaxation
mechanisms of ci{rOH, cD30H and clìaoD adsorbed on porous glass"
The longítudinal relaxation time was found to be one to three orders
of magnitude longer than the Ëransverse relaxatíon time and both
strongly depend on surface coverageo Thís is explained by
postulatÍng a dístríbutíon of correlatÍon times characteristic
of molecular motions " Dípolar interactions between the adsorbed
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molecules and the surface hydroxyls contribute significantly

to

longitudinal relaxation. Correlation Ëimes for CD3OH (as for
ammonia) decrease on increasing surface coverage"
4. LengËh Changes uPon AdsorPtion
Folman and Yates3T found thaË adsorption of gases upon

porousglasscausedamomentaryexpansionfollowedbyaconLraction
which continued untíl 257. of. a monolayer \¡Ias adsorbed. The glass
then expanded linearly with increasíng coverage' The expansioncontracËion patËern \,7as found to be the same for all gases except
argon and krypËon. The amount of contraction decreased when the
adsorption temperaËures were increased and when the surface hydroxyl
coficenËration was decreased, A good correlation can be drawn
between the strengËh of the hydrogen bond between the adsorbate
and Ëhe surface hydroxyls (i.e"ooorr) and the amount of contraction"
As AUo" íncreases Ëhe amounË of contraction increases " Methylation
of the glass surface completely eliminated the conLraction stage.
FolmanandYatesassumedthecontractiontobeduetohydrogen
The oxygen atom 01e)
bonding of the Ëype shovm in Fíg" f'f3(a)"
bonding
becomes more rlegative whích would strengthen the hydrogen
between silanol groups and result in a decrease in the disËance
and Oro..," Figure f"f3 (b) shows why water hydrogen
between orn.
( f\/
\D,'
effect"
bonded to vicinal hydroxyls does not show the contraction
5" Restrícted Rotation of Adsorbed Molecules
of
Sheppardret alr4re 42 have looked at Ëhe infrared specËta
glass"
methane and methyl bromide physically adsorbed on porous
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(a) Contraction of Porous Glass on Methanol Adsorption
(b) No Measurable Contraction on lJater Adsorptíon
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By theoretically reproducing the spectrum of methane, Sheppard,
et al, decíded that it was weakly held Ëo the surface via three
hydrogen atoms so that the molecule exhibits one rotaËíonal
degree of freedom about an axís perpendicular to the surface.
They decided also Ëhat the methyl bromide molecule adsorbed on
porous glass rotates freely about its threefold axis. Sheppard
and Yates42 caLculated the electric fíeld on the surface of porous
glass to be 7 x 106 V/cm (or 2 x 104 esu). It is this electric
fíeld which relaxes the infrared selecËion rules for s¡rmmetríc
molecules such as H, and CHo adsorbed on surfaces "

D"
1.

REACTIONS OF SURFACE SILANOL GROUPS

EsËerification
The reaction may be wríËËen
=-si-oH + RoH:

:Si-o-R + HzO R = CHy

CH3Cr{2r."

This reaction has been carried out ín a closed vessel at
elevated temperatures.3T Infrared studies of thís reaction índícate
that single hydroxyl groups are meËhylated ín preference to adj acent
hydroxyl groups. ì.{eËhylated surfaces are hydrophobíc' Baverez and
Bastick43 h"n. shown thaË another actíve site is available to methanol
on the surface" Thís acti-ve síte ís the siloxane bridges and the
H
reaction goes as follows.
I
n
.- 0-,,- *
9CH:
si+CH^Oli +-Sí
-Sí-O-'Sí¡
-OllJ¡
Methoxy groups may also be introduced inËo a silica surface
bv reacËíon with díazomethane.
I

6B

The reaction is:

+

+

cH2N2

I

:q-ô-nTl

+ì{

IJ¿
=sí0H
This reactíon must be carried out in the absence of \.vater"
Recently, Morterra and Lowr++ on degassing a methylated
aerosÍl at 750'C, notíced the appearance of a band at 2280 cm-l
which they assigned to a surface SiH group. 0n degassing an
aerosíl wíth Si-OCD, surface groups ax 750oC, a band at 1650 cm-l
appeared, The ratio of Lhese Ëwo frequencíes (1"38) agrees with
Ëhe expected. value of 1"35 C#i# l"

2" FluorínaËion
The treaËment of a porous glass surface witln 307" ammonium
fluoride solution followed by heatíng to 700'C completely replaces
Ëhe surface sÍlanol groups r.rith fluoríne and also reduces Ëhe
surface area" The result ís a hydrophobic surface. The reaction,
as well as the regeneration of the origínal surface by adding watere

has been followed spectroscopically"45
Chapman and Hairr46 using a !2r5% ammonium fluoride solution,
have shovm that only about one-half of the surface hydroxyl groups
on porous glass were replaced by fluorine aËoms" The resulting

This actÍ-vity results
surface exhíbited high caËalytic activlty.
from an inductive effect on the silanol grcups by neighbouring
fluorine atoms analogous to the increase in acidity of acetíc acid
on fluorinaËion.
H
F
r+

si

,,I

''..

Sí
t

U
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idhen ammonia

is adsorbed on this surface a species ídentified as the

l-

NHr.r group rüas observed.29
T

0n adsorbing ammonia on a fully fluorinated surface only the
infrared bands due Ëo ammonia chemisorbed on Lewis acid sites appeared.
Ful1y fluorinated surfaces tended to react with ammonía at 200'C rvhereas
the partíal1y fluorinated surfaces did not. The surface species produced
on reactíon are not fullv undersËood.

3" Chlorínatíon
The reaction of the sí1ano1 groups r,rith sulfuryl chloríde under

refluxing conditíons or in t.he gas phase leads to up Eo 90% replacemenË
of surface sí1anol groups with chlorine atoms.47

2=Si-OH+so2cLz ¿ 2=sicL+2HCL +S02
reaction wiËh chlorine
gas at 700:900"C or by reaction with carbon ËeLrachloride at 350"-600oC.18
The chlorinated surface may be reacËed wíËh ammonia. l B
Complet.e dehydroxylatíon may be obtained by

rI

:-Si-Cl +2NH3+
=si-ili__tl +NH4C1
The aminated surface ís stable to ü7ater but the surface mav be
regenerated by heating in oxygen at 600oC.
4" Grignard Reactions
of these reactions may be carried out using such Grignard
reagents as CHTMgI and CHrLi'. ffr. silanol groups may be removed as follows:
Many

+ CH
:Sí-OH + CH.Li
"*4
J = zSi-O-Li
507" reactLon
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chl-orinated surfaces may undergo many reactions; two of which are:

-:Si-Cl + CH"Lí +
J5
=Sí-CIj^+LiC1
=Si-Cl * g Lí + =Si-Q + LiCl
5" Carboxylic Acíd DerivaËj-ves
These reactions, which are shovøn below, do not occur wíth pure
silíca surfaces, They require the presence of ot.her ions on the surface,

an increase Ín the acidíty of the surface hydroxyl groups, or both.

+ =Sí-O-C-CH3 + H20
Y
=síOH + cH3c0c1 -> =sí_o_c_cH3 + I{cl
sase
c
-> =Si*O-ö-CH. * HAc
2=SÍOH * Acr0
=SiOH

+

CH3C00H

6, ReacEions ruith Organosílicon

.u,

Compounds

MethylaËed chlorosj-lanes are used to efficiently dehydroxylate
silíca and porous glass surfaces" The resultíng surface is nonreactíve
and reasonably homogeneous which makes ít useful as a support in gas
chromotography" A typícal reaction is:
=síoH

+ clsí(cH3)3: =si-o-si(cH3)3 + HCl

of the surface sílanol groups is not attaíned.
Monochlorosilanes are believed Lo react preferentíally wiËh the free
silanol groups and dÍchlorosilanes react preferentially vrith adjacent
hydroxyl groups.
=si-o-,'-cll3
=si-oar
/ ta", +LHCL
+
c12sí(cH3)2->
=si-O
=sí_o
t\L
compleËe replacemenË

H

7L

React.ion with Diborane

The reaction of díborane wíËh surface silanol groups ís not
understood due to conflictíng resulËs"48, 49, 50 After reaction
B-H and B-o stretching vibraËions have been Ídentífied. probably
many step wÍse reactions occur, accounËing for the conflicting
results.
Even Ëhe reactíon of diborane with l,rater involves six water molecules"
B2H6 + 6 H2O u 6 H2 + 2H3BO3

B, ReacËion with Silicon Tetrachloride
PerilB has sËudied quantitatively the reaction beLr,/een silícon
tetrachloride and surface hydroxyl groups. Hockey51r52 and ot.hers
belíeve that freshly formed silica ge1 has a surface that is fu1ly
hydroxylaËed and on whích gemínal hydroxyl groups exist. Geminal
hydroxyl groups would not be hydrogen bonded wiËh each other"
Hockey has suggested that the band at 3500 cm-t ín the spectra

of
sí1ica surfaces is due to Ëhis species. Hockey5l suggested that
the gemínal groups remaíning on freshly prepared silica surfaces
originate from laËtíce imperfecËíons caused by íncomplete
polycondensation. He also suggesËed that the followíns reaction
could occur at low temperaËures"
some

rQH

nt¡

-Si;OH+¿O-Si
^Þecofro
.ii l_rst
Layer Layer

-> -Si-O-Si- +
lt¿
-ll

H^0

Strained

Above 400"-450"c Ëhe strain is removed and the react,íon becomes

irrevers ib1e.
Sílicon tetrachloride would react wiËh gemÍ-nal hydroxyl
groups
^.
o------ -. oH
- eiving:
õ1
cl-Si' cl
- o --ul Si
_>
+
+ 2 IICL
=Si'=Sj-

oH

cL' 'cl

'

o

'

-c1

t¿

PeríIB found that a silicon Ëetrachloride molecule reacted wit.h cwo
hydroxyls on a freshly prepared aerogel (calcíned and dehydrated aË
600'C). Even after heaËing to 800"C, over 40% ot the silicon
tetrachloríde molecules reacËed with two hydroxyl groups" hrhen
virgin sílíca was fírst heated ín vacuum at 800oC, calcined in
oxygen at 600'C, or exposed to air for a year each silicon tetrachloríde
molecule reacted with one hydroxyl group" These surfaces exhíbit no
evídence of hydrogen bonding" Therefore, ít has been shov¡n that
adjacent sílanol groups do not necessarily hydrogen bond to give
the 3650 cm-] band and that freshly prepared gels alnost certainly
contain geminal silanol groups" Perí speculates that surface annealing
takes place over a period of time, possibly by the migraËion of Si(Of.)O
species, leaving the more stable free hydroxyls as the predomínate
surface species.
Snyder and i'i7ardr53 by selecËíve siLanlzation and infrared
spectroscopy, have sho.r¡n that 'lreactive hydroxylstt constitute the
strongest site for the adsorption of aromatíc hydrocarbons and react
most rapídly with Lrimethylchlorosí1ane and dimethyl-dichlorosilane"
"Reactive hydroxyls", accordíng to them, are adjacent pairs of strongly
hydrogen bonded surface hydroxyls which are predominant on fíne pore
silicas,
g"
Reactíon with Boron Trichloríde5q
The possible reaction products are:
C1
,.
o -cl
I
'ct
(2)
and
D
blrr¡

0
I

Sí
t¡l

U
I

Sí
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ProducË
producË
On

(1) occurs due to reaction of BCl, with free hydroxyls and
(2) occurs on reacËi.on of the hydrogen bonded surf,ace hydroxyls.

hydrolysis (1) gives

SiOH

+

B(OH)3 and

(2) gives:

OH
I

D

o

o

I

I

òl_

ba

ltl

+

HCl

il|

PREVIOUS E.S"R.STIIDIES OF METHYL RADTCAIS

A brief íntroduction to some prevíous E.S.R. studíes of methyl
radicals ís appropriate. Some of the studies mentioned below are of

historícal sígnificance only whíle others will be referred to and
discussed more fully at a later tíme.
The earliest E"S.R. study of the methyl radical rdas carried out
by Gordy and McCormick.55 They investígated x-irradiated methyl and
eËhy1 compounds of zirnc, meïcury and tin at 77"K" Irradiate¿ 7rl(Cllirt) 2
gave a quartet, having a total spread of 70 to B0 gauss, which decayed
over a period of ten days at liquid nitrogen temperatures " Thís quartet
was assigned to Ëhe rnethyi- radicaL trapped in a symmetrical cage and
rapidly ínverting (non-planar) aL 77oL<" Rexroad and Gordy56 irradiaËed
toluene r¿íth U"V, ín E"P.A" glass (ether, isopentane, and alcohol) aL
77"K" They observed Ëhe methyl radical which had a h.f. splitting of
about 27 gauss.
Smaller and MaËheson57 y-irradiated meËhane at liquid helium
temperaËures " The methyl radical \^7as not observable until the
temperaËure r¡ras raised to 20oI( (1iq"H2)" The spectrum had a Ëotal
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spread of 80 gauss and the relative intensities \¡rere 1" 0l: 2 "84 z 3.00 :1. 16 .
The line wídth r¿as 3,5 gauss" In order to confírm the above assignmenË
(methyl radical) rhey then y-írradiated mercury dimethyl at 77"K" The
observed four line spectrum had a total spread of 76 gauss, relatíve
íntensíties of 1.30:3"00:2"7420"73, and line width of l0"B gauss"
Jen, et atr5B aischarged methane at 4.2"K and subsequently observed
the methyl radical spectrum. The h"f.s. was 64.39 Mc/s and the g-value

2.00242" The relative intensities at 4"2"R \¡lere 122"222 "2:L"
At 4"2oK the spectrum was considered to be partíally saËurated since
A similar
on warmíng the relatÍve íntensities approached I:3:3:1.
spectrum was observed for the U.V. írradiation of 1% CH3I ín an
argon matrix. Jenret alr5B also discharged a partially deuterated
methane at liquíd helium temperatures" The resulting specLrum r¡/as
anaLyzed and the following specíes \Álere reported: cD3' cD,il , cIlD2
and CHr" Jenret a\studied the rnethyl radical in differenË matríces"
(Table L"2) "
was

TABLE

I"2

EFFECT OF DIFFEREI{T MATRICES ON SOME METTTYL RADICAL

E"S"R"

PARAMETERS5B

MATRIX

oJ

a(ltc/s)

H
'-2

2

"00266

65 "07

A

2

"00203

64.64

cH,,

2

"00242

64"39

L JÃ'

t/

zt"l,^x

"

Ht.

(

gauss)
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The binding energy of the matrices increases from H, through CHO.
The g-value is unaffected while the h.f" splitting decreases slightly

on increasing bindíng energy" The linewidths increase on íncreasing
binding energies. Jenret alrdecided that the linewidths are more
dependent on the natuïe of the matrices than on the properties of the
radicals" T. Coleret a1r59 looked at CI3 enríched methyl radicals
at 77"K produced by x-irradíation of methyl íodide. The C]3 h.f.t"
rüas measured to be 4lt3 gauss whích r¡ras Ëaken as strong evidence for

a planar sËructure for the methyl radical.
In/allret a1r60 y-irradíated methane aX 4"2"K which resulted in
the productíon of hydrogen atoms and methyl radicals" The h"f"s"
of the meËhyl radical r¡ras measured to be 23 gauss, the line width
at half intensity was 11 gauss and the relatíve intensities l¡/ere
L22"4:2.8:1.1" On warming and then recoolíng the sample Ëhe hydrogen
aËoms disappeared while the methyl radical spectrum sharpened up"
I(arplusr6l using valence-bond theory, calculaËed the proton h"f.s. for
a pl.anar meËhyl radical Ëo be 27+5 gauss" The meËhod used was
insensitíve to angles of l0-15o from planariLy. Cochran62 photoLyzed
both methane and deuteromeËhane usíng vacuum U.V. at 4oi{. }Ie ídentified
both the cH, and cD, spectra" The raËío of the hyperfine splÍttíng
constanËs qaCH:7"g¡q) was in the ratío of the nuclear g-factors
(cH/cD = 6"sL4) "
Ayscough and Thomson63 looked at the E.s"R. spectra of radícals
Ërapped ín y-irradiaËed polycrystalline alkyl ha1ídes aE 77"K" The

spectra obtained from y-irradiaLed meËhyl bromide and methyl chloride
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r¡/ere complex. The four rine methyr
radical spectrum \¡7as poorly
resolved with average line separaËion of 70t5 l.{c/s.
Ayscoughret a1r64
y-irradíated (77"R) both dimethyl sulphone and merhyrisopropyl
sulphone.
rn both cases methyl radícal spectra were observed with

h.f" splittings
of 23 gauss and relative intensities of 1:3:3:1. Ayscoughret
alr65
on irradiating azomethane at 77"R with u.v. light, observed
a broadu
asymmetric methyl radical spectrum, Ayscough, et
a1r66 have also looked
aË the E's.R" spectra of species, trapped in glassy
matrices, produced
by y or u'v. írradiation at 7ioK" They y-irradiated an gN
sodium
hydroxide glass (ll"x) containing 3 x 10-2 tt methyl chlorid.e"
The
írradiaËion produced niethyl radicar-s, trapped electrons, and 0species.
Bouldin, patt.en and Gordy6T have shown Ëhat large concentratÍons
of methyl radicals and hydrogen aÈoms may be produced by y-irradiaËion
at 4"2oK of inert gas matrices conËaining impurícy concentrations
of
methane (less than one part in f04). The same amount
of methane in
Ëhe pure form, given the same y-îay dosage at h"2ol(, would
not give
a detectable sígnal" Therefore, for dÍ1ute sorutions, the matríx
must
absorb the energyr and then transfer it to the impurity (ct{,
or cDo)
by some mechanism. Further work has been done on this problern"68
Here, furËher experimental work is díscussed, possible mechanisms
for energy migration are postulated, isotope effects and theories
for the observed ísotope effects are presented, and satellite lines
of unknov¡n orígín are spoken of . Gordy and lvlorehouser6g or,
y-írradiatíng solid methane at 4"2"K, noticed, in addition to the
hydrogen atom and methyl radical spectra, a weaker ouartet of quartets"

They theoretically interpreted these lines as due to exchange-coupled
hydrogen atoms and methyl radícals. Analysis of this interactíon

indicated the separatj-on of the coupled H and CH" to be 6.76L.
Simílar effecËs rvere observed on y-irradiation of meËhane in a
krypton matrix at 4.2"K, but was not observed for y-irradiation
of methane in an argon matríx aL 4.2"K. Morehouse ret aL70 hane
produced
CIla,
SiHl , GeH, and Snll" in a krypton
matríx at 4"2'I( by
"
J'
5
3'
5
y-irradiation of Ëhe maËrix containing dilute concentrations of
CH4, SiH4r GeH^ and Snl{^" The results indicate free rotation for
Ëhe methyl radical and restricted rotatíon for the others about an
axis perpendícu1ar to Ëhe syrnmetry axís" For SiH, the ísotropic
silicon-2g h.f" splitting ís 266 gauss and the anísotropic coupling
is 24 gauss. The methyl radical ís planar while the others are not"
Fessenden and SchulerTl developed a techníque for looking at
alkyl radícals in 1íquid hydrocarbon systems during irradiation
witln 2.8 MeV electrons. They studied the meËhy1 radícal and
deuteromethyl radical over a narrol/ü temperature range (m.p.-1B3oC,
b"p. -161"C). The results obtaÍned for the methyl radical are as
follows: RelaËíve inEensítíes l:3:3:1; aH = 23"04 g. ! L"LrI.=Q "29 e;
only partial resolution of the second-order splitting (0 "23g) of
each of Ëhe central pair of línes was possible; g = 2"0O255. The
results obtained for Ëhe deuteromethyl radícaL are as follows:
relatíve íntensities l: 32627:6 :3:t; aÐ=3" 576(tO.C02) g, 3 g=2 "A0256"
Fessenden and Schu!er72 sludíed the meÈhyl radical in rare-gas maËrices
ín conjuncEion wíËh sËudíes of fluorinated rneËhyl radicals" They
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founci that for the methyl radical ín a krypton matrix: aH=23"0g;
.)
<^. - - ."0026;
-C-eq
a
L.i,J" = 0"5g" In a xenon matríx the L.[I. was
-JUo Jós é
4.0 gauss. Thís increased linewídth \4ras atËríbuted to unresolved
splíttíngs due to Xe]29 and ¡.13i or due to a decreased tumbling
frequency in the xenon matríx. FessendenT3 studied C]3H* Ci3HrD,
C] 3tll, and C] 31, in the líquíd phase (at -I77"C) by in
"1r,,
elecËron irradíation of the corresponding hydrocarbons. These

radicals were also studíed in a krypton matríx at -188"C"
results may be seen in Table 1.3 below.

The

Table 1.3
METTIYL RADICAL HYPERFIi{E SPLITTII{GS MEASURED IN

SOLUTIOTI AND

RADTCAL
h.l
C"H3"
n13u bd
^.7
cr¿H2D-"
ci 3H2Dce

t^cl
ld

t^Dl

|

I4

"Hl

|

I

23"039

)? ^/,

38.34b(38.53)

lJoVa

23.L0

3" s31

z3"Lo

3"54

23"2L

3

z3.Lg

3" 55

orl

cr¿HÐ2
cI3I-ID^ce
z

IN A KRYPTON MATRIXT3

3.57

n] 3n bd

3.578

a^r--'* ^+^.1
sÞLrrudLçu

^^
dsLurdcy

+^
^
:uouI¡3ô
^'l

e = estimated accuracy t0"

37

.06

6

b = observed ín liquíd methane at -L77" "
c = observed in krycton matrix at -lB8'.
.l u

.82

"552

c1 2D^bd
J

37

c

0259"

35.98b (36.18) c
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A study of the methyl radical in aqueous solution has been
done over the temperature range 273"K Ëo 333'K.74 The peak-to-peak
línewidths decreased from l.19 at low ..ËemperaËures to 0.8g" at room
Ëemperature. A straíght line was fítted to the resul-ts of I"I{l
,¡ l^Hl
versus T("c) over the above temperarure range tli--t
= -2"1 *g/'cl"
The methyl radical has also been studied ín irra¿ilted

single crystals
of sodium acetate trihydrateT5 where the resulËing methyl radicals
I,ìiere report.ed to have the f ollowing parameters: relative íntensities
1:3:3:t; aH = 22"5 t 0.5g; tr^/o sets of saËellíte 1ínes assigned Ëo
"forbidden spin-flip' transiËions of the protons on neighbouring
\,/aËer molecules; acts=37.7 J 0"5 g" Methyl radicals have been
observed in a st.udy of the solute-sensitized photodecompositíon of
polydimethysiloxane.T6 llere, the phot.olysis of solutions of naphthalene
in polymeríc dimethylsiloxane has been examined at 77"K" The
naphthalene solute sensitízes Ëhe decompositíon of the solvent by
a stepwize two-phoËon absorptíon process, involving Ëhe first Ëríplet
state of naphthalene as an intermedíate. CH3"r -CHr. and =Si"
radicals were observed by E.S"R.
Several papers have been published on methyl radicals stabílized
on surfaces such as si1íca gel, porous Vycor g1ass, and zeolites.77-84
These publications will be discussed ín Ëhe next. chapter.
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II

GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE

E"S"R.

SPECTRA OF METHYL RA}ICALS STABILIZED

ON POROUS \TTCOR GLASS

1.

IÌ\TTRODUCTION

A very brief description of some of t.he varied E.S.R"
studies that have been carried out on surfaces will be presented.
Some of the earliest E"S"R. studies of surface stabílízed radi-cals
were performed by RussÍan workers. Paríiskii,eË aL!7 ttave studied

methyl radicals adsorbed on silicagel at low temperatures" The
sílicagel, having a specifíc surface area of 700 mz/gm, was
outgassed in a vacuum for 6 hours at 300"C before methyl iodide
adsorption at room temperature. The sí1ícage1 samples were then
irradíated at 77"1( for 4-6 hr" with a U"V. source" The E"S"R.
spectra, recorded aE 77" K, consisËed of four lines of L-2 gauss
width, spaced 24"2 t 0.5 gauss apart, and Ëhe g-factor \^ras
2.COI t 0"001" The relatÍ-ve ampliËudes of the four lines r.^rere
1:8.52L3;2"5 instead of the binomial values 1:3:3:1. The spectrum
described above was assigned to the methyl radícal. The unusual
relatíve amplitudes Ì^rere ascríbed to incomplete neutralization
of the anisotropic hyperfíne spín-orbital interactions" Paríiskíí,
eË al) thought of the methyl radica1 as being bound to the surface
by a one-electron bond due to the attraction of the unpaired
electron to the adsorbent" fn thís situation only Ëhe rotation
about the three-fold symmetry axis would remain. The small
linewidths (l-2 gauss), however, indicates that other moËions
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of the stabilized methyl radÍcal are still imporËanË. The methyl
radical was found to be very stable on the sílícagel surface
(Eemperature studies). I(azanskíí and PariislcÍi85 observed the
E.S.R. spectra of ethyl radicals afËer y-irradiaËing ethane
adsorbed on sílícagel at 77"K" The reported proton hyperfine
splittíngs \^/eret Itol = ZO.5g and l"ol = 27 gauss. The ethyl
radical was pictured as beíng bound to the surface at one end
only. The ethyl radicals were found to be quiËe stable on
íncreasing the Ëemperature buË no measuremenËs of I to I and
lrßl r"tu reported at increased temperatures" The adsorbed
radícal resembled an entirely free one very closely; íts unpaired
electron takíng no appreciable part in the bond t.o the surface"
Pariiskíi and Kazanskii86 have also used the E.P.R. technique
ín studyíng the recombination of hydrogen atoms, formed on a
silicagel surface by the radiolysís of its hydroxyl groups, and
theír reactions aË 1ow Lemperatures (-170 to -100'C) wíth oxygen
and ethylene. Much of the work done by Kazanskii and Pariiskií
on the E"S"R. of free radicals adsorbed on catalysts has been
presented in summary.TB They concluded' on comparing the h"f.s"
ín the specLra of radicals adsorbed on si1ícagel with the h.f.s.
for the corresponding free radicals, that the disturbÍng acÈion
of the surface on the unpaíred electron cloud of the adsorbed
radicals is very small" They have esËímated the sErength of
the one-electron bond Ëo the surface Ëo be 3-5 kcal/mole.
Analysís of the arnplítude ratíos of components in the E.S"iì.
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spectra of adsorbed alþl radÍcals gives some ínformation about
the geometry of these radícals and about theír motion in the
adsorbed state. The conclusion reached, for the methyl radical,
was thaË there is a loss of two rotational degrees of freedom
and Ëhere remains only one axis of rotation whích is the threefold symmetry axis. Interpretatíon of the adsorbed ethyl radical
spectrum showed that the radLcaL "lies on the adsorbent surface
on íts side", and there ís rotation of its CH3 and CI12 groups
relaEive to each other" The ethyl radical was posËulated Ëo
"ro11" along the surface as wel1. Adsorbed alkyl polymer radicals
also "lie on their sides" "
The E"S"R. spectra of perylene and anthracene adsorbed on
silica-alumina has been studied.BT The larger proton h"f. couplíng
constants of the perylene radical cation, generated on a silicaalumína catalyst surface, ate shifted by 4% from the corresponding
values obtained when the radical cation is prepared ín sulfuric
acid. This shift is explaíned in terms of an electrostatic
perturbation of the radical-cation Tr-electron dístribuËíon due
to Ëhe presence of the counterion. The severe línewidth effecËs
r^ihich are observed are accounted for in terms of a modulation of
the anísotropic hyperfine and g-tensor interactions. The
linewidËh varíation can be described by a polynomial equatíon
in the nuclear spin quantum number of the equivalent proton
groups províded T (correlation tíme) for the radical-catíon
motion ís chosen to" be comparable to that found ín solution
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(approxirnately 10-9 sec.)"

Therefore, the radical-cation is
relat.ively unrestricted in íts motion and perhaps the counterion
(electrophilíc agent) is also somewhat unrestricted in íËs
movemenËs on the surface. The resulËs for the anthracene radicalcation generat.ed on a silíca-alumina catalyst surface parallel
those obtaíned for perylene on this surface. hlhen the concentration
of the aromatic compound is in excess of that required to saturare
the radícal-forming abílity of the catalyst, boËh chemical and
electron-exchange effecËs are observed. The electron exchange
effect is discussed in terms of an electron-transfer mechanísm
wíLh neutral aromatíc molecules. chemical exchange involves
surface protons and occurs after the radical concentration has
reached a lirníting va1ue. Therefore proton Ëransfer is not
involved in radical-cation formation.
I(inell,et alf8 have studied rhe E"S.R. absorption of
hexane/sílícalgel systems y-irradíated at 1ow temperaEures"
several línes due Ëo defects ín the silicagel were observed.
One of t.hese 1ínes (at g = 2"0008) üras accompanied by two
satellíte lines (separation of 10 gauss) assígned to Sí29.
Ethyl radícals have been definitely identífied as one of the
irradiat.íon products. The yields of paramagneËic specíes ín
the two phases imply an interacËion between Ëhe components and
Ëhe magnitudes of the yields strongly suggest an energy transfer
from the silicagel in the formatíon of free radícals. Chung
and Haneman8l after crushing sílícon crystals in ultrahigh vacuum,
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observed an E.S.R. signal at g = 2"0055 (wittr a linewídth of 7,0
gauss) due to a confirmed surface specíes. This study revealed
ËhaË the surface sËructure for both cleaned and annealed clean
silicon surfaces ínvolve t'dangling bondst', the concentrations
beíng of the order 2OZ and 2%, respectively. i,{eeks and Abraham90
irradiated a synthetic quarxz crysLal r^¡ith 1.7 MeV electrons at
-300'K and then wíth Co60 y-rays at 80"K. E.S"R" neasurements
aË BO.K revealed t.he exisEence of two types of hydrogen atoms,

Il"Hl = 52L.3 G and lJtl = 515 Gl" Two satellite línes about
tlne 52I"3 gauss hydrogen atom línes with splíttings of less than
a gauss from the maín line have been assígned to the Si29 (f = L/2)
nucleus. (NaËural abundance = 4"77"). The intensity raËío of each
of the sat.ellites to the maín line is =0"025. The calculated
íntensity ratÍo of the satellite to the maín line, assuming they
are due to Si29, ís 0"024" The producËion of aËomíc hydrogen in
sílica glass requires only y-rays (or x-rays) at 7B"K wiËhout a
Ðrior electron irradiation as ín the single crystal" I1nthe
literature many different values have appeared for I asl | .
Gardíner91 adsorbed chloríne gas on the surface of silicagel"
A complex E.S"R. spectra resulted on irradíating Ëhe sample wÍth
a 200-LtI high-pressure mercury lamp. Línes due to silicagel
defects, hydrogen atoms and chlorine atoms were identífíed. An
estímate of.2"7 x 1017 V/"*2 was made for the electríc-fíeld
gradient at Ëhe positíon of the chlorine atom. Nobte8l et al,
have shown Ëhat methyl radícals may be stabilized fot long periods
in zeoLiLes at temperaËures below 90"K" These radícals were
generated by y-irradiation of methane sorbed on syntheËic zeolíte
(i,inde Type A - N"l2 [ (4102)12 (si02)pJ "27H20). several
unídentifíed specí.es \^Iere observed besides the more stable rnethyl
radical. The methyl radical had the following parameters:
g = 2,0026; l#l = Zl..9 gauss; relaËive intensitíes 1.0:3"1:2.8:0"9.
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Electron spín resonance studies have been made of the defecËs
inLroduced ín porous Vycor glass by y-írradiation.92 As has been
mentioned previously, boron occurs as an ímpurity in porous Vycor
glass (p"V"g.). On analysís of the defecËs, boron ís posËulated
to be trigonally coordinaËed in p.V"g. in contrasË Ëo the tetrahedral
coordínaËion observed in other glasses" E"S"R" Ëechniques have been
used to study Ëhe effects of added gases on Ëhe paramagnetic defects
íntroduced in p"V.g. by y-írradíatíon.93 Three paramagnetíc defects
have been identífied on y-irradiation of p"V.g.i92 (a) an elec¡ron
trapped on a silicon atom with at least one oxygen atom missing
(Si síte), (b) a hole Ërapped predominantly on an oxygefl atom bonded
to a trigonally coordinated boron atorn (B-0 site), and (c) a hole
rrapped in rhe s-o nerwork (si-o síte) " Defects (b) and (c) are
thought to be formed by the removal of a hydrogen atom from a
hydroxyl group. on adsorption of hydrogen and deuterium, defects
(b) and (c) are ïemoved but defect (a) remains,93 This effect is
írreversible which ímplies that strong chernisorpËion is occurring,
possibly r^ríth the formation of sioll and BoH groups" Adsorbing
oxygen, nitric oxide, nitrogen and ammonia did not affect Ëhe E"s"R.
spectrum of the defects. Since oxygen and nitric oxide have no
concluded that Éhe defects are located in the bulk
u
Ut@J he
cIIËULt
rL marr
^çç^^+ .ir
of the solid and are noË accessible to oxygen and nítric oxide'
Turkevitch and Fujíta79 r"r. the first Ëo report methyl radicals
sËabílized on p,V"g, (Corning Glass No. 7930)" The meËhyl radicals
were produced by u.v" photolysis of adsorbed methyl iodide.
Deuteromethyl and carbon-l3 enriched methyl radícals T¡/ere also
studied. The p.V.g., r,ihich had a surface area of L44# /en.(B.E"T. method),
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preËreated in oxygen at 600" - 650"c for flow system experimenrs
and was further treated at 500'c in a vacuum for static experimenËs"
The surface coverage of methyl iodíde was esti-mated to be about z%
of a monolayer for the static experíments. The sample irradiatíon
was carríed out wíth a 500 I^i low-pressure mercury lamp. A sample
of. f.rozen methyl iodíde was also irradiaËed at 77"r(, and the E"s"R.
parameters of Ëhe resulting methyl radicals \,üere measured (Table 2.1).
r^ras

TABLE

CharacterísËics

2

"

1

of Methyl and Deuteromethyl

Condition

roËat- spread

(e)

RadicalsT9

HFS(e) L"w.(e)

ff|]::T;r."

METr{YL 4AprCAL

CH^I Matríx at 77"1{
^ ,J
Adsorbed
on p"V.g" at Rm,Temp"
Adsorbed on p"V.g. at 77oK

B
"B
68"8
68"
67

23"2
22,7
22"9

3.6

L.0:2"822.9:1.0

1" 0

0:3" 0 :3. 3:1" 1
1.0:3 "7 24"1:1.3

0"8

1"

DEUTERO },IETHYL RADICAL

Adsorbed on p.V"g" at Rm.Temp. 2L"2

From Table 2"7 Ëhe

ratio

l"Hl

3

"54

1.8

1.0:3. 3:6"8:

7" B: 6 "5 23"2:

L"4

22

"7
( = 3.54)
ís 6.41 which is lower

than

the theoreËica1 ratío of. 6.5L4" The linewidths índicate motion of the
methyl radicals on the surface everi at 77"R. The measured value of
I l'tct
^^ - gauss. rt was found that the
la"'"1 was 3E.5
methyl radicals were
stable for days at room temperature. rt rnras also found that in the
static sysËem' prolonged irradiation resulted. in a constant concentratÍon
of the radical" In the flow system the yield increased linearly with
tíme of irradiaEion and eventually leveled off" The interaction of the
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methyl radicals wÍth several gases was studied. AttempËs to produce
and sËabilize meËhyL radícals from acetone and dimethyl mercurv \^rere
unsuccessful.
By studying the
radicals stabilized on
of these radícals have
díscussed in detail ín

linewídËhs of methyl and deuteromethyl
silicagel ax 77"K, tumbling frequencies
been calculaËed. B3 Thís study will be
chapter rV. The remainder of this chapter
will be devoted Ëo descripËion of work done on rnethyl radíca1s
stabilized on p,V.g., some of which has already been published"B0'81
Temperature dependences of the h.f"

splittings, linewidths
líne asymmetries of methyl radicals stabilized on p.V.g. wíll
discussed in Chapter III.e
2"

and
be

ExperimenLal

Each sample of porous Vycor glass (Corníng Code No. 7930)
was preheated ín oxygen (or ín aír j-n some cases) ro remove organíc

impurities and then heated ín vacuum to dehydrate the surface.
The specific values of the t.emperatures employed and Ëhe times of
preËreatment will be noÈed at the appropríate places in the text
of thís chapËer" In Ëhis laboratory the surface area of a typical
p"V"g. sample was determíned, by the Brunauer-EmmeËt.-Teller method,
to be J.20 m2 /g*. In the líteraËure, values for the surface area
of p,V.g. rarlge from 120 ,# /e 80,94 to 342 # /g*.nt
Assuming the surface area to be 120-f3O ril /gn" and the area
of a molecule of meËhy1 íodíde to be about 10P an approxímaEe
calculation of the number of molecules required for monolayer
coverage is feasíble. Two calibraEed volumes were ínstalled (one
of.4-2 cc and one of 2"0 cc) on Ëhe vacuum line used for sample
dosing" From Ëhe surface area, weíght of the p"V"g. sample, and
P"V.T. measurements for methyl iodide, it is possible to calculate
a percenË coverage (A) " l\ = 1 for monolayer coverage.
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To many of the fÍrst samples sEudied, 2 ot 3 cm" of helium
was added to prevent (1) sample decomposítion due to heating effects
on radical recombination (2) sample desorpËíon (to the cell walls)

while f.reezing down to 77"K. It \,üas later shown that methyl iodide
adsorbed on p.V"g. does not decompose due to heating (no He in cell)
when irradiated i^iith U.V. under Ëhe conditíons employed in thís
laboratory. It has also been shov¡n that pressures of helium up to
15.5 cm (at 77"K) do not have any effects on any of the E'S'P"
parameLers of the methYl radícal"
The methyl iodide used was reagent grade supplíed by
Matheson, coleman and BelI" It rvas used without purification
af1er normal degassing procedures. Most samples were írradiated
with the fu1l focused arc of a l{anovia s-100 Alpine burner
(medium pressure mercury arc) " In some cases higher povrer lamps
and filters \,rere employed. These cases will be mentioned as they
appear ín the text. The published work80r8l was carried out on a
home made x-band E.s"R. spectrometer"* Most of the remainíng work
in this chapter was done on a Varian E-3 E.S"R" spectrometer employing
100 lClz modulatíon,'

3. Results
Forsurfacecoveragesgleaterthanamonolayer,therelative
amplitudes of the four methyl radical lines were found to be close
to the binomial values of l:3:3:1 (Fig. 2.1).80 The relative
amplitudes of the four methyl radícal lines deviate from the binomial
values on decreasíng coverage (or '[) (Fig' 2"L) ' The relaËive
ampliËudes of the four proton lines have been studied more extensively
as a function of A and as a functíon of varíous surface treatments
(see followíng results as well as Chapters III and IV) '
'*Thís spectrometer \,/as buílt by Dr" M" Fujimoto of the Physícs
Department, UniversitY of Manitoba"
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For hígher surface coverages the following E.S"R. measuremenËs \,/ere
made on the methyl radícall Relative amplitudes 1:3:3:1;
IrHl = 23"4 1 0" 2i g = 2,0024 t 0.0001; Línewídth = 1.5 g"rr"".80
For A = 1, the linewídths on increasing Ho r^rere found to be
7.8, L"zr 1"1, and 1.0 t 0.2.81 Methyl radical decay (as well as
Ëhe cascade effect) will be Ëreated in Chapter V.

A. Radical Buíld-Up SÉudies
Preliminary sËudiesB0 showed that upon U.V. radiaËion of
methyl íodide the meËhy1 radical concenËratíon asymptotically
approached a saturatíon value whích was índependent of A if A
was less than 10" The manner of approach to saturaLíon depended,
howeverron.[ and Ëhe absorbed líghË inËensity. In Fig" 2"2,
one can see Ëhe builé-up of the four methyl radical lines on
írradialíng a sample (t\=0"05) with Ëhe full focused arc of a
Hanovia 5-100 Alpine burner at 77"K" Thís sampl-e had been
preheaËed in oxygen f.ox 24 hours at 750" C, then heated ín
vacuum for about 18 hours before adsorbing methyl íodide. Table
2"2 extrl-bíËs the relaËive amplíÊudes of Ëhe above mentioned sample
as a function of irradíafion time"
rEsLE 2"2

litudes as a Function of Irradiation Time For
RelaËive
l"Iethvl Radícals Stabilízéd on a Dehvdrated Surface
IRRADIATION TIME (MiN.)
I

z
ô

J

5
B

11
15

20
25
30
35

40
60
90

RELATIVE AMPLITUIE-S

1.0:4 "59;6"38;1"98
1.0:4" 37 26"07 zL"7L
1.0:4" 54¿6"43:I.78
L"024"7826"72:1.95
1.0:4.53:6"63:1"88
1"0:4.6626"7321.89
L"O:4.7 4t6 "932I"96
1"0:4.64t6"68:1.90
1"0:4" 6326"84:1"93
1" 0:4" 6026"77 zL"88
1"0:4" 6826"572L"95
1.0:4.67 26"692L.92

1.0:4.7L:6"86:1.93
1"0:4" 6L26"722L"94

Fig.

2

"L

(a) Spectrum of Methyl Radical at 77"K (higtr surface coverage)
(b) Spectrum of

MeËhy1

Radícal at 77"1( (low surface coverage)

90o

(0)

90b

F-'1

-->H

Fig, 2"2
BuÍld-up Study of Methyl Radicals StabilÍzed on a Regular
p.V"g. Surface. The amplitudes of t.he four lines are
SËandardized to the Same Gain Setting" The open círcles
refer to líne 3a while the solid circles refer to line 3.
The solid line represents the results of studying line la
whíle the dashed line represents the results of studyíng
líne 1" Lines 1, 3, 3a and la are defíned on page L02
and exhibited on page L62.
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Build-up studies were also performed on a cell conËaining meËhy1
iodíde (A=0"06) adsorbed on a surface whích had been chlorinated
using carbon Ëetrachlorid.e as the chlorinating agenÈ.iB The radical
build-up, usíng the same irradíation set-up as for the previously
mentíoned build-up study, \,{as much slower due to Ehe fact that much
of the adsorbed methyl iodide had been desËroyed by discharging the
sample (Tesler coil) at an earlier date. The trends, ho\,rever, are
identícal to those observable in Fig" 2"2" Table 2,3 shows the
relative amplitudes as a function of irradíation t.ime for this
chlorinaËed sample.
TASLE 2.3

Relative Am.plitúles úÉ. .Irrádipti_on Tíme for Methyl
Radicals SÈabilízed on a Chlorínated Surface (
IRRADIATION TIME (Min.)

I()

RELATIVE AMPLITUDES

z

1 ñ.)

6

1"0:3.01:3Á9 2L"44
1.0:3. 7Lz5 .00:1" 56
1,0:3.35:4" 7L:L"44

8
10
15

25
70
B6

?.-.-

1"0:3" 82z5"L9zL"44
1"0:4.2325"75:L"75
1.0:4.2326.08:L"77
1.0:4.50:6" 27 :L"87

1.0:4. 3426 " 19 : l. 84
1.0:4.6126"31:1"88
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MeËhyl radical build-up

was also notíced on phoËolysis of

chloríde. The meËhyl radical build-up
was slower due to the increased sËrengths of the carbon-halide bond
in these t\^Io compounds.
meEhyl bromide and methyl

B. A Second Kínd of Methyl RadÍcal (denoted Me!)
. Under certaín condiËions a second kind of methyl radical vas
observed on photolysis of methyl iodide at 77"K (Fig" 2"3) " This
radical was noËiceable when the surface coverage of methyl iodide
was small (^ < t). Mer has a four",line spectrum characterized by
the following E"S"R. parameterst d., = 20.2 ! 0.4, 8¡4", = 2"00L6 t
0,0005.80 Mer builds-up faster Ëhan Me (normal meËhyl radical),
but decays at liquid nitrogen temperatures. Therefore Mer ¡¡as
noËíceable only at early stages of irradiaLion. It was believed
ín earlier work that Met decayed into anoËher radical (x) at liquid
niËrogen Ëemperatur.".B0 Later, it was shown neíther to decay into
the radical x (to be treated ín the next section) nor ínto the normal
methyl radical. Therefore Met must reacË at líquid níËrogen temperatures
and lose its paramagnetíc properËies, ft is ínteresting to note that
Mer íncreased in concentration on higher and longer preliminary heat
treatments of the p"V.C, (700-850"C for longer periods of time than
Ëhe average) " In this case x \^ias noË seen to come up as Mer decayed.
Does the smaller value of lt"l for the Mer indícate charge transfer
If a sample of
Ëo the surface? This poínt will be discussed later.
p.V.g. is suitable, Mer will appear on many reirradiations of the
sample.

Further work has been done (using a varian E-3 spectrometer)
in order to elucidate the structure of Me!. Mel appears on irradiation
aL liquíd nítrogen temperatures of samples with high and low poÏ¡7er
u.v" lamps, high and medium pressure mercury arcs, and wíth and without

.bag. ¿"J

Spectrum of Me and Mel at 77"K. NoËe that in this
case the concentration of ller is greater than the

concentration of Me (coverage is small)

"

9/-

A* Me
¡--¡4i
C*DEWAR
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a Vycor filter"
Mer occurred also with and wiËhout the use of LIe.
All samples studied r^rere pretreated at high tempeÍatures, but noË
all of these samples yíelded Mer. All samples studíed did have
low methyl iodíde surface coverages (1 to 257" of a monolayer). The
largest concentration of Mer díd occur, however, on a sample
pretreated at high temperatures with less than a L"/" surface
coverage (/\ < .01) of methyl iodide. AnoËher sample, sirní1arly
pretreat.ed, but r,¡ith tr,¡íce the coverage, yielded Mel buË not
nearly to the same extent. Mer rvas found to decay at liquid
nítrogen Ëemperatures, as mentioned before. The proton splitting
in Mer has been found to be 19"3 t 0.05 gauss r^rhích ís different
from the value found ín the prelimínary work tltrÏ.rl = ZO.2 ! 0"4 gaussl"Bo
The linewidths of the Me! lines were found to be largex t.han those
for the normal methyl radícal" Both Mer and Me (normal methyl radical)
have simí1ar saËurat.ion properties. 0n irradiation of a deuteromethyl
iodide sample, a broad seven line spectrum was noticed in addition to
Ëhe normally obtained deuteromeËhyl radical. Thís spectrum rnias
assígned to a deutero-Mef species, but, because of the smaller
splíttings and large línewidths no measuremenËs could be made on
this radical, A comparíson vras made of the linewidths of the lowfield lines in the Mer and Me sDectra"
(ue)
L"l^I"_
ñ-D _

= 0"825 gauss

1,475 gauss
L.W"p-p-(Met) =

77oK

77"K

An interestíng and meaníngful experíment. has been performed
on the sample (4. .01) which had yíelded large quantitíes of Me'.
A srnall quantity of water vapor was added to Ëhis sample at room
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temperature. After Ëhis addítion the sample was irradiated at
The products included the
77'K wíth and without a Vycor filter.
methyl radícal but not Me1. Another ínteresting experiment should
be mentioned at Ëhis point. A sample v¡hich had previously had
rnethyl iodide adsorbed on it was íncompletely oxidízed at high
tempeïatures leaving a small impuríËy on the surface" 0n U"V.
irradiation of this sample at 77'K only Mer was produced" After a
long irradiation Ëime a very sma1l concentration of Me appeared"
This sample contained hydrogen and mercury as \^7e11' sínce the sample
r^ras meant for anoËher purpose" Before photolysís a large central
peak was noticed aËtributed to incomplete oxidation products. 0n
u.v. írradiation, besides the growth of Mee, a possible growth in
hydrogen atom concenËration was notíced as well as the growth of
two broad peaks, one on either síde of the impuríty peak (split
from the central impurity peak by 20-2L gauss), which may be part
6
of a l:2:l specËrum assignable to the followíng specíes'7
ön^

l¿

0-sí -o
I

0

These two línes, sPlít from a Larger central line have also been
.rubber
seen while looking aË Ëhe U"V" radiation damage of silícone
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The rnethyl radícal was also observed and probably results from
the cleavage of Ëhe Sí-CH, bond. The observed tripleË may arise
from Ëhe abstractíon by Ëhe rnethyl radical of a hydrogen atom from

the Sí-CH3 group leaving an orientaËed Si-CH2 group. A conEributíon
to the cenËral line of the triplet due to Ëhe species =Si" is also
postulaË ed.

C. Satellítes of The Four }{ain Proton Lines of the
Methvl Radícal
In preliminary ror¡B0rB1 these splittings r,^rere observed and
were referred to as radical x (see section B of this chapter) "
This firs t paTagr apÈ will be devoted to presentation of preliminary
result.s obtained on radícal x (See Ej:g. 2"4).B0raf It was fírst
thought thaË Mel decayed into radical x, but on samples pretreated
at higher temperatures íE was noticed that x did noË appear as Mel
disappeared" x \¡Ias found to be prominent on glass samples ouËgassed
aE approximately 450'C príor to adsorptíon, but almost undetectable
on samples preËreated at 700'C or above for prolonged periods of time"
The intensity raËio x/I4e decreased as Ä exceeded 10%" In our
preliminary work x r^7as interpreËed as being due to the methyl
radical interacting with a nucleus of spin 312 gtvi:ng four addítional
lines. At this point it must be noËed that Boron-ll has a nuclear
spin of 3/2 afLd a natural abundance of 8L"Ll%" IÈ was argued that
boron impuriËies in p"V"g" may form acËíve sítes or inactive boron
oxide netr¿orks on silícate surfaces, Ëhe former being responsible
for catalytic acËivity. The methyl radical aL an active boron site
mav form a weak one-electron bond with boron gívíng rÍse to an

Fig" 2"4
Spectrum of Radical XBO,Bl (using home made X-band

spectromerer).

9B
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additional four-line structure around each proËon hyperfíne 1íne of the
methyl radical" The hyperfine spliËtíng of this methyl radical at a
boron site was measured to be 23"I ! 0.2 gauss" The Boron-ll split tino
rras measured to be 2"6 t 0.2 gauss (See Fíg " 2"4) " The boron met LLJ L
radicaL proton coupling constant ís slightly smaller than the regul
meËhy1 radÍcal indicatíng a shifË of a small amount of spín densíty
Ëo the boron-ll nucleus" Quoted as proof for this assignment was t he
facË that maximum catalytíc por,zer is obtained ruhen a surface of
silica-alumina is dehydrated at approximately 450"C. In another
experímenË a sample of p"V,g. was preheated at a high temperature
and then exposed Ëo boron trichloride and then watet ,r"por.S 4 The
resulting surface \^ras outgassed at 425"C, leaving, presumably, the
fo11owíng specíes on the surface of the glass.
Þ

(1)

=SíoH

(2)

^o

Si
llllll

B ---

^
o

(3)

B

(OH)

'3I

Si

Adsorbing methyl iodide on this surface and then photolyzíng gave
only the normal rnethyl radícal" IË was therefore assumed that the
boron introduced to the surface ín thís r¡ray vras of an inactive naËure.
RecenË r¡/ork on thís Ëopic, as well as reinterpretatíon of
previous \^7ork, leads to conclusions which are different from those
outlined above. I^Iith the Varian E-3 spectrometer better spectra of

the radical x have been obtained (Fig " 2"5) " A I'sËick'l diagram of the
saËellítes (or radícal x) around each proËon li-ne ín the methyl radical
specËrum ís presented (Fig" 2"6). From Fig. 2"6 it can be seen that
in some cases two other satellites (C and Ce) have been noticed ín
addíËion Ëo the four shov'rn ín Fígure 2,5"

Fig" 2"5
More recent spectrum of radícal X (using Varian

E-3 E"S"R. spectrometer)

"

FÍg" 2"6
"Stick" díagram of the satellites around one of the
four proton lines P"
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cells (or samples) were oxidized at 750"C to B00oC for
17 hours and then heated in vacuum at the same temperatures for 22
hours" To one sample \,rater vapor was added (in several doses) at 141'C
whí1e to Ëhe other sample heavy T¡/ater (99"7 axom 7") was added in
several doses at the same temperature. Both samples were then heated
in vacuum for 11 L/2 hours at 395oC" Methyl iodide \^ras adsorbed on
both samples to a concentration of 5% of a monolayer. Both samples
were U"V. írradiated for one hour at 77"R with Ëhe full focused arc
of a Hanovia 5-100 Alpine burner" The sample Ëhat had been treated
with water shows small satellites (four of them) while the sample
that had been treated wiEh heavy \,/ater shows hardly any evidence of
satellites (Fig " 2"7). This fact became obvious after adjustíng the
gain so that the methyl radical signals from both samples were of
comparable magnitudes" The methyl radical lines were found to
saturate much easier on these more hydraËed surfaces. Some evidence
for sate11ítes LO-LZ gauss on either síde of the main proton lines
Two

was observed"

further samples r47ere Ëhen made. Both were heated in oxygen
at 550"C for L7 L/2 hours followed by evacuaËíon at room Ëemperature for
24 hours. One sample was dosed wíËh heavy waLer several Ëimes at
L64" C while the other was dosed with lighË water several Ëímes aË
L64"C" Then they were both heated in vacuum aE 425" C for 6 hours"
Methyl iodíde was then adsorbed on boËh surfaces to a concenËraËíon
of. 5% of a monolayer" Bot.h samples were Ëhen irradíated for one hour
aE 77"I( as \¡rere the last two samples" The sample t,hat had been Ëreated
wiËh water vapor exhíbited large satellites whíle the sample thaL had
been treated with heavy vüater showed hardly any satellite sËructure
at all (nig" 2"8) " Let us define the proton línes as 1, 3, 3a, and
1a on increasíng H^" Line 1 ís the low fíeld proton 1íne whíle
Two

Fig.

2

"7
.

Comparison of Satellítes Observed for Hígh TemperaEure
Degassed Surfaces Followed by TreatmenË wiËh HrO and DrO

aË 400'C.

,t ,t'

, ,,,,,
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Fig"
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"B

of Satellites 0bserved about Proton Lines
3 and 3a for Low Temperature Degassed Surfaces followed
by Treatment with HrO and DrO aL 400'C'
Comparíson

T

f
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líne 1a is the high fíe1d proton line" In some spectra (very high
gaín) satellites C and Cl were noËíced. Satellites C and Ct were
broader and smaller Ëhan B and Bt (Fis" 2"9). From Fig. 2.8 one
can observe that:
(1) Satellíres B and A of line 1 and 3 have larger amplitudes
than satellites A' and Br.
(2) Satellítes A and B of lines la and 3a have smaller
amplitudes than A1 and 81.
It may also be observed, from some spectra of the methyl radícal
stabLLi-zed on Èhe sample that had been treated wíth \.^/ater vapor'
Ëhat satellites A and Ar are broader than B and B?. A and At are
never completely resolved from the proton lines" For any partícular
proton line the splitting between the satellites and the proËon line
índícate that satellítes A and Ar are not related to satellites B and
Br. The magnitude of the splittings between C and Cr and the' proton
lines are about twice the magnitude of the splíttíngs between B and Bl
and the proton lines. llhen scanníng ovêr a Latger magnetic field
range (i.e. compressíng the total spectra), A and Ar aPpear to have
slíghtly larger amplitudes and intensitíes t,han B and Bt" Satellite
B íncreases in línervidth on íncreasing field, while Bf decreases in
linewidth on increasing field. Neíther the satellites (looking at B
and Bt) nor the proton lines saturate even at a po\¡/er 1evel of. 27O mt.
BoËh satellites and maín proton línes seem to have similar saËuration
properties" The satellites and the proton lines increased ín amplitude
up to 8.0 mw and then decreased in arnplitude on increasíng the po\^Ier
above 8.0 mw. Only general trends on saturation are noted sinee
accurate measurements \^lere not aËtempted. Average values of the
measurable splittíngs (at 77"X) of the saËellites from the main
Ðroton lines are shov¡n in TabLe 2.4"

Fig.

2

"9

Spectrum Exhibiting the SaËellites C and Cf Abouc

Proton Line

3"
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Average

Splíttíngs of SaËellites

ton Línes ax

From Main

77"K"
SPLITTINGS (GAUSS)

PROTON

L]NE

FIELD VALUE
(c¡'uss )

C

J¿ 34

-

J

3257

Jd

3280

B

A

A' B'

CI

4"59 2"L3 - 6"L7 10" 65 5 "L2 2 "6 - 5.83 rL.6

5"78
6"48

-

JJU J

5"25 4"84 -

B

+

BI

L0"76
10" 95

11.03
Lt-"32

Linewidths r^/ere only measurable for satellítes B and 81" The relative
amplitudes of B and Bt to the main proton lines were also measured. The
averages of the linewidËhs and relatíve amplitudes for satellite lines
B and B1 are shown in Table 2.5"
TAßLE 2.5

Average LinewidËhs _ And RelaËive Anplitudes of
B and B I at 77oR. P-P

PROTON

LINE FIELD VALUE
T.GAUSS)

l-

').')

').

/,

3257

3280
La

3303

LINEI^IIDTHS(G)
p-p
rJ
Br

RBLATIVE A]YPLITUDES

0"93 2"L3
0.82 1.68
0.98 0"90
r" 40 0. 84

0"036
0"038
0.018
0.013

0.015
0"019
0,025
o

"027

r08

The relative amplitude of satellite B (Proton líne 3) has been measured
for the sample that had been dosed with heavy r^7ater instead of light
ríater. The result T,'ias 0.003 as compared to 0.038 for the sample dosed
wiËh light water. Therefore, the sample dosed with heavy vrater yielded
satellites which are at least a factor of 10 small-er in amplitude than
the sample treated with light water.
A temperaLure study \^ras performed on the sample irhich had been
Ëreated wíth light r.rater. The splittings of satellites B and Br as
well as the linewidths of 13 and Br has been studied as a function of
íncreasing temperature (TabLe 2.6).
TABLE

2.6

Splittings and Línewidths of Satellites B and Br as a Function
of Temoerature
PROTON

LINE

PROTON

3

LINE

3a

(c)

LINEWIDTHS(G)

SPLITTINGS (G)

SPLITTING (G)

p-p

B

<
(
(
(
(

BY

B+B

BB

LINET']IDTHS
n-n
tr

BBIB+B'BB

5.78 5"25 11.03
5.L2 5"83 10"95
0"82 1"68
5.70 5.29 10"99
5"10 5"79 10.89
0.70 L"65
5.55 5.22 L0.77
s.03 5.57 r0" 60
0.7L
5"48 5.32 10.80
5.07 5"58 10"65
0.85
5.34 5 " 33 L0.67
¡ Satellites B and Br sti1l present at 233'K.
fon increasing temperature sate1lítes A and Ae seemed to disappear or
at leasE become unresolvable.

0"98 0.90,,,,
0"91 0.72
o "92
0.73
0.94 0.89
0.97 0. 85

.)
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D"

Resolvins Proton Lines 3 and 3a.

The temperature dependence studies to be discussed in the next
chapter were performed using a modulaËíon of one gauss in order to

increase the accessible temperature range. Here, however, a series of
experiments r¡rere performed ín order Ëo see if decreasíng the modulation
from one gauss ¡vould have any effect on the meËhyl radical li.nes"
The effect of decreasíng the modulation (at 77"K) on the linewidth of line 3a is shown ín TabLe 2"7 "

TÆLE 2"7

Linewidth of Line 3a as a Function of Modulation
MODULATION (GAUSS)

LINEI'IIDTH

1"000

0.7 60
0 .667
0" 553
0" 510

0" 800
0" 630
0. 500
0. 400
0

"250
0. 160
0. 100
0, 100

0,010
0"005

0"482
0"476
0" 480

0.485
0.468
0"4s3
0"458

(GAUSS)

SCAN RANGE

+q

rf
+ç
+q
+5
+q
+q

r-)

q

+? \

Below a modulatíon of 250 mg" line 3a ís seen to resolve into two línes"
The resolution of line 3a increases as one decreases the modulaËion from
(an
250 ng ro 5 mg (Fie" 2"LO). Ar 5 and 10 mg modulaËions a shoulder
unresolved line) is noËiceable on line 3 (Fig. 2"10). The linewidths

Fig" 2"IO
Spectra of Unresolved Second-Order Splittings of
Lines 3 and 3a (recorded at 77'K) "

-_>LINE

LINE

3q.-
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of the four proton línes at 77oR measured using a modulation of 100 mg
and a scan range of 15 gauss are:
Line
Line
Line
Line

I
3
3a
1a

0.825 gauss
0"605 gauss
0,485 gauss
0"478 qauss

Three measurements ü/ere made at 77'K with a very low modulation (5 mg)
on Ehe resolution of line 3a into tl{o. component lines. The splitting of
these two component línes \,/ere 23L mg, 2L5 mg and 228 mg" The average
of these three splittings ís 22? mg" The spliËËíng of Ëhe two componenË

lines of line 3 is much less accurate because of poor resolution due
Ëo the íncreased linewídËh of líne 3, Thís splitting, however, has
been measured to be 200 mg and 243 mg" The average of these two values
is 22-L. mg" Shoulders vrere never noticed on lines 1 and 1a"
E. A Study of the Splitting of the Proton Line
3a and of the Linewidths of 3 and 3a on i¡Iarmíns
and Cooling"
The splittings and línewidths of 3 and 3a were measured at 77"K.
The sample (high Ïemperature pretreatment and low Ä) was then warmed up
and then recooled. The splittings and the peak-to-peak linewidths were
Ëhen measured at 77"R" This process \ÁIaS repeated several times on
warming to different temperatures and then recooling to 77"K. The
results for line 3a are shovrn ín Table 2"8 (neasurements made usi.ng
100 urg. modulation and small scan ranges) '

IT2
TABLE 2"8

Splittíng and Linewídth of Line 3a on inlarming
And Cooling Cycles
I,fiASUREMENT
TEMP"

(.K)

TEMP

COMPONENT CO},PONENT LINEI{IDTH
"WARMED
SPL]TT]NG SPLITTING LOI,JEST TEMP.
TO ("K)

SAMPLE

åi-å:iåT'
77
77
125"5

77
L32
L25"3

0"2063
0"2063
0" 2063

L60"4

L60"4

0"2063

77

L60"4

0"2063

,

MEASURED

(G)

0"2063
0"2L73
Poor
ResoluËion

Poor

Resol-uËion

0.2188

(G)

MEASURED

LINEWIDTH
(G)

0"4569
0"4569
0"4569

0"4569
0.4500
0.4556

0"4569

0"46A6

0"4569

0.4425

0.4569
0"4569

0.4605
0"4450

Sample Stored Overnight aE 77"K
77

L60"4
L9J

77

193

0.2063
0"2063
0"2063

0"2265
0"2200
0"2265

0"4569

The results for line 3 are shown ín Table 2"9 (only Linewidth measurements were
due to poor resolutíon of 2 component línes of line 3).

made
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TABLE 2"9

Linewidth of Line 3 on trriarming and Cooling Cycles.
MEASURNMENT

TEMP"
11
a1

L25 "5
-7 -7

("K)

SAMPLE

T0 ("K

77

732
1?q 5
160"4

SËored Overnight At
77
11

L"I^I. AT

TEMP.I^IARMED

L60"4

t93

77

L93

'7 -7

300

LOI^IEST

MEASURED

"I{.

(c

TEMP "

L

0
"s694
0. s694
0.s694

o

"5694
0.5419
0.5244

0

0

"s694

"

5069

779K

o

0.5580

0

o"

"s694
"s694
0
"5694
0. s694

4950

0,5113
0. 5188

SÍngle Result For Lj_ne l_ Below
tt K

1,60

"4

0.8250¡l

o

"7700

Síng1e Result for Line la Below
77"R

160"4

*See SecËion 3-D of this chapter"

0"4780¿,

0

"

4088

LL4

4.

Dis cuss

Íon

The relaËive amplitudes of the four proton lines has been

tated to approach the binornial value as the surface. coverage of
methyl iodide increases (at 7 7'I() " ft has also been shown (see chapter
V) that as ,4, íncreases, Ëhe temperature aL which radical decay begins
decreases" For large Â (rnany monolayers), many of the methyl radicals
are not trapped on the surface but are trapped in a methyl iodide
matrix whích does yield very nearly the binomial relative intensítíes"79
The methyl iodide matrix does not present a wide variety of trapping
sítes and therefore Lhe relative amplitudes are close to Ëhe binorníal
values" The surface of p.V"g" does present many different trapping
sites (potenËial wells) which leads -Lo asymmetríc lines and nonbínomial relative amplitudes" The liner¿ídEhs measured for the meEhyl
radical trapped in a methyl iodíde matrix are much larger than for
the same radícaL trapped on the surface of p:V.g"79 Thís means that
the radical trapped Ín a methyl iodide matrix at 77oK is undergoing
a stronger but a more symmeËric inËeractíon i¿ith the matrix than Ëhe
radical trapped on p.V"g. at 77"1{" The trapping siËes (or cages) ín
the rnethyl iodide matrix disappear very quickly on íncreasing the
temperature. This fact provides a reason fox xadical decay beginníng
aË lower temperatures when the surface coverage ís hígh"
s

A" Radical Build-Up Studíes
By referring to Fíg" 2"2, one can see that the meËhyl radical
concentration does approach a saËuration value asymptoÈically. In
the case plotted, the build-up should have been monitored for a much
longer perÍod of time j.n order Ëo show this j-dea more clearly. The
relaËive amplítudes r{Tere moníËored on build-up (table 2.2) with the
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intent of shor'iing thaË they woutr-d change on build-up indicating a wíde
variety of Erapping sites" As orre can observe Ëhis attempt was not
success ful"
A radical build-up study \,ras also performed on a chlorínated
p"V"g. sample w|tln 6% of a monotayer of rnethyl iodide. This sample
had previously been discharged and the radical build-up was found to
be very slow. Table 2"3 shows the relative amplitudes as a function
of irradiation time" 0n studyíng Table 2"3 Lt is observed that Ëhe
relative ampliËudes do diverge from the binomíal values as Ëhe
ílradj-atíon time increases" This ís evidence for inultiple trappíng
sites and for the concept that these multiple trapping sítes contríbute
to deviation from the binomial values"
R

The Radical

Mer

Although the conditions necessary for Mer productíon are not quite
clear there are several consístencies which may be noted and which make
plausible assignmenËs for Mer possible. Two assígnments whích are
possible are:
(1)

H

lf,
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u

and (2)
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The argumenËs in favour of these assignmenEs are given below"
Let us first consider assignment (1) [ =B-.--CH31 " The Mer
concenËratíon is knov¿n to increase on longer and higher temperature
sample pretreatments. The díffusion of boron to the surface of p"V.g.
occurs only above 600'C" 35 Siloxane groups are knor''¡n Ëo be present
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at much lower temperatures. samples of p.v"g, are known to differ
ín boron content and therefore Meu r"y not occur on every sample
wíth simílar heat pretreatments. siloxane bridges do, however, exist
on every sample of p"v.g" and every sample with similar temperature
pretreatments should yield Mer. Low36 has sLud.ied the sorptíon of
water on dry p"v"g" He determined that \,raËer adsorbs prímaríly on
the surface boron atoms with the forrnation of =BOH and
=BOH2
sËructures" The silíca network was found to be hydrophobíc. There
was, however, a slight reactíon of water with the sí0, groups to
form siOH groups. Low posËulated that Èhe substitution of boron
for silicon in the sílica network of p"v"g" created strains ín the
síloxane bridges ín the vícinity of the bo..ron at,om. lrlater,
therefore, could adsorb on the boron and then migrate Ëo a local
sLrained Si0, bridge and react. Boron in p"V.g", horuever, is
three-fold coordinated96'92 Therefore, Ëhe substítution of boron
should induce minímal sËrain in the surrounding silica netvrork.
since on high Ëemperature treatments, boron diffuses to the surface,
islands of BrOa could be formed. These islands could act. as sítes
for water adsorption. Therefore silanol formation may only occur
-:Ene -.,'^-'--'+-rn +L^
vrc:.nl-Ey of these islands" Low3B has also studied I.R.
bands assignable Ëo the =B:NH, complex. He postulates that this
complex may be a precusor to dissociaËion and a more tightly
bound specíes. I^iith reference to an experíment which was descríbed
above i.e.: a sample whích had yielded large quanËiËies of Mer r¡as
warmed Ëo room temperature and r^laËer vapor was added. On
reirradíating this sample only Me appeared. Since the síloxane
netr¿ork is hydrophobic and in víew of Lor,vr s work outlíned above
[e"g. the reaction of HrO only with boron surface specíes] one
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could postulate no change in the si0, network whí1e the
=B sites
are reacting to form BOH and BoH, structures. This work tends to
support assígnmenË (1). Also it is known that if a sample, already
having yielded MeY, ís reirradiated, Met will reappeaï. This may
mean that the disappearance of Mer is not due to reaction with the
adsorption siËe buË due to mígration and then reaction or reaction
wj-th close proximity parent molecules or other radícals.
Some observatíon may fiË both assigrments (1) and (2). For
example, Men ís produced ín large observable coricentrations ¡^¡hen
lL is very small ,. (Best Mer spectra observed r,¿hen .{ . L%)
" trnlhen
Â is large sítes (1) and (2) may be totally occupied or the methyl
radícal may not be able to reach sites (1) and (2) due to steric
híndrance. All infrared and other surface sËudíes agree thaË the
main adsorption sites on p.v"g. are the surface sj-lanol groups
(Bronsted sites) and the Lewís acid siËes (=B)
" The only tímes
¡¡hen the síloxane bridges may be active is when they are strained
or when higher temperature adsorpËion studies.are carried out"
Normally, however, annealíng of strained siloxane groups occurs
on hígh temperature tTeatment. Also, adsorption sÈudies aË
elevaËed temperatures are of Ëhe chemisorptíonrfollowed by
decomposítionrvaríety. For example,
Sí¿0 + N113 -+ Si-NH2 + SiOH

Mer is more híghly orienËated than Me because: (1) the linewídËh
of Met lines are larger Ëhan those of Me, (2) the lines are
asymmetric and (3) the proton splitting of Met is smaller than

for Me. The fact that l.H*.u| . l""ltul

inaicates unpaired spin
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density transfer Ëo the surface siËe. From adsorption studies the
boron Lewis acid síte is a known accepËor while the siloxane groi¡ps
are not knorrrn as electron acceptors excepË under the condítions
outlined above (straíned or high temperature adsorption) "
There r¡/as one experiment outlined previously that rnay
favour the following mechanism: Me! ínitially adsorbed on the
Br0, islands. 0n migration the Mee reacËs r¿iËh surrounding
strained siloxane brídges giving SíOCH?: radicals and SíOH groups.
The experiment. supporting this mechanism vras as follows " An
incompletely oxidized sample (lvhích had methyl iodide prevíously
adsorbed on it) was irradiated and yíelded" Mer and R-CH, spectra.
Only after prolonged írradiation díd Me appear. In order Ëo
belíeve thaL the R-cH2. spectra is a resulË of the above mechanísm
one musË ígnore the presence ín the sample tube of hydrogen,
mercury and products of íncomplete combustion.
The experiment does show that the methyl radical prefers
the Mer síte due to íts rapid build-up aË the beginning of irradiaËion.
The mechanísm of Mer decay aË 1íquid niËrogen temperatures is not
understood.

It is felt that the above argunents show l4e1 is most
probably at síte (1) and not at siËe (2) as first suggesËed.8o
An aËËempË to see Me? on pure silÍca aerogel should be made"
C. SatelliËes of the Four Main Proton
Lj-nes of the MeËhvl Radical"
Fig" 2"6 shows a oustick" díagram of the satellites around
each of Ëhe four methyl radical lines. These saËe1liËe línes were
prevÍous1y assigned to the interaction of a methyl radícal wíth
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boron-ll (r=3/2).Bl There is much evídence that thís assígnmenr is
not valíd. This same evídence suggest.s that the satellites are due
to an interaction between the methyl radicals and the hydrogen atoms
presenË on the surface.
These satellites are very prominent v¡hen the p.v"g" has been
pretreated aË Ëemperatures of 400' to 450oc. After high temperature
pretreaËments these satellítes do not appear. Lowr35 studyíng the
dehydroxylation of p"V.g., has pointed out that:
1) Pretreatment. above 300'C removes geminal hydroxyl
groups leaving a surface of vicínal or adjacerit hydroxyl groups
H
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2) PreËreatmenËs below 600"C leaves a fully hydroxylated
surface.

3) Pretreatment above 600"C removes adjacent hydroxyl
groups and free hydroxyl groups become prominent.
4) PretreatmenË above 600"C allows boron t.o migraËe to
Ëhe sample surface"

These four poínts alone support t.he assígnment of Ëhese splitting
to interaction between Ëhe radical and the surface DroËons" But

there Ís further evidence for thÍs assignment"
A sample was preheated at hígh temperaËures and Ëhen reacted
wíth boron trichloride.
The resulting surface \Áras hydroLyzed and
outgassed at 425"C" Thís Ëreatment íncreased the surface boron
concenËration. Infrared spectra showed only Ëhe =BOH absorpËion"
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AfËer methyl iodide adsorption and phoËolysis at 77"K the resulting
E.s.R" spectrum v¡as studied" The satellite lines did not appear"
Two further experiments did show, beyond any doubt, that the boron-ll
assignment ís not valid and thaÈ the splítËings are caused by surface
protons only" These two experíments are the light and heavy rüater
experÍments outlined in section 3-C of this chapËer. The satellÍtes
were only seen for the samples rvhich had been treated with líghË
waËer" A1so, t,he sample preËreated at higher temperatures before
addítion of 1Íght \nTater vapor yielded smaller satellites than the
sample preËreated aË low temperatures before addition of light
rìiaËer vapor. This supports the idea that high temperature dehydroxylaËion
ís almost irreversible and that water vapor adsorption occurs mainly
at adjacent hydroxyl groups" In acËual facË Ëhe satellites seen
for the heawy \^/ater treated sample \¡rere more than a factor of 10
smaller than for the sample treated with líght r,/ater. The fact
ËhaË the sate11ítes appeared at all on the heavy \^rater Ëreated
sample could be due to incomplete deuteration andf or a light
r^/aËer ímpurity in the heavy \,rater used. Some unresolved splitËings
hrere seen about the methyl radícal lines on the deuterated samples,
part.icularly about the narrow lines 3a and la. These could be due
to similar mechaní"*", r_Elnonsíble for the satellites depicted in
Fíg" 2"6 but because tÐt = 6"5L4 they are unresolved,
hrïrat types of interact.ions with the surface protons could
lead to these satellites? From splitËing measuremenËs and from the
Ëemperature dependence studies of these splittings, A and Ar do not
seem to be related to B, Bt, C and Cq. From adsorption studíes,
the main adsorption site for lone paír aromaËíc compounds takes
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the form of a hydrogen bond wíth surface silanol groups. Therefore,
splitËings A and At may be due to a smal1 amount of spin delocalization
from the n orbital of the methyr radical to the hydrogen atom upon
which this radícal is stabirízed, (a type of hydrogen bond).
IJ

ï
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I
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This type of adsorption, at low temperatures, would lead Ëo the
splittíng of each methyl radicar line ínto Ëwo Iínes (A and A')"
The size of the splítËing would be dependenË upon the unpaired
spÍn densíty transferred. The size of this spin density transfer
is small because the splitting between A and Ar is about 4 to 6
gauss which would mean a Ëransfer of about L7. of the unpaired
spi-n
density originally ín the carbon pí orbítal of the meËhy1 radical.
The reason for the assignment of A and Ar Ëo thís type of adsorpËion
ís due maín1y to the fact that on increasíng the temperature theÊe
splittings seem Éo dísappear (or become unresolvable)
" Thís would
be consistent. wj-th the fact thaË the strength of this 'ohyd.rogen bond'o
would decrease with íncreasing Lemperature.
The spliËtings B, Bt could be reasonabry assígned Ëo a weak
magnetic dipole-dipole interaction coupríng the elect.ron spín to a
neighbouring nuclear spin. The satellites would then correspond ro
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a change in the spin stat.e of a neighbouríng nucleus concurrent
wíth the change in spín state of the electron (forbídden Spín-Flip
transítíons) "96 In thís case B and B! would be interpreted as the
occasional concurrent spin flip of the electron and a nearby proton
because of a magnetíc dipole-dipole coupling" B and B! are not
equally spaced from the main line by g* ß*I1 as would be expected.,
from Ëheory"96 A measuremenË of the relacive ampliËudes of the
satel1ítes to the main líne allor.^¡s a calculation of distance of
the proËon from the unpaired electron (,tleff
If each unpaired
")"
elecËron has n nearby protons at the same distance, thís distance
Ll6
Since the salellite intensity ís proportional
would be o-'i
^eff".
t.o \/¡16, it is relatively insensitive to all but the nearest
protons. A second set of satellites (U¡r12 irrt.t."ity dependence)
may be observed corresponding to two neighbouring protons
concurrently changing sËate" A third seË of satelliËes (L/ ,LIg
intensíty dependence) may be observed correspondíng to three
neíghbouring protons concurrently changíng state. The calculated
values of the satellite separation from the main lines for magnetíc
field sËrengËhs of 3030 and 3390 are 4"6 and 5"2 gauss. One, trüo
and three neíghbouring protons concurrently changing staËe have
been observed.9T)98r99 In most observations of these satellites
Ëhe measured splittíngs are larger than those calculated" Rogers
and KispertrT5 while studying the methyL radícal in irradiated
single crysËals of sodíum acetaËe trihydrate, noticed two
satelliËes spaced 5"6 t 0"2 gauss on eiEher side of the main
nethyl xaðicaL lines. The low field satellite lines were observed
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Ëo have larger amplitudes than the hígh field satellite

lines"

Thís trend was noticed previously in another sysËem.97 Rogers
and l(ispert also noticed aË high gain a second set of satellite
lj.nes, \^/ith much lower intensitíes, spaced LL"2 ! 0"2 gauss frorn
the main lines. They attributed these satellite lines to spin-flip
Ëype transitíons due to dipole-dipole couplings with proËons of
Ëhe water of crystalLízaLíon"
Satellites C and Cr, much smaller and much broader Ëhan B
and Bt, are seen only at very high gains. The splitting of satellites
C and C¡ from the main line are abouE twice the splittings of B and
Br from Ëhe same main line (See Tabl-e 2"4). Therefore saËelliËes C
and Cf are assigned to spin-flip transitíons of two neíghbouring
protons concurrent,ly.
Let us note some of the differences of our system from the
oËhers already mentioned"75197-99 Satellites A and B of línes 1
and 3 have larger ampliËude than the high field saËellites Ar and
B e whereas satelliËes A and B of lines la and 3a have smaller
amplitude than the high fíeld saËellites Ar and Br,. [There ís a
change on goíng from posítive If values (low field) to negative
M values (high fíeld) where M is the total nuclear spin quantum
number] " Satellite B increases in linewidth on increasing Ho
while Br decreases in linewídth on íncreasíng field. Línes B
and Bt have similar saËuration properties as the maín methyl radical
línes" The saturaËion properËies of spin-flip satellites are not
well defíned. The splitting of B increases on increasing Ho (4.59
gauss for line I to 6,48 gauss for líne 1a)" The splittíng of Be
decreases on increasing Ho rc"L7 gauss for line I Lo 4"84 g for line la).
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The total spliËting (B + Br) íncreases on increasing Ho. Q0"76
gauss for líne 1 to 11.32 gauss for line 1a). The amplíËudes of
satellites B and Be relatÍve to the maín 1ínes vary from 0"015 to
0,038. The Ëotal splitting (B + Br) for line 3a decreased from

11.03 gauss to 10"67 gauss on going from 77"K to 201'K" The same
Ërend was noticed for the toËa1 splítting (B + Br) for line 3,,
(f0.95 gauss at 77"K to 10"65 gauss at 178't<). On íncreasing
temperatures the splítti.ng of Be (line 3) decreased more than the
sp1ítting of B (line 3) " 0n increasing temperatures the splitting
of B (line 3a) decreased more than the splíttíng of Br (line 3a).
AË 201"K the splitting of B was approxímately equal to the splíttíng
of Be (líne 3a) lTable 2.6]" Some of the above observations may
not have been observed ín oËher systems because ín those sysËems

the linewÍdths \^/ere generally much larger. Measurements in these
systems would not be nearly as accurate. Another possible reason
could be that our system presenËs many more trappíng sites than the
prevíous systems studíed (i.e. single crystals and low temperaËure
glasses).
Therefore the followíng Ëwo dimensional model may suffíce
Ëo explain the observed saËellítes"
Spín

Flip

,n Hr-H

ral H\Spin Flip
-
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o u.
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in r¡hích close proxímíty protons
would be available for concurre-nt Ëransitíons since the surface of
p"V"g" is not well defined" The question may be asked: why ís A
and Ae not observable for meËhy1 radicals Ërapped on high temperature
Many oËher models could be imagined
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preËreated glasses? Relative amplitude and linewídËh studies
indÍcate that the methyl radical is more strongly bonded to the
surface of 1ow temperature treat.ed glass (See chapËer IV). Spectra
of nethyl radícals on dry p,V"g. do shor¡ unresolved shoulders which
may meari that the "hydrogen bond" beËween the n-orbital of the
nethyl radícal and the surface free hydroxyl group is not as strong
as for \,üet p.V"g.
D.

Resolving ProËon Línes 3 and 3a.

Second-order splittíng

of a1ky1 radicals in solution has been
treated ËheoreËically by Fessenden"100 Fessenden achieved partial
resolutíon of the second-order spliËtíng (0"23G) of each of the
central pair of 1ínes while studying rnethyl radicals in liquid
methane"Tl In this study we have also achíeved partíal resolution
of the second-order splitËing of Ëhe two central lines " The
asyruretry of the whole spectra allowed better resolution of the
second-order splitËíng for the high field 3-íntensity líne (1ine 3a)
because the linewidth of líne 3a is smaller than the linewídËh of
Ëhe low field 3-íntensiËy líne (line 3) " The measured values for
the second-order splitting are:
Líne 3a z 0"225G
Line 3 z 0"22LG
E. Second-Order Splitting of Line 3a and
Linewidths of Lines 3 and 3a on Lnlarming
And Cooling.

0n sample warming the resolutíon of the second-order splitting
for line 3a decreased. But on warming followed by cooling the
resoluËion of the second-order splitting for líne 3a íncreased"

1^a

L¿O

Consídering 1Íne 3a, it is observed that the linewidth
decreased on warming and then recooling to liquid nitrogen temperatures.
(table 2"8) " IË is also notíced that on storing Ëhe sample ax 77oK
overníght, t.he linewidth of line 3a increased to the value measured
at 77"K before the warming and cooling cycles \,/ere begun the day
before. These same trends were more noticeable for line 3 (Table z"g) "
The above resulËs mean Ëhat much of the linewidth of the
meËhyl radical lines is due Ëo dífferent orientations of the radical
on the surface (many dífferent potential wells and therefore many
different Ërapping sites). A1so, diffusion of radícals from one
potential well to another ís possible at líquid nítrogen temperaËures
(possíbly by a quantum mechanícal tunnelling mechanúsm) " The

contribution of dífferent radical oríentations to the linewidths
will be díscussed in Chapter IV"
5. Conclusions
The radical Mel has been assigned Ëo the model =8,,....CHr.
The satellites A and A1 have been attributed to a tlhydrogen bondt'"
cH3

.."""H"""""0 si=

B and Br are probably due to the simulËaneous
flippíng of the electron and a nearby proton. The satellites C
and Cr are probably due to the simultaneous flippíng of the electron
and two nearby protons" It has also been shown that dehydroxylatÍon
of p.V.g. at high temperatures is virtually irreversible. The second
order splitting of the methyl radícal has been observed and measured.
Multiple trapping sites (radícals ín different oríenËatíons and in
different potenËíal we11s) are belíeved to contribuËe greatly to the
linewidths" There is evidence for radical diffusion at liquíd niËrogen
temperatures even though there is no measurable decay.
The satellites
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CI]APTER

III

TEMPERATURE DEPE¡]ÐBNCES OF STASILIZED

METHYL RADICALS
1"

Introduction

This study Ìras carríed ouË with two purposes in mind. The
first being Ëo make a comparison between experÍmentally obtained
Ëemperature dependences of Ëhe hyperfine interactions ín the methyl
radical stabilízed on Ëhe surface of p.v.g. and the temperature
dependences calculaËed by schradert0l for meËhy1 radicals free of
any inËeractions with the surrounding".* schrader's calculated
Ëemperature dependences are based on incomplete orbital following ín
lt
tne
A2 vibrational mode (out-of-p1ane bending mode) of the methyl
radical. I 02 DMS suggested that a study of the hyperfine interacËions
in the methyl radícal stabilízed on a surface over a wide temperaËure
rallge (instead of several studíes in different media over smaller
temperaËure intervals) would elíminaËe solvent effects, and 1atËíce
interacËíons, and would therefore lead t,o consistent temperature
coeffÍcients over Ehe whole temperature range" The second purpose of
this study I¡Ias to evaluaËe the usefulness of some E.S.R, parameËers in
characterizing the surface of porous vycor glass (p.v"g")
" rË ís
ínteresting to note that only one other temperature sËudy has been
carríed out on the hyperfíne interactions in the methyl radical.T4
This was performed ín aqueous solution over a temperature range of
60'C (0'C to 60"C) " Poor signal-to-noíse ratios and large línewidths
\{ere reported in that study" The linewidths íncreased from 0.8 g at
high Ëemperatures to 1.1 gauss aË lower Ëemperatures. second-order
spliËËings \^7ere not resolved due Ëo t,he large linewidËhs. The data
was fitted to a straight line relation.
*Reference 101 hereafter referred to as

DMS.
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Fessenden and Schu1"t72 huvu reported

a study of the fluorine hyperfíne
splitËing in the trifluoromethyl radical bet\,reen -l30oc and. -2oo"c"
The temperature dependence of Ëhe Ërífluorornethyl radical was found to
be +0" 0065"/./"c" The fluorine h. f .s. , at any particular Ëemperature, was
found to depend on the solvent" An ouËline of the theories pertaÍning
to índírect hyperfíne couplíngs and to t.he temperature dependences of
these couplings will now be presenÈed.
A. Proton Hyperfine Splíttings ín Aromatíc

Systems

tufcConnelll03'104 has shown Ëhat an electron spin polarLzat.íon
assocíated wíth an odd electron in a n-molecular orbital ín an aromatic
free radícal can, Ëhrough an atomic exchange coupling mechanism, prod.uce
an appreciable resultant electron spin polarízatíon in the s-atomic

orbitals at the aromatic protons. A planar met,hyl radical can be
considered as the simplest example (or protoËype) of an aromatic sysËem"
In solutíon, all dipolar hyperfine ínteractions average to zero due to
rapid molecular Ëumbling" 0n1y the Fermí contact interaction can
survive this tumbling. If the odd electron in an aromatic free radical
ís confined to a n molecular orbital, Ëhen there Ls zero odd-electron
density aË the in-p1ane aromatic proËons and t.he contact hyperfine
ínteraction is also zero" The observed couplíngs with the in-plane
aromatic protons must therefore involve some second-order (índirect)
process. Before McConnellt"J'03 treatment several índírect couplins
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(1) the ouË-of-plane zero-point hydrogen
vibrations (2) excited electron configurations and (3) a similar mechanísm
Ëo that responsible for the indirecE.nuclear spin couplings observed in
high resolution N"M"R. McConnelll03'I0+ has shor^¡n Ëhat n-orbital
elecËron-spín polarízalion could be 'rËransmitted" through a strong
atomíc exchange coupling mechanísm to Ëhe 6-bonding electron system
and that the resultíng electron spin polarLzation in Ëhe 6-bondíng
sysËem is S-orbíta1-líke in Ëhe region of the aromatic protons resulting
in contact hyperfine interactíons" He also showed that this coupling
is proportional to the odd-electron densíty at Ëhe adjacent carbon aËom"
mechanísms had been suggested:

¿u(Hj

) = i,VJ

(P:

I (rj )

(1420) ¡lcls

(3-3)

¡¿here Au, is

the hyperfine splítting due to the protons, Pj ís the
elecËron densiËy aË the carbon atom and fj is the att,enuation factor
(a measure of Ëhe effective penetration of the 'rodd-electronee into
lu]ne 6 system). Assuming Ëhat the factor fj is approximately the same
for all j, i"e" for a1l aromatic C-lI bonds in an aromaËic mo1ecu1e,
Ëhe observed hyperfíne structure wí1l then permit a deËermination of
Ëhe relative (odd electron)-(n electron) densíties at differenË carbon
atoms in the aromatic molecule" Further assuming that Ëhe fj values
are the same for all aromatic C-H bonds in different aromatic molecules,
the absolute n-elecËron densities might be determined from, say, an
empirícal value taken from ICUHUll Equatíon (3-3) may be rewritten:
a.r HH'r
= Q^__--o
'uH'r_.
-H

G-4)

is the h.f.s" of the aromatic proton at carbon atorn i" (in
sauss). P.1 r ís the odd-electron density in the adjacent carbon atomes
T{
ï.{
n orbital and Qrr-- is some constant (-22"59 for CtH;)"
represents
Q^--o o
tft

r,{here a.
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the ÞroLon h.f.s" for a spin densiËy of unity.in Lhe carbon n orbital"
The superscript refers to Ëhe nucleus giving rise to the h.f.s" The
subscript closesË to Q denoËes the atom conËaíning the t spin densíty
which ís related to the h.f.s. by the Q-factor. The two subscripts
Ëogether ÍndicaËe the 6 bond which__ís being potarízed by the n spin
density. The negative sign og QgH has been confirmed experimentally
ranging from -20 to -30 gauss have been observed.
and values of Q^,,*
-{:il
i" noË a fíxed constant and does vary from one molecule to
Q^,,t
UrI
^rI
should be constant for neutral radicals only" The
another. Qan"
simplest neutral radícals are the alkyl radj-cals whicl-r have been
studied by Fessenden and Schuler"Ti Some of Ëheir results are
shown in Table 3.1"
TA3LE 3.1

Ernpirical Values of ¡tr, Qct-iH, Qc.cH3Ll For
Neutral Radicals. T I
H

RADICAL

ð",

1.000

23 "A4g

23"049

CH^óH^

o

22.38g

24.35g

(cH.)
J¿ ^cH
/r'u
\ å
a
"r.3, 3"

0

22

26

5¿

T-ì

Qcn--

QT

"9L9

"844
0"776

"LLg

"20g

Some

clH
-ccH3

26.87g 29.25g
24"689 29 "25g
22 "72s 29.30 g
TI

values in Table 3" I is
The only assumption in obtaining the Q^,,"
'UTT
thaË the spin density on the central trígonal carbon atom is given by

Q' = (1-0.081)n
where

n is the

number

of methyl groups atËached.

(3-s)

This assumption ís

IJI

H,
supported by the folloruing evidence: (1) the values of Qn.,,
'uuti^
obtaíned r.+ith spin densiËies from (3-5) and the experimental values

of Ëhe meËhyl h"f. splittings?are nearly constant; (2) the value of
Pr f.or the ethyl radícal (0.919) agrees very ruell r¿ith the result of
an ext.ensive molecular orbital calculat.ion (Pr=O"911).I05 f.t has been
shoum, experimentally, Ëhat Qar" changes slightly according to which
atoms or groups are bonded to the central Ërigonal carbon atom and
j-n some series Qa"H raries consíderably. Table 3.2 shows Qa"H
values for a series of radicals CH.-CH-X"i06
TABLE 3"2

^H values For A Series of Radicals CH^-CH-XI06
Qa""
rJ

UE.

'un

J

2I"1.1.g

24"689

22 " 3Bs

26.87 s

18,45g

22

23.99
23"7g

OH

"LBg
15.04g

"59g
24,98g

22 "6Lg

L9

O-CHO

L4"B s

23 "22g

L8.7 s

L3"969

22 "2Bg

nTl
J
ïf

CO-CH^CTI^
¿J

COOH

O-CH.CH"
¿J

20

26

"29
24"4g

"5s

ft
umed fnr
A constant value (2g.25) \^Ias asslrmcd
for oQCCUa and Ëhe rnethyl
splittings r^rere used to obËaín pc" . Then f roñ _t-h" o values,
"
ïf
the Q^,,"ts
\¡/ere computed" The variation ín Q^,,n
-ufl
-uft values may be
due to the fact that all the radícals are not planar. Considering
Ëhe experimentaf evidence, the value of Q^,-H
-uri can be fixed at
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27.0 ! 1"0 gauss for neuËra1 hydrocarbon free radicals at positions
vrhere tv¡o carbon atoms and a hydrogen aËom are bonded to the Ërigonal
carbon atom of interest"
As has been sËated before, QCr" may only be taken as a constant
for a restricted group of neutral free radicals. Therefore, McConnellls
relationshíp must be extended to apply to charged radicals. it has
^ H varíes with excess charge
been found that Qar-charse E.
ET
(3*6)
\,'ihe'. e

(3

-7)

qi ís the total electron densíty in the ri orbital of carbon i"
P(s) is Ëhe probability density of cr,-spín in the r orbítal of carbon
í and P(ß) ís the probabílíty density of ß-spin ín the n orbítal of
carbon i. It has been shov¡n, for posiËive and negatíve ions of
anthracene, tetracene, and pentacene, that at posítions with large
h.f. splittings, Ëhe positíve ion hyperfine splÍttíngs are larger
Ëhan those at t,he correspondÍng positíons in the negative ion" This
difference ís due to variaËíons in Q^..""
An extensi-on Ëo the
-uti
McConnell relationship has been proposed to account for excess
charge effecËs.107
(3-B)
r-t-z

r
.
^
of- QCn
where Qan--(o)
ís Ëhe value
appropríate for neutral radícals
and K^,,H ís a constant. Equatíon (3 -g), wiËh negatíve vaiues of
uft
rL

accounts for a m-ajor part of the variation Ín
Q.,,Ir
-íJfI (o) and K-,,H.,
UH
the proton h.f. sp,ittíngs for even alternaËe hydrocarbons such as
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anthracene. Equatíon (3-a) involves two theoretical quanËíties,
^17
oi and. p.
" Most calculat,ions of spín densities and charge densitíes
for alternant aromatic hydrocarbons indicat.e Ëhat the approximatíon,
r
T[r
lE., | = P , ís valid" Making the substiËution, equat,íon (3-8)

_ 1ï

Tf

Decomes:

.rn = Qa"H(o) Prn t

KcnH

[ern]'

(3-e)

where the * sign is applicable to positíve íons and the - sign to
negative ions" Assumíng thaË the pairing theorem holds exactly
(i"e", thaË Ëhe spÍn densiËy disËríbuËíon for Ëhe posit,ive and
negaËíve ions of the same alternant, aromatic hydrocarbon wíll be

identÍcal), the aveïage h"f"s., ãT and the deviation
can be
^aH
defined by:
Hrl
H
a.-- * a -"
-a=t
(3 -10 )
: QcnH (o) Pn
zô

LfU

= I(.rH tdl2

aa+

-2SubsËiËutíng

for en irl equation (3-11):

u."1
=
^'H
_tQcsH(o)

plot of

(3-11)

l'

if,'

(3-L2)

vs. l^Hl'(both experimental properËies) gives a straighË
1íne.108 Usíng Qa"n(o¡ =-27 garss, KCHH is compuËed to be -L2"9 t 1"1

A

AaH

gauss from the slope of the line in reference l0B"
I¡Ihere radicals or radícal ions can be produced or Ërapped in a
diamagnetic single crysËal host, anisotropic prot.on hyperfíne splittíngs

can often be detect,ed" Ifcconnell and strathdeel09 r... the firsc to
consider quantitatívely the relaËi-onship between Ëhe anisotropic proton
h"f.s. and electron spin densj-ties in planar n-electron radicals.
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They showed Ëhat the interacËion arises primarily through electronnuclear dipole*dipole coupling. For a c-H fragrnent, Ëhey derived an
expressÍon for the complete hyperfíne term in Ëhe spin Hamiltonian"
tn

ò-1,,
_ =h1s"A.I
rI".r"

(3

-13)

é i" a diagonal hyperfine tensoï when defined for the principal
axis system of Ëhe hyperfíne coupling.

where

ll
o o
..) lo** ar.,

l0

|lo

o

I

0 |
A,rl

(3_14)

I

The x-axís is taken to be along Ëhe c-H bond and the z-axis along

the carbon 2Pr orbital. rf Ao, the isotropic hyperfine couplíng,
is subtracËed from each element of $, the anisotropic hyperfine Ëensor,
I, is obtaíned"
-lxxl
:-

lr

l0

lo
l-

o o

I

rr,, 0 I

o
' r-",1

(3_1s)

I

Here (T.... + T___- + T__) = O" McConnell and Strathdeel0g give the
xx
vv
zz
following expressions (in MHr) for -the elements of T"

JXX = 43.L pr +

T
vv
Tzz

338 (=6.

e' - L5zpc
=-4" g er - LB6?ó=-38,2

(3-16)

Pn i" the spin density ín Ëhe 2Pr orbital on Ëhe carbon atom and
Po i" the spin densÍty in the C-H 6 molecular orbital. Sínce Ëhe 6
spin density is negative near the hydrogen aËom and posíËive near the
carbon aËom, it is expected that P6 wiTL be smal1 and may be neglecËed,

where
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However, po cannot be neglecËed for the ísotropic h.f.s.
In
order Ëo use equaËions (3-16) an estímaËe of the magniËude of Ëhe
spin densities must be available.
Both isotropic and anisotropic hyperfine splittings have been
observed for protons bonded Ëo nit.rogen and oxygen" In the derívat.íon
of the McConnell relationship, no assumption r^/as made concerníng Ëhe
particular atom to which the hydrogen !üas bonded. Therefore,
tvHH = QnHH P*n

(3-17)
"oHH

=

Qonn

Pot

Reliable values of Qr"H and QO"H are noË known at Ëhis time"
Methyl proton splittings can be related to the n-electron
spin density on Ëhe adjacent carbon atom by the relatíonship;

aH (cH")
- J' = Q^-,,
'
'UUH^H e^n
J

C

(3-18)

NH
-ccH?--

has been shovm Ëo be constant only for neutral old-alËernant
hydrocarbons (this would include the alkyt radicals) " For thís
restricËed group of radical" QCC'^H = +29.3C" For radical ions,

rìHJ
*CCH. has been given values as low as 18" 49 and. as high as 3Bg"
J
The mechanism of h.f. splitrings by meËhy1 prot.ons is noË completely
due to an exchange polarízatj.on mechanísm. Recent calculaËions
have shovm that hyperconjugaËive electron transfer mechanisms
contribuËe 407" to the proton splitting, Ëhe remaíníng 6t'A bej:ng
account,ed for by an exchamge polarizatíon mechanísm. (n-n
poLarizaEíon rather than 1T- 6 poLarízatíon for ríng proton splittings)"105
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P

Hyperfine Splittíngs From Nuclei Other Than Protons

(1) Isotropic Hyperfine Splítting
Atoms irïíth A ltlet

Density

From

n-Electron Spin

"

The treatment and notation of Karplus and Fraenkel will be
fo11owed.ii0 Their calculaËions, assuming complete orbital following,
were developed for carbon-l3 hyperfine splittings buË the model

should be applícab1e to other nuclei. It has been found, experimentally,
Ëhat carbon-l3 splittíngs are not corrêlat.ed in a linear manner with
the n-electTori spin density on Ëhe same carbon aËom" Therefore, oËher
contríbutions besídes the single C-H bond contribution considered by
lvlcConnellrl03 must be consid.ered" Let us consider the general case
of a four aEom fragmenË from an aromatic sysËem,

Y-

X-

,/I

X^

J

where the nucleus of the aËom Y is producing an isotropic hyperfine
splitting"
LeË the n-spin density on Y be P.rt and. the n-spin
densíËies on the X- atoms b. P" " (i = Lr2r3) " One, two or three
r
of the X- may
- be hydrogen atorns| in which case p'x-. would be zexo"

l_
Fírst consider the possible n- 6i ínteractions of Ètre n-electrons
on Y with the 6 electrons around Y" Karplus and Fraenkel show
thaË Ëhere will be four such interactíons: spin potaxization of the
ls elect,rons on Y, and spin polatí-zatj-on of 2s electrons on the atom
Y in the Y-X",
Y-X" and Y-X" 4i bonds" ForP"r = 1 andP*.n = 0,
L'¿3Yf
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the contributíon to aY from the 1s electrons is desÍgnaËed
sy" The
contributions from the 2s elecËrons are desÍgnated
Qyx.y" There will
also be a conrriburion ro rY from rhe n-spín ¿errsiriålíon
rhe x- (in
the same sense as the proËon sp1íttíng in the CH
fragment). foi
tc' =
,J 'll =ruu
ln
- /a'\ n = 0 and p_. n = 1, Ë.he contríbuËion
-t-x_
Ëo ay from the
-"2^3^1
2s electrons on y will be desígnrauo
Q"r"y, with similar
expressions

f'or

P*rr

P""n equal to unity r""p""Jirr"1y, Theref ore the following
expression relating u.' to the r-electron spín densities
may be rvritËen"
and

aV\z=LS-+lQvxrvl@,
oiQx.yYe""
_--,i.rri

\,2

rn general, s' should be negaËive,
analogous

to

QcnH, the

Q.rx
r.,_í

(3-19)

y should be positive while,

q".rY should be negaËive"
a

Karplus and Fraenkell 1 0 made quant.itative calculaËions
of the
spín polarization consËaïLËs in equation (3-19) for a carbon
atom with
the x. being either carbon or hydrogen atoms, carculations
for a
planar CHC, fragmenr model yielded Sc=-12.7e,
Qa"C = L9"5g, QaarC =
L4"4 g" and QalaC = -13"99. Inserring rhese values inËo (3_19):
ae = 35" 6

p^r -13"9 r 1o^
C
ç.
,

(3-20)

an independenË estirnate of the pn
.an be obËained from
proton hyperfine splirtings using equarions "(3_q) or (3_B)
" Then
a- may be calculaËed from ß-2Ð, giving reasonable agreement wiËh
SomeËimes

experimenË,

o
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The sigma-pí interacËion parameters (Qos) depend on bond length,
the type of hybridizatíon (including the angles beËween sígma bonds),
and on the nature of the bondíng atoms. The proton parameter
QarH

is somewhat larger in cÍtc, than ín cllrr which suggests a theoretieal
justífication for some of the variatíon in_ Ëhe experimental
Qa"H
required to fit measured proton splittings.
The ls and 2s contributions
are of Ëhe same magnit.ude but opposite in sign. rn contrast to Ëhe
Q values, Sc is relatively índependent of the bonds Ëo the carbon atom"
^c does have, though, a quadratíc dependence on
5
the ionic character
of the bonds" The ioníc character of the bond.s in hydrocarbons is
sma1l and Ëherefore sc should be nearly constant for these systems.
For the planar meËhyl radical equation (3-19) reduces to

rc=sc+3QcHc
urhere

(3-21)

= 18"85g and Sc =-L2"7g" Substituting these numbers inËo
ß-2L) we get ac = 43.8 gauss which compares favourabl-y with Ëhe
experimenËal measurement of 4113 gauss made on frozen CI{, by ColereË al"59
rn that investigation, the observed carbon-l3 splitËing was used as
evidence for the planaríËy of the meËhyl radical. Karplus and Fraen¡"1Ìi0
(for the meËhyl radícal) increased by one-half ín
also showed thaË
""
going 5o from planaríxy" Therefore the methyl radícal must be nearly planar.
QCHC

(2) Anisotropic Hyperfine Splittíng from Atoms wÍth
A Net r-Electron Spín Ðensity"
rn contrast to Ëhe isotropic hyperfine couplings which usually
arise through an indirect r- 6 interaction, anísotropic hyperfine
couplings result from a dipole-dipole couplíng of Ëhe nuclear spín
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with a non-spherically symmetric electron spin disËribution (i.e",
an electron ín a prd,
orbital)" Consíder an electron in a
p-orbital inËeracting with the nucleus of the same atom" The
dipole-dipole term in Ëhe spín Hamiltonian will be:

Þ!

^=-h-rg^ß^Bnßn
-e e-N r\ I=
o
TT_

l
--_=S_
-3(s:r)(irs)

Q-22)

where S and I are the spin operators for the electron and nucleus
respecËívely, and r Ís the radius vector beË¡¿een Ëhe electron and

the nucleus. Equation (3-22) leads to the following anisotropic
I
hyperfine energy (l^lM M );
--s--r

|
-1
w*r
= þ-'s^'r

seß"8*ß*MtMt

1-3cos2o
. --F- >avo

(l-3cos2o

)

Ym

z

(3-23)

where o ís the angle between r and a principle axis of the anisoËropic
hyperfine tensor, and 0 is the angle beËr¡een Eo and the same axis
(noËe <3cos2o>^-- = I when averaged over a sphere)
" Consider H^ along

av"

-o
the Z-axis whích we take to be the major axis of the P-orbital, 0=0,
so Ëhe last term in equation (3-23) will be -2, For a p-orbital, the
average value of cos2q, ís 3/5" The anísotropic h"f" energy or coupling
wíth Ho along tlne Z axis will Ëhen be 2Bo, where
B_o

)'t
= t n -t

g.ßueuß*

.r-3t".rn (v¡nz")

(3-24)

<r-3>
mav be calculated from S"C"F" wave funcËions or from a Slater
av"
wave function. As an example of Ëhe calculaËion of a spín densíty
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using this method, consider Ëhe malonic acíd radical enriched in
carbon-13.
l1

.Fl
I

c13

,
HOOC

COOH

The isotropic carbon-13 h"f" coupling is 93 MIIz and the anisoËTopíc
couplíng tensor components are (120, -70, -50) MHz, with tlne I2A Wz
componenL oriented perpendicular Ëo the radical pJ-ane. This
anisotropic coupling can thus be ídentified úíth the 2Bo term in
Elne 2 Po atomic anisotropíc h.f" coupling Ëensor" For carbon-l3
Ëhe value
(J
^ 1T L¿U

of 2 B is calculated t.o be LB2 Iú1z. trnle thus compute
-o
n-r-ìÊro This value can be checked from Ëhe isotropic
'c
I82 =
proton h"f . couplíng (-59 MHz) and QanH = -75"6 l,filz, which gives
Q"n = 0.78. This discrepancy may be due to spín densíty on the
carboxyl groups affecting the anisoËropic h"f. couplings or to
6 -spín density ín Ëhe bonds or perhaps to an overesËimate of.
2B in the atomic carbon 2Pr oxbitaL"
-o
C, Theoretical Interpretations,of the E.S"R"
Spectrum of the Methyl Radical"
A valence-bond calculation of Ëhe proton ísoËropíc h"f.s" ín
the methyl radíca1 has been performed by Karplus 6l (assuming
complete orbital followíng) " The splittíng \^/as computed as a funcËion
of the angular configuration of the molecule. For the planar radicaL

a splitting of 27!5 gauss r¡/as calculated" Since the calculations
are insensíËive t.o angles in the neighbourhood of 90", a deviation of
10o to 15o from planari.tv could noË be excluded.
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schrader and Karpl,tsi02 have sËudied incompleËe orbítal
followins
of the molecular vibratíons in Ëhe methyl radicar. through iËs

relatíonshíp Ëo Ëhe hyperfine splittings observed ín Ëhe E"s.R"
specËrumo rncomplete orbital following, which is a 1ag
of Ëhe
bonding elecÈron densiËy r^¡íth respect to the internucrear
axis,
may occur if Ëhe valence=sËat.e energy or e1ectron
repulsíons are
decreased by the presence of "bent bonds": rn t.heir publication,
schrader and Karplus obtain a semiempirical valence bond estímate
of orbital following from the E"s"R" spectrum of cerËaín free radicals"
By means of a theoretical ínterpretation of the hyperfine
spliÈËings
and their dependence on Lhe molecular vibrations, riinits \^/ere
set
on the orbíËal following in appropriate sysËems. The meËhyl
radical
(planar in equilíbríum confÍ.guraËion) and its ísoËropic
analogs were
chosen because carbon-13 and proËon hyperfine sprittings
have been
shovm Ëo have signÍficant dependences on nucrear positíons.
Let us
defíne p as the following parameter. trrlhen Q = 1r¿e have complete
following and when Q = 0 we have ¡6 fsllowing" To deËermine whether
restrícted orbíta1 fo11owíng is necess ary for the interpretation of
the hyperfine splitËings, experimental data59r73 v/as compared with
Ëheoretical results (vibrational averages) for complete followíng
(tabte 3" 3)
"

TASLE

Of Experimental and Theoretical Values
, H,
, t'.
l":-l and l"-l For MeËhy1 Radicals"102

Comparison

(p=1)of
RADICAL

12^-- -ufl^
J
13nr¡
-ar3

12¡¡
J
1

3nn
J

I

aH(exprlo)

3.3.

|

23" 03Bg

23"04g

oaH

(tr,)

r

-25 "3L9g
-25 "3L5g

23"29t0"02gb

-25 "L9Bsb

23"3}gb

-25 "I91-sb

,9 (.uorr"

)

.¿9

(

*,),

38" 34g

70"37g

35. 98g

64.7 99

a All expËl" values from reference 73"
b These values are, obtaíne.d by multiplying a"
by (ó"/s¡) =

6.51437
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The proËon resulËs agree reasonably well while the calculated
carbon-13
splittings are much Ëoo largeo In addítíon, Ëhe raËio
D-

"1 -

I

uH|

i'

cH,

Amfl-arT-in

cD3,

whích ís of interesË because of its direct relaÈionship to víbrational
effects, has been considered" Theoretically R, ís slightry greater
than one while experimentally R, is slightry less than one" Table
3"4
gives values of a- and au for complete orbital following as a functÍon

of 0 (for planar radícal 0 = 0) for the radical Ct3H""
TABLE 3"4

Proton and Carbon-l3 SpliËËíngs For The Methyl
RadÍcal as a Function of 0 (p = 1¡102

Ha"(o)
_9-

0o
5"
100
150
20"
25"
300

-24,90
-25"L1
-26"09
-29 "og
-36"58
-53" 11
-81.90

î

â"(e)
46"56
63"79

LL7.2
21,L"9

355"1
548"9
756"3

ÉlI

The a"(o) and a'(o) values are in reasonable agreement with
experimenËal results. By comparing Tables 3.3 and 3
can

"4.ít
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be seen that aH(o) r ''"Htrr> whÍ1e
is much d.ifferent than
.rc.ht. ."cËh, ís much larger ,r,"r,"t(o)
,c(o) o;.;".
,"";;;"""
rapidly wi-th increasing 0. The difference between"acul
the 0 d.ependence
of tc(o)
tHle;
arises from the form of the carbon hybrid orbiËals"
"rrd
sírrce the zero-point vibrational amplitude is greater
in cHr" than in
is expecËed rhaË l.rHtl i'Gr, would be larger rhan 6.51437
lDrn'it
l.a-t I in CDr; rhat is, Rr(rf,)>1 "
Schrader and l(arplus102 then considered incompleËe
orbital
following' The resurts are shov¡n in Tabre 3.5 for a serecËÍon
of
values of p (o) and p (90)
"

TABLE 3"5

.tnr, .ac,
r
\o/
p (90)
0. s
."Ht -23"01
."c,
63"9
*1
1'001
p

"rrd

R, for Various Values of p (o)

and

o

(oo¡ toz

I

C"B

0.8

0"5

0

U" I4)

0"425

0."2

0.425

0

-23"05
56"0
1.001

-23"04
s6 ,0
1.001

-2 3. 08

1" 001

-¿J"Vr+

-24 " s9

56.0

45"81

1.001

r.015

<a'> is only s1íght1y affected by incompleËe followíng whire <ac>
depends strongly on p. The ratio R, ís 1itt1e changed by
variatÍons
p
in and remains greater than one for all choices of p(o) and p(oo¡"
Even zero following [p(o) = 0, Q (90) = 0], however, ]eads
to a value
(of <a"> that is somev¡haË greater than the measured value. perhaps
(<a"> can be improved by adjusting other parameters. For instance,
an i-ncrease ín the magniËude of sc i¿ourd ímprove Ëhe value of.ac>,
whíle leaving <a*> unchanged" Another parameËer Ëo which <aC>
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is sensítive ís A" A decrease in A will result ín the desired
(\
lowering of <a">. A ís a funcÉion which deËermines how (r, 6Cg)
varies with 0. Some results for simultaneous À and orbital
followíng variations are given ín Table 3.6.
TABLE 3"

6

Hî

r (a"> and R, Change irtíth Simultaneous Varíations
ínpandAValueslo2

Ilow

P

(o)

p

<a-->

(e0)

nq

A

o

0"2

0"2

ì"ct

¡

63"3
_) )

a.^

-2L"94

^2)

61"I

0

-1
0"8

<¿-.

0

-1
0, 145

(eV)

"1
0

"9997

0
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fË can be seen that <aC> does decrease as A ís alËered from
(values used up untíl now in reference L02) to -2eV" For A

0" 5
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sufficíently large and negative, R, becomes less than one ín.agreement
with experiment" The value of R, is reduced because ,t(o) is a
decreasing function of 0 (for smarr 0) for approprÍate a values"
schrader and l(arplus concluded that incompleËe orbital following
is necessary and the degree of orbital follor¡íng is small. A p (o)
value somewhat less than unity and a o(90¡ value less than 0"3
seems líkely"
0n1y by íntroducing partial followíng and thereby
decreasíng the 0 dependence of
can consistenË results be
"t(u)
obtained" Possibly other normal modes besides the s)rmmetric bending
mode must be used for víbrational averaging, The symmetric and
asymmetric stretching modes are expected to have negligible effects
on Ëhe average h"f" splitËings. The other ín-p1ane mode (asymmetric
bending) involves significant rehybrið,j.zatíon of the carbon sígma
orbiËals" The alËeration of .aH> rrrd .rct values produced by this
víbration ís expected to be smal1 as well" FurËher supporting evídence
for incomplete orbital following can be found by looking at ac(cH3)-rc(cl:)"
For compleËe follor,ríng Ëhis difference is 5"669. For reasonable followíng
parameters Ip(o)=1, p(90)=0"L45 or 0(o)=9.9, p(90)=O"LgZ], the difference
ís reduced to 2"1 - 2"8g, FessendenT3 found this dífference, for
methyl radicals in liquid methane, Lo be 2"3 g. A Ëest of schrader
and Karplus102 results could be obtained by a determinaËion of the
Ëemperature dependence of Ëhe hyperfine splittings"
D" Theoretical Temperature Dependences Of
The Methyl Radical"
Moss, 1 I I
that the methyl radical is planar with the
"""*oing
unpaired electron situated in Ëhe p- orbiËal, expecËed that Q (or
a-- since pn =1) would depend on the amplitude of the ouË-of-plane
vibratíons and consequenËly mighL be temperature dependenË
"
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He assumed Ëhat rvhen the proton üoves ouË of the molecular plane
there is a dírect spin deLocalLzatÍ.on ínËo the ls orbital of the
hydrogen atom" The resultíng contribution to Ëhe Q value ivíll be

positíve, whereas the major, but indirecË, electron spín po|arization
term is negatíve" rf þ is the angle beËween the nodal plane and the
C-H bond, the contribuËíon to Q arising from dírecË delocalízaËion is
expect.ed to vary as sin24, from symmetry considerations. Therefore,

O=O
'-o +Qisín2ó

{3-2s)

where Q^
'o and Q] are constants" þ varies as the radical vibraËes and
since the víbratíonal frequency is much greater than the h"f. frequency
r¡7e may average over the víbrati ons to give:
Q

=

Qo

+ q,

<sin20>

(3-26)

where Q,
'l ís Q] averaged over g" .sin20¡ may be estimated if a
vibrational analysis of the out.-of-p1ane vibrations is avaí1able.
Herzbergrl2 gives the frequency of Ëhe out-of-plane víbraËion ín cD,
as 447 cm-L and the bond lengths ín boËh CH, and CDa as 1"08 A" The
corresponding frequency ín CH, is calculaËed to be 577 .r-1. Usíng

this daËa equaËion (3-26)
= O + 0.0104
Q--o"1TJ
Q

becomes:

0- coth 415 for

CH^

(3*27)

+ 0.0081 Qr coth 321 for
= Q^
uaT

CD3

(3-zs)

SchuletTI itrrdiated i_iquid
2"8 MeV electrons and their results were:
Fessenden and

Q
Q

= -23"038 (10"01) gauss for
= -23"295 (t0"02) gauss for

CHo and CDO

CH^

CDI
J

at 97oK wíËh

substituting rhese values into (3-27)

and.

and Qr:
Qo

= -24"L9 (r0.13)

Ql = 111 (113)

(3-28) and solving for

Q6

gauss

gauss

Zlochower ret aL7r4 sËudied the methyl radical in aqueous
solution and
observed ar. approximate rinear dependence of
Q upon Ëemperature. The
Q values at the extremes of the temperatuïe range studied were (for
cH"

-

only) 2

e = -22"j26 (10"01) gauss at
e = -22"601 (10"01) gauss ar

273"K
333oK

These observations lead ¡e Qo : -24"46 (!0.29) ga,rss and
Q, = L52 (!24)
gauss r¡hich agree reasonably wíth those predicted from
Fessendenrs

results.
developed a theory of the temperature dependence of Ëhe
hyperfine ínteracËíons in rhe methyl radícal based on íncomplete
orbital fol10wing" rt was in response to a private coïünunication
from D.M. Schrader that Ëhe experimental work outlíned in this chapter
was done" The methyl radical is knovm to be planar"1l0'6IrII2-i16r73
DMS

This work (DMS) refínes and extends that work presented i-n reference 102.
some of the semiempirical parameters have been adjusted so that the
calculaËíons reproduce at 97'K the observed splittings due Ëo the
proËon in C12H",
--3, the deuteron in ,t.r3,
^12^
and carbon_l3 in C13H, and
?^
^l
(Reference 73)" As ín reference L02 it is assumed. Lhat aX
t'"D3
97"K
only the ground vibrational state is significantly occupíed. DMs
extends the vibrational averaging of Ëhe out-of-plane bending mode
/ ^ tlr
tAz
) to several of the higher staËes and by doing so calculates the
h"f" splittings as a funcËion of temperature. Therefore, by fitting
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four observed values at 97oK, the hyperfine interactions are predicted
over a wíde range of temperatures. The bond length RCH and the Ar"
force constant used were taken ftomrTerzbêrgrs analysísl12 of the
vacuum U.V. spectra of. Herzberg and Shoosrnith"ll3 Lesterret al]la
and Andrews anci PimenËell15 h".r. suggesËed another force constarit
(larger by 58"4"/") whíLe recently Mílligan and Jacoxl16 observed the
tt
AZ víbratíonal mode of the CH, radicaL at a frequency which is only
slíghtly larger than that of Herzberg.ll2 The differences may arise
because of matríx effects present in Lhe low temperature observations
of the Ar" vibrational mode of Ëhe methyl radical,li4-1i6
Partial orbital following was incorporated inËo Schraderts
calculations in the same manner as in Reference 102" p(o) is Ëhe
lirníting value as 0 -+ 0 of Ëhe ratio 0r., where e! is the angle between
0

Ëhe axis of Ëhe carbon sigma orbital and the plane of the three

protons, and 0 ís the angle between the carbon-hydrogen internuclear
axis and the plane of the three protons" p(90) is Ëhe limiríng ratio
of the same Ër^ro angles as 0 + 90o. The two angles are íllustrated in
Figure 3.1. It was found that a fit of the data is only possible
over a narro\^r rarlge of values for p(o) and p(90) [See Fig " 3"2]"
The calculatíons were done for models C and D shov¡n in Fig. 3"2"
The shaded area indícates the values of p (o) and p (90) for which
the four experimenËal results could be fit.
AJ-l values of p(o)
and p(90) in the shaded area give results between the Ëwo extremes
(i.e" models C and D)" The area above line 0A (in Fig. 3"2)
represents the non-physical sítuation ín which the relative orbital
1ag is less for smal1 deviations from molecular planarity than for large"

Fig.3"I
Illustratíon of 0 and 01,

(n.U.S")

1/*9

Fíg.

3

"2

p (90) vs" p (0) " The shaded area índicates useful
values of p (90) and p (0) (l.lt"S.).
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The splittíngs

calculaËed by DMS are essentially constant from
0" to 100"K owíng to small populati.ons of the excited vibrational sËates
(See Fígures 3"3 and 3,4)" The calculaÈed dependences for
models C
[p(o)=0"825, p(eO¡=g"grt, and D Ip(o)=1.00, p(90)=0"245] do nor besin
to devíate from each other signíficanËly until room temperature"

This deviation becomes larger with increasíng temperatures (shaded
areas in FÍgures 3"3 and 3"4)" The dashed curves in FÍgures 3"3 and
3.4 are Ëhe results obËaíned. when Ëhe force constant from references
114 and 115 is used.
Figures 3"5 and 3.6 show the calculated temperature coefficíents
as a function of temperature for models c.
. rt is evident that
sínce
í" a sharply increasing functíon of 0 (due mainly to the
"c
growth of 2s content of Ëhe síngly occupied orbital as 0 íncreases
[see Table 3.7]), trre vibrationaL average of ac is greater than ac
aË 0 =0.

Fíg"

3" 3

Calculated values of lr"l and 6.5L437 l"Dl Íor
C12H, and C"D,, respectively, using following
3
J'
models C and D (DMS). The crosses represent
observed values" 3 The dashed curves are the
results obtaíned when the force consEant of
Andrews and Pimen¡.1114 ruas used (DMS).
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Fíg" 3"4
Calculated values of ac ín C13H^ and C13D^ for
JJ
following models C and D (DMS). The dashed curves
are the results obtained when the force constant of
Andrews and Pimen¡.1]14 rvas used (DMS)"
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coefficíents of ac for C1 3H, and
Cl 3D" as a functíon of temperaËure (Following
Model c) [DMS].
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TABLE 3.7

Spllttfngs and OrbfËal Spin PopulaËions As Functions Of 0 (DMS)
H

a

Total

^l'ì

a

From
T

c

Spjn Content
(O-rbilal 3 olalc:lz at íon)

Total

l'rom

6e

c
Fo

From

From

1T

1""

c

'n
c

z
oc

l-s

'le'
c

ovlrng

0. 00

,A Añ

43.33

0.00

-L4 "7 3

1-0.0072

0.050

-0.0028

0"01

35. 56

41.15

8.92

-r4.51

1-0 .0067

0.048

10

4.L
8.2

-24.24
-23"3L
-20.66

n

57

.40

35.11

36;13

-13 " 84

1-0.0052

0.042

15

L2,4

-L6 "87

97.03

26.84

82.87
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1-0.0034

0. 034
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16.5

L59.70

L9.37
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244.L
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15.
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.05
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27

--11

D

42.26

0.00

39.39

11.90
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rn order Lo reduce Ëhe calculated value of ac at 0 = 0: a reductíon
of Ëhe carbon 2s orbi-ta1 densíty at the nucreus \^Tas necessary"
t 3Cl, and trroT
which have heavier effective masses for the
,,
o2 mode, vibrate wiËh less amplitude than 13cH, and tranr. This
has two effects (a) if we have sarnpres of pure cD" and. of cH^ in
which every molecule occupies th. ,rth víbrational'state. ,a iril
be larger for the CH, sample than for CD, and also Rl.1,000,
(b) if we allow equiribrium Ëo establish a Bortzmann population
of
leve1s, there will be a smaller proportion of morecules ín the nth
level in the CII, sample than in the CD, sample" Effect (a) will
make Ëhe temperature coeffÍcients for cDr less than Ëhose
for cHa.
Effect (b) will have Ëhe opposire resulË. Effecr (a) will be
ímportant at low Ëemperatures while effect (b) i^rill dominate at
high temperatures,
Looking at Table 3"7 we see a very sma1l contribution to Ëhe
proËon splittíng from the r orbíta1, regardless of 0. Therefore
predicËing a negatíve value ror ¿l¿*l based upon the direct contact
ct
between Ëhe proton a'd the unpaíred. electron ín the n orbítal is
invalíd," The proton temperature dependence is due to Ëhe reducËion
of the spin polarízatLon of the hydrogen 1s orbítal as 0 increases,
r,^¡hich can be achieved only with parËial orbital follorøing. Table
3"7 also shows that the polarlzation of all the orbitals decrease,
to a l-ittle more than half Ëhe planar values at 0 - 2a" to 25" 3 and
then increase again as 0 goes to 30o. Table 3"7 also shows that the
carbon-13 splítting for the planar molecule is d.ue Ëo the sigma
orbitals, but comes almost complet.ely from Ëhe n orbital for large 0"
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Table 3"8 lists the contribuËions of each orbítal to the total splitting
for several nuclei in the four isotropíc variants of CÌI for models
?
C and D aL 0"K. (Zero-point Vibration)
"
TASLE 3.8

Contributions of Each OrbiËal to Ëhe Total
Splitting for Several Nuclei in Methyl
Radicals (luS)
MOLECULE

1?^,,
- -ur!-

J

I{UCLEUS

ORBITAL

FOLLOI{ING MODEL
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The distinctíon between the calculations of Mosslll and DMs
should be made clear" DMS assumes a definite quanÈum-mechanical

model and calculates contributíons to the spliËtings from each
orbital in the molecule. Moss empirically fiËs the parameters
Moss!s equation introduces inaccuracies in a-n but
Qo
"td Ql"
enables hím to extend Ëhe víbraËional averaging Ëo an infínite
number of states"

averages only to the fourth excited staËe
for CH, and Ëo the sixËh excited staËe for CDa.
2"

DMS

Experimental

Methyl radícals were produced on the surface of porous vycor
glass by the U"V. photolysis aË liquid nitrogen temperatures of
adsorbed meËhyl iodíde" The methyl iodide was reagent grade obtained
from Matheson, Coleman and 8e11" The deuterated rnethyl iodide (minímum
isoËopic purity of 99 atom % D) and the carbon-l3 enriched meËhyl
íodíde (57"1 atom 7" carbon-l3) were obtained from Merck, Sharpe and
Dohme of canada, Limited (Montreal). other than normal degassing
procedures, these compounds were used without any further purification,
The porous Vycor glass (Corníng Code No. 7930) samples vüere pretreaLed
by heating in oxygen (750oC-900'C) for 6-8 hours to oxidize all organi-c
matter on Lhe surface followed by heating in vacuum (16-4-10-5 mrn Hg)
at the same temperatures for a further 16-24 hours to dehydrate the
surface. The methyl íodides r¿ere Ëhen adsorbed at room temperature
giving surface concentrations beËween 57. and 257" of a monolayer. The
samples were then immersed ín liquid nitrogen and photolysed for one
hour using the full focused arc of a Hanovia 5-100 alpine burner.

r60

The samples r¡rere then Eransferred quickly
into a normal E.S"R.
qvartz de¡^rar where several spectra !/ere recorded
aË 1íquid niËrogen
EemperaËures. The samples \,{ere again transferred

into the cavity
Ínsert of a standard variabre temperature assembly. The
temperature
was monitored r¿ith a thermocouple placed ín
the cavÍty insert just
above Ëhe cavity" The temperature r,,ras controlled
Lo +2o. Several
spectra \^/ere recorded at the lor¿est tempeïature attainable
by the
varÍab1e temperature assembly, The temperaËure was
then raised and
sufficient time was allotted for Ëhermal equílibrium Ëo
be esËablished"
several spectra v/ere recorded at this tenperaËure. This procedure
was continued to higher Ëemperatures unLil the signal
Ëo noise ratio
became Ëoo smal1 for furÈher measurements
Ëo be made. The procedure
outlined above will be referred to hereafter as a Lemperature
run.
Each temperaËure run r¡/as completed in 6_g hours.
Two temperature runs were perforrned on inethyJradicals
sLabilized on a chlorinat.dlB p"v.g. surface. rn this case the
p"v.g"
was heaÈed in oxygen at 650oC tor 27 L/2 hours and then
in vacuum
at 675" c for 26 hours. The surface was Ëhen reacted several times
wiËh carbon ËeËrachloride ax 425-475"c" After each reaction (or
dose of carbon tetrachloride) the products ï^iere pumped off
at 425-475"c"
Each dose of carbon tetrachloríd.e was allowed Ëo ínteract
wíth the
surface for about 45 mínutes before puinping off the producËs. A
specífíc amount of methyl iodide was then allowed to adsorb on the
chlorinated surface resultjng ín a surface coverage of approximately
ra"Á of a monolayer" Two temperarure runs, as ouËríned
above.
'üere
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carried out orl thís sample" These Ëemperature runs vrere slightly different,
in t.hat on reachíng a reasonably hígh Ëemperature and sËill maintaining
'
a good signal-to-noise ratío, Ëhe process lras reversed and measuremen¡s
were made as the sample was cooled.
A Varian E-3 E"S"R" spectrometer ernploying 100 KHz modulatíon
was used" The measurements ruere made using Ëhe Fieldial control
included in the spectrometer" A large number of measurements were
made ín order to compensate for any ínstabiliËies ín the insËrumenc.
The signal-to-noise rati o wâs extremely good unËi1 the highest temperatures
were reached"

3" Methods of Measurement of E"S.R" Parameters
The four lines in the methyl radícal spectrum are labelled
I,3, 3a and la in going from low to high field (see Figure 3.7(a))"
The proton splittÍng measured was that between lines 3 and 3a since
this would al1ow measuremerits to be made over the largest temperat.ure
range (77'K-400'K) " ülithin one temperaËure run 3 to 6 spectra hTere
recorded at each temperature" A total of seven temperature runs
were made" Therefore the proton spliEËíng recorded aE any single
temperature is an average of 2L Lo 42 measuremeÍrts. irlíthin one
Ëemperature run the average deviation aË any one Ëemperature
(calculated from the scaËËer of values) is t 0"025 gauss" Two
temperature runs could be displaced from the average by a maximum
of t 0.040 gauss" The reason for Ëhe dísplacement betr,reen runs is
believed Ëo be due to the spectromeËer (perhaps changes in the

temperature of the magnet coolíng water) " In order to obËaín the
temperature coeffícienËs as a function of temperature the average
values of the proton h.f" spliËtings are ploËËed on a much expanded

Fig"

3.7

t'SËick" díagram of c12u, (a), cI2n, (u) and
c I2Hr-c I 3tr, ( c) índicatíng measurements made"
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temperature scale and the slopes are recorded for 25" intervals. The
, T{,
slopes (nla"l /¿r) are then ploËted as a funcËion of the mid-points
of the temperature intervals.
The line r¿idths of the proton lines are measured directly
from the first derivaËive línes (magnetíc field difference between
upper and lower maxima) " The asymmeËry of the pïoton li-nes is also
plotted as a funcËion of temperature. The asymmetry of a fírst
derivative line was estimaËed by dívidíng the amplitude of the lower
half of the line by the total amplitude of the líne. The intensity
(area measured by makíng use of a planimeter) of líne 3 divided by
the Ëotal íntensity of 1íne 3 and 3a is also plotted as a functíon
of temperature. The relative inËensíties (areas) of all four proton
lines are plotted as a function of Ëemperature as well"
Only preliminary results concerning the temperature dependence
Dr
|
of- l l can be presenËed" A typícal CD, spectrum at 7J"K is seen in
"Tig. 3"8" The deuterated methyl radical línes are numbered I to 7
on going from low to high fíe1d (See" Fig. 3"7(b))" The deuterium
splittings betr¡¡een lines 2 and 3, 3 and 4, 4 and,5, 5 and 6, and 2 ar,d.
6 dívided by 4 are averaged and plotted as a funcËion of ËemperaËure.
The splíËting between lines 1 and 7 r¿as avoided since the attaínable
ËemperaËure range would have been decreased due to the low inËensíty
of Ëhese lines. 0n1y three temperature runs were made and a relatively
large spread in results \¡/as obtained due to Ëhe small value of | I and
"O
the small change of IrDl wíËh Ëemperature. It is nevertheless possÍble
t.o make some useful comments from the results. Further measurements
should be made on this radical in order to study Èhe raËio Rr(ísoËope
effecËs) over a Large temperature rarlge.

Fig"
Spectrum

3" 8

of the DeuteromeËhyl Radical- at

98.7"K

I
ï
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t2
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A typical spectrum of the cH3 - cll3 mixture is seen in Fig. 3.9,
The carbon-l3 splitËing measurements were made between Ëhe lowest
field carbon-l3 line and line I of the proton spectrum (see Fig. 3.7(c))"
This value v/as multíplíed by a factor 2 to obtain |rctul. A total of
three temperature runs have.been made. This was sufficienË since Ëhe
change ín lactsl with temperature is very large compared to the change
.
I Hr
. I Tll
in
la I and l"rl with tenperature. The validity of the merhoo
used to measure lacisl was checked by carrying ouË a temperature

run where the carbon-l3 splitËing r¡ras measured in a dif f erent T¡ray 59 r79
(subtracting the separation beËr,¡een lines 1 and la froln the separaËion
between the outermost carbon-t3 rÍrres)
" The agreement betrueen Ëhe
two methods was found to be excellent" The temperature coefficienËs
of the carbon-13 spliËtings are plotËed as a function of temperature

as r¡ras done f or the proton splitËíngs (see above) .
Two t.emperature runs were made on methyl radicals stabilized
on a chlorinated surface, The proton splitËings t,rêï€ measured as
described above (also see Fig" 3"i (a))" The asymmetry functíon,

defined above, r^ras also plotted as a funcËion of temperature for
this system" The 1Íne r,ridth and intensity studíes were not performed,
The accuracy of the values for the proËon and carbon-13
splÍttíngs \¡ras esËímajed by calibraËing the Fíeldial usíng aqueous
peroxylamine disulfonate solutíons.l17 The values for the proton
splittings are v¡ithin I 0"06 gauss of Ëhe values plorted (l'ig. 3"10).
The carbon-l3 h" f. splittíngs between L25"K and 325"K are wírhin
1 1"0 gauss of the values on the curve shoivn ín Fig. 3"L4, Between
77'K and 125oK the error in the carbon-13 splittings is + 2"0 gauss.
Not enough experimental work has been done to calculate Ëhe accuracy
of Ëhe deuterium h.f. spliËtÍngs.

Fíg.
Spect.rum

Ar 192'K.

3"

9

of a Míxture of tt'",

and Cl 3H, Radicals

DEWAR
I
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RESULTS

A. Proton llyperfine SplitËings
The proton hyperfíne-,splittíng measured between 779K and
400'K is shown in Fig" 3"10.' The general shape of the temperatuïe
dependence is comparable Ëo that calculated by DMS (indicated by

ellipses ín Figure 3,10). The errors involved in plotting this
curve were estimated ín section 3" In a number of runs (5 out ot 7)
a plaËeau was obtained between 250oK and 300oK. Thís plateau is not
obvious ín Figure 3.10 since the values plotted are averages of
a1l seven runs some of which were displaced from one another. Figure
3,11 has been included to emphasize the presence of this plateau and
the displacement between runs" In Figure 3.11 the average values of
the proËon h"f.s. for three typical ËemperaËure runs are plotted" It
is believed that thÍs plateau ís real and is indicative of a surface
effect which becomes stronger as Ëhe temperature is lowered" Another
interesËing feature observed in Figure 3"11 is a slight maximum in
. lJ,
l""l at l35oK. This feature T^las observable to a greater ext.ent in
many of the Lemperature runs, but díd not appear in the average plot
(fígure 3.10). These feaËures wÍl1 be discussed further in section 5
of thís chapËer.
Let us now examine the teûtperature coefficients of the
averaged proton hyperfine splittings (Fígure 3"10) as a functíon of
temperaËure (see Table 3.9)", The values of t¡l"Hl /nr1 x 103 are
ploËted as a functíon of Ëhe midpoints of the temperature íntervals
in which Ëhey were measured (Figure 3.LZ) " Comparisons of our
observed values wiËh other experimenËa174 and calculaËed101'111
values can be seen ín Table 3"10"
'xRaw

data of the seven proton h.f.s" runs may be seen in AppendÍx I,

page 249.

Fíg" 3.10
Temperature dependence of the proton hyperfíne splítting"

EtlípsesrepresentthevaluescalculatedbySchrader(D}./IS)
for model c (p (90) = p (0) = 0" B) ' Solid line is the
Ëemperature dependence found experimentally by Zlochower
ex aL.A Error line shorvs the maximum displacement of
different temperature runs from the average value'
Distance between bars on the error line indícaÈe the
avera€5e devíatíon for one temperafure run"
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of the proton splitting"
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TABLE 3"10

Comparísons of Temperat.ure CoeffÍcients
ral1
dla"l
x 10' (gauss/'K)

dT

T("I()

observeda

Calculatedb

Calculatedc

Observedf

273
2g8
333

2.110.2
2"Lt0.2
2.I!0.2

L.33r0.20
L,48r0"20
L"67tO.2o

1.2110.03
1.3510.03
1.5510.05

1.5010.20

.¡ I
ul4

ff
r(

ñ,/

^Cl3

|

|

Calculatedc

L.75t0"20
2.05!0"20

/
(gauss/"t<)

ObservedB

¿t J

0

011610. 0007

0.013510" 0025

298

0. 012910 " 0008

0. 014510 " 0025

333

0.014610 " 0008

0.0160t0.0025'*

a
b
c
f
g
¡k

"

reference 74
calculaËed from relations given in reference 111 by
calculated by DMS
Ëhís work - from Figure 3"L2
this work - frorn Figure 3"15 (only observed values)
extrapolaEed from Figure 3"15

DMS

L73

Deuterium Hyperfine Splittings

Preliminary results of the measurement of I "D I as a funcËion of
Ëemperature \^rere included to demonstraËe a general difference between
the results of Ëhís r¿ork and those calculated by DMS. It can be seen
in Fíg" 3. 13 that although Ëhere ís a large scatter in results the
absolute values of the temperature coefficienËs are larger than those
predicted. The results indicate that the temperaËure coefficient
measured in the temperaËure intervaL 2OO to 300"K is approximaËely
2.3 x l0-' gauss/"K which is much larger than the calculated values
of 1.67 ! o.o2 x 10-3 gauss/oK, L"7g ! 0"03 x l0-3 gauss/oK and
1.91 t 0"06 x lO-3 gauss/oK, for the temperaLures 273oKr 29BoK
and 333"K respectively (DI'{S) " The measurements of laD I were only
performed over Ëhe temperature intervaL 77oK to 315'K because the
deuteromethyl radical lines are less ínËense than the meËhyl radical
lines. Incidentally, Ëhe temperature coefficients of the CD, radícal
appear to be larger than the corresponding temperature coeffícíents
of Ëhe CH, radícal, as predicted by theory (DMS) "
C. Carbon-13 Splíttings
The temperature dependence of the carbon-l3 h.f"s" ís shovm in
Fig. 3"L4" Notice ís to be made of the decrease ín the absolute value
of the carbon-l3 splitting which begíns aË 145oK and which becomes
extreme at approxímately 120oK. The values plotted ín Fígure 3"14
aîe averages of three temperature runs" In two of the three runs
a slíght increase was observed in the absolute value of the carbon-13

h"f"s. ín Ëhe temperature ínterval

15OeK-725"K whích would make Ëhe

! rÉ

o

Temperature dependence of the deuterium hyperfine splitting.
. n.
Have plorted 6"5L437 l""l vs. T('K) where 6.5L437 is the ratio
of the g-factors of the proton and deuteron. schraderts

calculated results are shovm by ellípses (DMS). Average
deviation is t0.09 gauss (índicated).
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decrease in the carbon-13 h"f.s" on goíng to lower temperaËures
even
more pronounced. This slight increase can be
seen in Fig" 3"L4" rn
the temperature range 125'K to 325oK a displacemen' was
obtained
between Ëemperature runs as \{as found ín the study
of the proton h"f"s.
The maxímum value of the dísplacemenË (ín the temperature
range 125.K
to 325'K) was calculated to be 11.00 gauss with respect to the
averages

plotted ín Fígure 3.14" The scatter in varues wÍthin one temperaËure
run \^7as largest at very low temperatures because at these temperarures
the C13 lines r¿ere broadened considerably. Between 120.K and 310"K,
the
average deviaËion from the mean, within one temperat.ure rufr,
\^ras calculated
to be 10.65 gauss" Between 77"K and 120'K, the average devíation
from the
mean' wíthin one temperature run, r^ras calculated to be !L.i5
gauss and the
dÍsplacement vlas noË larger than the scatter of poinEs within
one tem'eraËure
run"

The curve showíng the Ëemperature dependence of the carbon-13
h.f.s.
T¡ras exËrapolated and led Êo a value of 10"6 t
2.5 gauss for lacr3l at
T = OoK. hrhat is required, of course, is a measurement. of
lacr¡l at sorne
temperature considerably below 77"K. This measurement may not

be feasible

due to íncreased anisotropy of the carbon-l3 lines at lower temperatures"
The ÉemperaËure coeffícients of the carbon-13 h. f. splíttings have
been examíned as a function of Ëemperature as was done for Ëhe proton
splittings (Table 3.9). The average deviar,íon of nlacr:¡ /aT berween 75oK
and 125'K has been estimated. at t0.012 gauss/"K, and beËr,¡een 1,25.K and
325"R the average deviation has been estimated to be 10"0025 gauss/oK.
A comparison of the observed values with values calculated by DMS are

given in Table 3"10" The temperature coefficienËs of the averaged
carbon-l3 splittings are plotËed as a funcËion of r,emperature (rig" 3"15)
as in the case of Ëhe proton h.f"s. Two ordinaËe scales are employed Ëo
amplify Lhe change in alaclsl tttl at either end of Ëhe Ëemperature range.

rl_s"

J"

J_)

Temperature dependence of carbon-l3 temperature coefficienËs.
Solid circles correspond to right hand scale while open circles
correspond Ëo lefË hand scale. Average deviatíons in different

temperature ranges are Índicated"
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iË is r,¡orth noti-ng that, at higher temperatures where the proton
lines Èend to the binomial distribution, the arnplítude of the low field
carbon-l3 line appeared to be larger Ëhan the amplitude of Ëhe high field
carbon-13 líne" Thís r¿ou1d mean that aci3 is positive ín sígn.lrB
D. Line l^/ídth, Asymmetry, hd Intensíty Studies
0f The Proton Lines
rn Figure 3" 16 the linewidths of línes 3 and 3a are shown as a
function of Ëemperature. The linewídth of 3 reaches a minimum aE 200t25"I{"
The 1ínewidth of 3a does not increase nearly so much at low Ëemperatures
but does have a similar dependence at temperatures above 225"K" The
linewidth of 3a ís smaller than Ëhe linewidth of 3" The error in these
measuremenËs is estimated to be 10"04 gauss. The liner¿idths of Ëhe four
proton línes decrease on going to higher values of the magnetíc field.
For instance, at 99oK, the following measuremenËs were made.
Linel
Líne 3
Líne 3a
Line la

O"nn=1"059
OnOn = 0" 95g
O"OO = 0" 83g
O"On = 0"789

The four lines are presumably stilr

of unequal wídËh at 350oK, but
more will be said abouË the proton línewidËhs

to a lesser extent. Much
in the followíng chapter.
The asymmeËry of the proton línes 3 and 3a decrease as the
temperaËure is increased (nig" 3"17). Lines 1 and la exhibít similar
dependences as línes 3 and 3a" Lines la and 3a are not nearry as
asymmetríc as línes 1 and 3" At, any one temperature Ëhe asymmetry of
the proton línes decreases wiËh increasing fíeld values. This feature
has been noticed j-n thÍs laboratory for many different radicals stabilízed
on the surface of p"v.g. The asymmetry of. lines La and 3a is opposite

!ag.

J" ro
a/

^

Temperature dependence of línervidths of proton lines
3 and 3a. Average deviatíons are shown.
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to Ëhat of lines l and 3" There are Ë\^7o features to noËe in Fig"3"17
regarding líne 3. rn all asyruretry curves plotted for líne 3, a prateau
was noticed at approximately 200"K as well as a peculiar maximum at 275"K.
The slope of Ëhe curve seems Ëo decrease on approaching 77oK"
The area of line 3 divided by Lhe toral area of línes 3 and 3a
has been measured as a funcËion of temperature" The resulting curve
can be seen in Figure 3.18, The resemblance between this curve and the
asyrünetry curve for lÍne 3 in Fig" 3.17 ís remarkable. The plateau occurs
beËween 175oK and 2oooK and the peculiar maximum occurs at 265"K. The
approach of this ratio to a value of 0.5 is taken to be an indícation of
the approach of the relatíve intensities of the four proton lines to the
binomial value of 1:3:3:1. To check this the relative íntensíties of the
four lines \¡/ere measured as a function of temperature and then plotted
(Figure 3"19)" Figure 3.19 shows that the relative intensitíes do approach
the binomíal values as Ëhe temperature is increased (aË 300"K the observed
relaËive intensitíes are 1"0:3"3:3.3:0"9).
A study was carríed ouË to determine if the four proton línes are
symmeËrical with respecË to the areas above and below the baseline (¡'1g.3"20)
The lines were found to be symmetric within experimental error over
the ËemperaËure range 779K xo 300'K" Note that Ëhe experimental error
will be largest for the Ëwo smaller lines (i.e. línes I and 1a)" rt
could not be shown t,hat the Ëhree proton hyperfíne splittings r¿ere of
unequal value.
E

Methyl Radicals on a Chlorinated Surface

The proton hyperfine splicting was measured
.on íncreasing the
temperature and then on decreasing the temperature. Two runs of this

nature were performed and the results (averages of Ëhe Ewo runs) are
shorvn in Figure 3"2L" Also plotted in Figure 3"21, are Ëhe calculated
values of DI4s and the experimental values from Figure 3.10.

Fíg" 3"18
Area of line 3 dívided by total area of línes 3 and 3a
as a function of Ëemperature" Average deviation is indicated
(10" 004) .
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as
Relatíve íntensitíes of the four meËhyl radical lines
a function of temperature. Values are obtained by setting
Ëhe intensitY of line 1 = l"
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Temperature dependence of the proton splittÍng of methyl
radicals stabílízed on chlorinated p.V.g. Calculated values

are indicated by the ellipses (mtS;. The solid 1íne is the
experimental values obtained on a regular p.V.g" surface (fig"S"
The open cÍrcles represent results obtained on warming while
the solid círcles are the resulËs obtaíned on cooling.
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The as¡rmmetry functíon (defíned ín section 3 of this chapter)
has
been plotted as a function of temperature for this system as well (lig.
3.22).
For comparison, the asymmetry values for líne 3 from Fig. 3"17 have been

included in Fig" 3"22"

5. Discussion of Results
Experimentally, the Èemperature dependence Ëheory of schrader
(DMS) has been generally substantiated. The shapes
of the ËemperaËure
dependences as well as the direcËions of change of act3r rH
and aD
with ternperature have been predicted successfully. The absolute values
of the temperature coeffícients have been determined experímental1y
to be larger in the case of aH and. aD Ëhan predicËed. This observaËÍon
substantiates the choice of Herzbergrsl12 force constant by DMS. This
may be due to Ëhe fact that DMS only evaluated the effect of the
ar'o
vibrational mode on the spín polarízation at the protons and deuterons.
Other facËors such as matrix effecËs (or surface effects), particularly
at low ËemperaËures, may be involved. At any one temperature the
Ëemperature coefficienË of laDl was found to be greater than the
temperature coefficÍent of l""l as \¡ras predicted (DMS)" The temperat.ure
dependence of aC13 agrees wiËh theory at hígh ËemperaËures but disagrees
with theory below 20OoK" This disagreement at low Lemperatures is
aËtributed Ëo surface interactions, whích wíll be discussed. later. verv
litËle change from Ëhe predicËed temperature dependence of
i"
"H
noticed in the temperature range where the carbon-13 exhibits t.he
anomolous behaviour" Thís fact must indicate that the surface is
interacting with or is responsible indirectly for a change in a parameter
on which ac13 depends heavily. rn Ëhe same sense aH must be almost
independent of Ëhis parameter" The proton splitting is almost independent

¡ts"

J"¿¿

of line 3 for methyl radicals stabilized on
chlorínated p.V.g" as a functíon of temperature (open
círcles). Solid circles represenË the results obtained
on a regular p"V.g. surface (Fíg. 3"I7)"

Asymmetry

T(OK)

1BB

of the 6 and n" orbitals while the carbon-l3 spliËting depends
" these trvo orbitals" For low values of 0 and 01, Ëh. proton
heavily on
splítting depends predominantly on the ls' orbital and the carbon-l3
splítting depends almost exclusively on the 6" and Ëhe ls" orbítals"
Further discussíon of possible interactions and parameters will be
presented later"
The results obËained may be discussed ín Ëerms of physical
changes of the system Ín different Ëemperat.ure ranges. At approximately
275"K a plateau is noticed in the plot of the temperaËure dependence of
Èhe proton h"f"s" (Fígures 3.10, 3.11). Also, aË this temperature, the
symmetry of the proton lines is restored and the relative intensity of
the proton lines approach Ëhe binomial values very closely" It is
Ëherefore postulaËed that above 275"K the tumbling and translational
motions of the methyl radical are almost independenË of surface effects.
Below 275"R the protons begin to inËeract vríth the surface but no
interaction of Ëhe surface r¡iEh the C-13 nucleus is noticeable from
Carbon-l3 linewidËh
the resulËs obtained (i"e. carbon-l3 h.f"s.).
studies may prove that an interacEíon does begin in this ËemperaËure
range. Below 275"K Ëhe tumbling and translational motíons of the
meËhyl radical have been altered so that there is an average inËeraction
lower temperatures Ëhis
beËween Ëhe protons and the surface. At still
interactíon increases in magnitude causing a decrease in the frequency
of the tumbling motion as r¿el1 as a decrease in the translational moLion"
Some radicals are becoming LocaLízed at specific surface sites below 275"K"
If the plaËeau notíced ín the plot of the proËon h"f"s" (Fig" 3"1f) versus
Ëemperature is real the surface ínteractÍon may be explained as a
perturbaËion of the Ar" vibrational mode r¿hich íncreases the value of
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0 (decreases l"nll as a functíon of temperature from those values
predícted (nus¡. The changes i-n aH with temperaËure are aËtribuËed
Ëo a reduction of the spín polarizaËion of the hydrogen
ls orbital as
0 increases which can only occur if incomplete orbital folrowing
is
included (DMS). The plateau may be explained as the temperaËure
region
in which 0 due to the normal predicted temperature effect becomes
equal
Ëo 0 due to the perturbaËion" At ËemperaËures above this plateau
the
normal trend of laHl again predominates" At Ëemperatures just
below
the plaËe"t' ItHl (or o¡ due to the perËurbation predomÍnates" The
effecË
of the surface on the proËons is not considered to be excessive
since
the observed línewídths over the whole temperature ra.,,ge st.udíed
are
comparable to those measured for rnethyl radicals in aqueous
solution"74
The observed line wídths are much smaller than those measured
in most
matrices -72 '79
rt
will
be sho¡øn in the next chapter that the actual
'58
líne rvid'hs are almost the same as those observed. for the methvl radicar
in liquid methane.Tl
A plateau is noticed in the temperature dependence of the carbon-l_3
h"f's" at 200"K" Above 200oK the 1íne r¡idths of the proËon lines increase
in a somewhaË parallel manner and below 200oK the línewidËh of 3 increases
much more rapidly than 3a" At 200"K a plateau is seen ín the
asymmerry
plot of lÍne 3 and ín the Íntensíty ratio plot for line 3. These phenomena
may be explained by proposing that Ëhe proportion of radícals localized
at specific sites is constanË in Ëhe temperaËure range around 200"K (say
200"125'K)
" This would mean that an equilíbrium exists between mobíle
and localj-zed radicals on the surface and that
?_AG for Ëhis equilíbrium
o_
is fort.uítously zero at Ëhis temperarure.
Thus iË is beli-eved ËhaË aË 200"i( the translatíonal moËion of
the radicals is begínníng Ëo freeze out" This means that the tumblíng
motions of many of the radicals have become reorÍentatíons at specífic
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surface sites" Therefore Ëhe line broadening below 200'K can be due to
the orientatíon of radicals at surface sites (anísotropic). oËher
evidence in favour of this mechanísm has been presented - Tables 2"8
ar.d 2.9" Radicals localízed at different sites are responsible for
proton line asymmetry as well. Each trappíng site is a little different
from the others and therefore the spectra recorded are due to the
superposítion of many spectra with slíghtly different hyperfine inËeractions and 1íne widËhs. The Iíne broadening above 200oi( is mainly due
to the translatíonal motions of the radicals (ísotropic). This isotropic
line broadening may be due to slow electron exchange between the xad.íca¡
and Ëhe parent compound or between like radicals, or due to radical
exchange between potential wells of differenË energies"
At 145"K Ëhe absolute value of the carbon-l3 h.f.s begins to d.rop"
This decrease becomes very rapid at !25"K, It may be interesting ro noEe
at thís point that Ëhe decay kinetics of meËhyl radicals on p.v.g" was
determíned to be first order between r03oK and 143'K.80 This was
interpreted in terms of a loru sËationary state concentration of mobile
meËhyl radicals on the surface" The results presenËed here would seem
to predict a higher mobility of methyl radícals at temperatures above
145'K and therefore the radícal decay should become second order above
this temperature. rt must be noted at this poínt ËhaË the surface
coverages in Reference B0 were above a monolayer while Ëhe surface
coverages ín this rvork are between 5% and 25% st a monolayer. rn all
samples sËudied in this work, íncluding Ëhe work carri-ed out on
chlorinated surfaces, radícal decay did not become noticeable until the
temperature range 110"K-125"I( was reached" one could say, Ëherefore,
thaË the ËranslaËional moËíon (or diffusíon) of the radícals across
Ëhe surface is lost below Ëhis t.emperaËure range, leaving only radical
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reorientaËíon at specific surface siËes" ResulËs in chapter rr, however,
índicaËe diffusion of radicals even at liquid nÍtrogen
temperatures. As
the temperature is lowered from r25"R the reorientatíon
of the radical
about its Ëhree-fold syïrmetry axís becomes more
signÍficant. At some
1ow Ëemperature the radical wÍl1 become fixed (vith
pi orbítal directed.
towards Ëhe surface site) and wírl only exhibit a roËation
about its
three-fold axís or wíll not rotate aË all"
The large decrease ín the absolute varue of the carbon-l3
h"f.s.
below 145oK can be exprained ín several ways assuming
the above physical
model Ëo be valid' rf iË is assumed thaË the d.ecrease
in lacrsl continues
below 77"K and since there ís no evídence from Fig. 3.14
to the conErary,
Lhe decrease ín the c-13 h"f.s. could be due to the
slow cancellatíon of
the isotropic sp1ítting by an anisotropic Ëerm whích becomes
promínent
when the motíon of Ëhe rnethyl radical becomes primarily
a rotation about
iËs three-fold axis" Based on an experiment by Adam and Ioleíssman
on the
anisotropíc sp1ítting in Ëhe tríphenyl methyl radíca1rtt9 and assumÍng
Ëhe methyl radj-cal Ís planar and undergoes reoríentation
only about its
symmetry axís or noË at all, cole et a159 predicted
lacrgl to ue 60_66
gauss or 4-10 gauss. The observed extrapolated value
for lacl:l at 0"t<
is 10' 6!2"5 gauss which agrees with the lower predicËed value carculated
by assumíng Ëhe anisotropic splítting Ëo be opposite in sign to Ëhe
isotropic splitËíng value" rf the two signs are Ëhe same the predicted
value is 60-66 gauss. The observed results indicate that the anisotropic
term is negative since the ísotropic term is known to be positÍve. rn
conËrast Ëo our results, McConnell and Fessend.enr120
thaË Ëhe
""",rrning
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ÍsoËropíc parË of Ëhe c-13 h.f"s. for the malonic acid radícal is
positive and equal in value to that of the methyl radical59 (¿cÌ 3
=
+41139), estímated that the anisoËropic c-13 h"f"s" to be of Ëhe
same
sign as the isotropíc part and equal Ëo abouË 46 gauss.
The decrease observed for the c-l-3 h.f.s. may also be explained
ín terms of a transfer of unpaíred electron spín d.ensity from the carbon
pí orbital to the surface site. A significanË decrease in the absolute
value of the proton h.f"s" would be expectêd to accompany this transfer.
In several temperature runs a slight decrease in the absolute value of
the proton h.f.s" .nras noticed on lowering the temperaËure from 135oK
to 77"K" A measurement of the proton h.f.s. is needed below 77"K in
order to clarífy this" Both anísotropic cancellation and transfer of
unpaired electron spin density may be occurring simult,aneously.
other explanatíons may be offered for the c-13 decrease. DMS
has shown that as 0 and 0t* 0 the c-13 h.f.s. approaches its lowest
positive value and the proton h.f,s. approaches its highest negaËive
value (+28"6 and -24"24 respectívely for model C), From experímental
resulËs many values of acl3 have been calculated for 0 = 0, some of
whích are lower than the values given above. There exists Ín the
líËerature numerous conflicËing experimental results as to the
relationship between the prot.on h"f "s. and the carbon-13 h. f
"s"73
It is imagineable that perturbatíons of the Ar" vibrat.ional mode and/or
the carbon 6 orbLtals aË 1or,r values of 0 due to surface effects coul-d
be responsible for the observed low Ëemperature decrease in the c-13
h. f" s"
All resulËs discussed above were obtained for methyl radicals
sËabilized on porous glass surfaces which have been dehydroxylated
aË high Ëemperat.ures (leaving only "free" hydroxyl groups on the surface)

"
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Methyl radícals were studíed on a chlorínated surface in
order Ëo
determíne: (1) if any of the E.s.R. parameters mentioned
previously
would change significantly on changing surface groups (2)
if the
Ëemperature dependences would be altered due to
surface a1Ëeration.
(=Si0H+=SiC1), Only the proton h"f"s. and
Ëhe as¡rmmetry function were
studied on the chlori-nated surface" LinewidËhs and relative i-ntensÍti-es
have been studíed more rígorously as a function of chemical
composition
of the surface" The resulËs of these studies will be treated
in Lhe
next chapter. The proton h"f.s. has been studÍed as a function
of
íncreasing temperature and then as a funcËion of decreasÍng temperaÈure
(rig. 3"2L). on increasing Ëhe t_emperaËure the resurts
are:
1) At 10w temperaËur."r.lr*l on the chl0rínaËed surface may be
s1íghtly larger Ëhan IrHl on the dehydroxylated surface (or resular
surface)

"

2)

The Ëemperarure

coefficienrs Col#ll on rhe chlorinared
a1

surface may be slíghtly larger than the temperature coefficienËs ar
corresponding temperatures on the dehydroxylated surface.
3) For equivalent initíal concenËrations, the proËon h"f"
splittings may be measured over a much larger Ëemperature range for
Ëhe regular surface" This fact did not alrow us t.o obtaín a
hígh
enough temperature to observe a plateau as had been seen for Ëhe
regular surface" Therefore the inËeractíon between the methyl radícal
and the chlorinated surface is noË as large as the interactíon bet¡¿een
the methyl radical and the regular surface" The meËhy1 radical decays
much faster at high temperatures on the chlorínated surface.
0n decreasing the temperature one fínds that | I follows the
""
same path as it did on increasing the temperature (see Fig" 3"zL).
The error involved ín the study of aH as a function of decreasing
temperaËure ís a 1itt1e larger because of the smaller iniËial
concenËratíon of meËhyl radicals"

1o./,

An examínation of Fig. 3.22 reveals Ëhat the asymmetry of the
proËon lines at aLL temperatures is slightly less for the chlorinaËed

surface" This also indícaËes that the interaction between the meËhyl
radical and the chlorinated surface is smaller Ëhan the interacËion
between the methyl radical and Ëhe regular surface. This observatÍon
also indícates that many of the available Ërapping sites may have
been desËroyed on chlorinaLion" Other than the dífferences mentioned
above the asymmetry and proton h"f"s. p1oËs resembled closely those
for the regular surface. The accuracy of the measurements are noË as
good as for regular surface studies sínce only two temperature runs
were performed"
Conclusions
The theory of schrader (oi'ts) was developed assumíng the methyl
radical to be planar and completely free of any surface or matríx

interactions" The general trends observed in this study substant,íate
the theory. Most of the deviations from t.heory mentioned ín secËíons
4 and 5 of this chapter can be explaíned in Ëerms of surface interactions except those noticed aË higher temperatures. rt is probable
that matrix effects are of some importance and, therefore, they may
have to be included ín the development of a theory regarding temperature
dependences of hyperfine splittíngs.
The studies carried out on the
chlorinated surface indicates smaller ínteractions between the radical
and thÍs surface. Further work on the effects of varying the chemical
composition of the surface wíll be discussed in Ëhe next chapËer.
It will be' shown in the next chapter Ëhat linewídths aïe more
sensitive Ëo the interactíon of the surface with Ëhe.meËhvl radical
than any other E.S.R. parameter"
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Isotope effects (i.e" ra.cro ot- a' ). are not understood.
The
;D
departures of this ratio from the theoretical
value are not easiry
e>cplained" Possible sources of the devÍation
of this ratio from the
ËheoreËical value are: 1) ín-plane vibrations 2)
a slíght breakdourn
of the assumption of smarr víbratíonal ampritudes 3)
matrix effeccs
which perturb the form of the out_of-plane vibration.
I feel that
much information could be gained abouË this
ratio as well as surface
effects by carefully studying the ratio of
deD as a funcrion of
Ëemperature usíng the radicals C-;H3, CH,D, CD2H,
and CD, as well as
their carbon-l3 analogs. Also, changes in the amount
of orbital
following could be obrained by srudyíng rhe difference
lacr¡(cH3)
ac]3(co:)ll as a fr:ncËion of Ëemperature. Much work can
be done on
Ísotope effecËs using radicals stabilized on p"V"g"
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CHAPTER

IV

FURTHER STUDIES OF LINEI,JIDTHS

1. Introduction
Kívelsonl2i has Ëheoretically treated E.s.R. linewidths
of
free radíca1s (microcrystalri-ne model). This theory
is only valid
for substances in whích .he magneËic anísotropy is smal1
and for
which Ëhe orbital magnetism has been essentially quenched.
The
theory ís restricted to high (room) temperatures, srrong
applied
fields, small anisotropy,
'eak exchange, and no reraxation throueh
chemical reactions. Spin-orbit ínteractions as a
mechanj-sm of
relaxation \¡/ere not díscussed. rt was assumed that the
príncipal
mechanism for nuclear relaxaËion is Ëhe interaction
of t.he nucleus
with the unpaired elecËrons. KivelsonI2r applied Ëhe Ëheory
to
liquÍds considering weak exchange. The resulËs obtaíned
could be
combined ínto a relation:
Linewidth = tr-l(l¿) =

o+ßM+EM2

+ v'¡.h

G-t¡

where o', ß, E, and K are parameters independent of the nuclear
quantum number M. This result was obtained after
rnakíng the

followíng assumptions :
t .<. f
T^-1
¿c
a2 << y2 Bz
-1 ..
Tr-'

lvB

I

G-z¡

(^y

/Ð2 <<
where B i" th. appried fierd, y is the gyïomagneËic ratio,
a is Ëhe
hyperfine splítting and Ày is the anisotropy ín the gyromagnetic
ratio"
|

ot = tt, -

y_r_

= ß/h) (e,, -er)

G_3)
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Lt mr'z-I

¡¡

zr.t
-1
(lf)
is subtracted from T2-(-M) the following rel_atíon is

obËained:
oTZ-1- (M)

= -2 ß t1

(

IL-I!\

rf the conditíons of equation (4-2) trota, the line shape is nearly
L orenËzían" Equatíon (4-1) hords for free
radicars r¿ith s = L/2 anð.
one group of equivalent interacting nuclei" on apprying
equatíon
(4-1) to linewidth variations ín the system vanadyl etioporphyrín
in benzene solution, I(, the quadrupole contribuËion to the linewidth,
r,{as assumed to be negligíble.I2I'I22
Kivelsonifl considering prevíous
work on vanadyl etíoporphyrin, decided that other relaxation mechanisms
such as spin-orbit interactions would contribute to q, but probably
not
to ßand. E. Therefore, o,, courd be r^rritter, ."tor + otl where
ori Í" Lh"
contributíon from unspecified sources. The experimental data for the
vanadyl sysËem could not be fitted exactly wi.th Lorentzian shaped
curves; ín facË, the ltapparenË" inËensity, peak height tímes line
width squared, is not the same for all lines" second-order frequency
shifts were included ín the theory and were found. to have little effect.
Rogers and PakeI22 stuðjed the paramagnetic relaxation ín
soluËions of vo#. The results supporËed Kivelsonls theoreËical work. 121
The experimental linewídths r{ere d,etermined by rneasuring the width of
one of Ëhe componenË lines direcËly and then determining Ëhe relaËive
width of Ëhe rest of the components from their derivative heights
by use of the equality
(derívative height) x (derivarive width)2 = constanr
for lines of equal íntensíty. The validity of this assumptiorr r^ras
checked and the assumpËíon \^ras f ound. t.o give adequate resulËs. The
disagreement of experiment with theory arises from two factors.
(1) the line components d.o overlap
(2) the l-íne shapes are not purely LorenxzLan
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No attempt \,74s made Ëo.correct for these factors. Two feaËures of the
vanadyl spectrum sti1l remain unexplained quanËítatively although

qualitatively at least one of these ís explaínable by the microcrystalline
model. These two features are:
(1) Ëhe magnitude of Ëhe hyperfíne constant varies wiËh
the solvent used.
(2) the índivídual component lines are asynmetric with
respecË to the baselíne (as found for methyl radicals stabílizeð, on p"V.g.).
The first effect can be qualitatívely explained by the change in solvents
causing a change in the st.ructure of the microcrysËallíte Ëhereby
perturbing Ëhe electronic r¡rave function and hence t.he hyperfine inter_
action"
The second effect could be due to incompleËe motíonal averaging

of the anisotropíc g-tensor or hyperfine t.ensor. This view is
supported by greater componenË syrünetry at lower viscosities anc
higher temperatures and by increased component symmetry at lower
values of the resonant frequency. For conËributions to aríse from
such terms, one would expecË t.he symmetry to vary wiËh mr, sínce
bmT ) Ay tso r,¡here b is Ëhe hyperfine anisotropy. The asymmetry ín
Ëhe meËhyl radical components has been found to vary with m, (see
chapËer III) whereas in the spectrum of yg#r22 Ëhe asyinmetrv is
índependent of mr.
Wilson and Kivel"ottl23 studied the línewídths of Ëhe hyperfine
componenËs of the E.S.R. spectra of vanadyl aceËylacetonate in liquid
toluene as a function of concenËraËíon, temperature, and applied field.
A residual linewidth, independent of nuclear quantum number and applied
fíeld, r¡/as studied and found to vary as T/n, where 4 is the viscosity.
This resídual linewidth ruas ascribed Ëo a spin-rotational ínteractíon.
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The peak-to-peak línewídth aH may be fitted
aH

= cyl + q]1 +

ßl,t

to the expressíonl2l

+ ylt2 + nu4

(4_5)

where all Ëhe parameËers may depend upon Ëemperature" y arises from
Ëhe moduraËion of the anísoËropic hyperfine tensor, ol from the
inodulaËíon of both the anisotropic hyperfine Ëensor and. the anisotropic

g tensorr ß from a cross correlaËíon beËween t,he two, E from quadrupolar
relaxatíon, and o,11 from oËher unspecified mechanisms. I4lilson and
Kivelsonl23 decíded ËhaË E was too small Ëo be considered and thaË a
small negative cubic (correcËion) term must be included. Therefore.
Ëhe data was fitËed to the equaÈion
aI{ = q, + ß}r + yyt2 + 6tuf
1-6)
I
oI arises vía the modulation of roËational angular momentum and Ëhe
inËeraction of this momentum (elecËrons do not. rigidly follow the
movemenË of the nuclear framework generating a magneËic moment) Ëo
Ëhe spin by means of spin-rotaËional coupling. The values of AH,
calculated with t.he o, ß, y, and 6 values obtained. by a least_squares
fit agree, wíthin experímental error, with the measured values,
except for Ëhe M =-I/2 line. Wílson and Kive1son124 sËudied deuterated
vanadyl acetylaceËonate in carbon disulfide" Their results índicated
ËhaË neither ínterrnolecular dipolar interactions nor unresolved
proton exËrahyperfíne splittíngs conËributed apprecíably to the
lÍnewidËh" Iniilson and Kivelsonl25 have also studied the anisoËrooic
and spin-rotational effects in copper complexes.
The líner^iidth theory of Kivelson ,rzr and more recently by
Iniilson and Kivelsorrr123 h"" been general:1rzed and exËended by Freed
and Fraenkel Ëo ínclude several sets of equi-valent nuclei" 126
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Thís more general theory predícÈs Ëhe
alternatÍng liner¿idth phenomenon.
The theory of Freed and Fraenkell26
has been extended and exemplified, r27-t30
Adrianret alr131 studíed the E.s.R" spectrum
of the formyl radical
(HCO) and the deuterated
radical (DCO) in solid carbon monoxíde
over
the temperature range 4"2" to 30"K.
The observed line shapes were
temperature dependent" The lines
were broad and unsymmetrical with
the linewidth varyíng from one hyperfíne
component to the next" rt
was shown that Ëhe line shapes riüere
due Ëo the combination of a
pronounced anisotropy in the g-factor
with a small anisoËropy in the
proton h"f' ínteraction. AdrianreË
ar, decided Ëhat the variation in
lÍne wÍdth and shape betr¿een various
hyperfine componenËs is due to
the fact that the broadening effects
of the anísoËropic proËon h"f"s.
and the g-facËor anisoËropy are added
for one hyperfíne component and
subtracted for the other. The change
in Ëhe E.s.R" spectrum beËween
4'2"K and 11"K ís interesËing" The change
is basically a sharpening
of the indivídual peaks of Ëhe spectrum
whire the overall r¿idth of
the l'nes remains constant" This seemed to
rule out a change Ín the
rotational freedom of the rad.ical, since
an increase ín the rotationaf
freedom of the radical r¿ould partially
average out the magnetic
anisotropies and thus decrease the total line
width. Local disorder
in the matrix at 4,2oI( courd add to Ëhe rrnatural
riner¿idth,r (i.e.
linewÍdth íf the magnetíe anisotropies were
not present) by causing
random shifËs in Ëhe hyperfine sp1ítting
anð.for the g-factor" trdarm up
woul-d anneal out the dísorder and a
well resolved spectrum would resulË.
The cause of the line broadening and loss
of resolution t¿hj.ch occurs on
warming Ëhe sample above r6oK is not
definitely known. This rnight be
due to an íncipient rotation or reorienËatíon
of Ëhe radicals withín
the matrix" since the g-factor anisotropy makes
Ëhe electron-spin

2oi
energy levels orientation dependent, the electron
spin ís thereby
coupled Ëo the roËatíonal motion. ThÍs coupling

could provide an
efficient relaxatíon mechanism u¡hich would
shorten the electron spin
lattice relaxatíon Ëime sufficíent1y to broad.en
the lines" Also, in
a polycrystalrine sample, the resulËanË lÍne
shape wíll be a
superposition of frequencies corresponding to
all possible orienta¡ions
of the magnetic fíe1d. A discrepancy r4ras found
in this stud.y in the
ratÍo of the anisotropic hyperfine interactíons
in HCO and DCO" i{ere
Ëhe observed raËio is roughry 5:1 so
Ëhat the h.f" anisotropy in DCo
is proporËionally larger than it is in HCo. rt
is possíble that the
HCo radical is executing torsionar
oscíllatíons of a magnitude rarqe
enough to partiarly average out the magnetíc
anisoËropies" The
amplitude of such torsionar oscillations would
be larger for the
líghter HCO radícal, and thus the magnetic anisorropy
would be
reduced sornewha': more in llc' than iÈ would in
DCo. The complex
electron spin resonance spectrum of IrT0, in polycrystallíne
argon
ax 4"2oK5B appears to be Ëhe result of line broad.enin
g by a marked
anísoËropy in both the g-factor and the nitrogen
hyperfine splitting.
trrlhen the magnetic anísoËropies are
axially symmetric and small
compared to the correspondíng isotropÍc terms,
the following formulaI32
gives the frequency of the hyperfine lines:
nø(\) = (L/3 Bn * z/3 st ) gtt +
\\,T * [r/3(e,, -cr )ßu + 7/2 B^_rq._]
N t\( 3 cos2 gr,-1)
\4-/)
/t

where

t

and g_,_ are the g-factors parallel and perpendícular
Ëo
the symmetry axis"
A* i" Ëhe isotropic nitrogen hyperfine splitting constant

t',

B* is the anisotropic niËrogen hyperfine splítting
constant
0" ís the angle between the magneËic fíe1d and the symmetry
axís"

¿uz

For the methyl radical, assuming the dírection parallel
to Ëhe 3-fold
symmetry axis and the Ëwo direcËions perpendicular
Ëo it as the principal
axes of the g and h.f" tensors, equaËion (4_l)
becomes
rru(Mr) = s"ßH + A Mr

+ [L/3 (e,, -s.)

ßH

+ 1/2 Bt\] (3cos20-1)

(4-B)

whereg=1/3(B¡t +2et)

o=t/3(A¡¡ +2Aì
B = anisotropic h.f"s" = f

@)

0 = angle between Ho and Ëhe 3_fold axis.

Fíat,et all0 studíed the N,M.R. relaxaËion mechanísms of
CH30H, CD3OH and CHrOD adsorbed on p"V.g" T,
was measured to be
one to three orders of magnitude l0nger than Tr. Both
T, and T,
were strongly dependent on Ëhe coverage .A,. Thís dependence
was
explained by Ëhe exist.ence of a dísËríbution of correlaËion
tímes
characterístic of molecular motions" It was shov,¡n that. dipolar
ínËeracti-ons between the adsorbed molecules and the surface
oH groups
contribuËe sígnificantly to the longiËudinal relaxation Tr.
on
deuteration of the p.v"g. surface usi.ng D20 iË was found that
La"/"
of the surface remained undeuteraËed.40 This value agrees very
well wíth the percentage of the surface remaí-ning undeuteraËed
discussed in chapter rr, (saÉelríte sËudíes)" Lower T,-1 values
I
for ci{rOH adsorbed ori a meËhy1aËed surface were aËtributed
to
larger dístances between the adsorbate and the surface proËons.
FÍatret alrplotËed the correlation tímes as a funcËÍon of
[(cc/gm aË S"T"P") For /]. = 1.00 r =10-10 sec.
For Â = 0"30 -r " =10-9 sec"
^
'r,or 1i. = o.1o , ] =10-8
"u",
For Â = 0"05 t^ =10-7 sec"
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Motíonal processes having correlaËion Ëimes of 10-" to 10-/ sec"
are associated wíth surface díffusion" Rotational motion have
characteristíc Ëímes of =10-11 sec" rt was also found that laËeral
interactions began at Â = 0"5, tr^loessner26 studÍed N"M.R" phenomena
of benzene adsorbed on silica gel (A = 0.75)" He found that benzene
molecules rotate rapidly about their hexagonal axis even at 77"K"
There r,,las a broad distríbution of ËemperaËure dependent correlatÍon
tímes for this motion" There rn¡ere three apparent Ëransverse relaxation
staËes which were characxetized by dífferent temperature dependent
reorientation raËes of the molecular axís, and by different orientation
distríbution functions of Ëhis axis. Transitions occurred beLween
these sËaËes wíth changing Ëemperature" He found the term < 3cos2 -1>
to be norr-zero" rn all states the molecules were rotaËing rapidly"
.
- ?q
Reuben)et
ali'
studied the N"M.R. relaxation times of ammonia adsorbed
on p"v.g" T, and T, of the adsorbate sËrongly depended on Â (coverage)"
They found a broad dístribution of correlation times and evidence for
-r" ís
two main adsorbate sites (=SíOH:NH^ and
=B:NH.). For /L = 1.00
approxímately 10-9 sec" For very ior nr.^ rl" ro,r.r¿ to be abour
l0-7 sec" Many relaxation mechanism" r.t"" considered buË 2-dimensional
surface díffusíon \nias most strongly supported. Two dimensíona1 surface
diffusion can be represented bv the eouatíon

r -- r .*p"
(*ß)
(4_e)
'
o
^!'
where r ô' - to-13-to-L4 and aQ ís the differeirce between the heat
of adsorption and the lowest value of the heat of adsorpÈíon duríng
diffusion to t.he next síte.
The work Ëo be described in the remaíning sectíons of this
chapter began af.ter a study by Gardiner and Casey appeared.B3
Their work will be discussed ín reasonable detaíl. Thev reported

'.-::1.-.:-.!
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Ëhat Ëhe E.S.R" spectra of rnethyl and deuËero-methyl radicals adsorbed
on a sílica ge1 surface at 77"K were characterized. by a marked d.ependence
of the líne v¡idËh on Ëhe nucrear spin quantum number. The silical gel
had been degassed at - 300oc for several hours'aE a pressure less than
10-4 nun. Less Ëhan a monolayer of Ëhe methyl íodides were adsorbed"
The samples ruere U.V" irradiaËed at 77"I( with an unfilËered GE-UAZ
mercury larnp. The line wídËhs were determined, by measuring the width
of one of the lines, and determiníng the widËhs of the other línes
using the expression

(derivaËive heíght) x (derivative width)2 = constant
Gardiner and Casey argued that the asymmet.ry (or linewidËh variatÍon)
of Lhe cH, and cD, línes is noË due to incomprete averagíng of the
g-tensor anÍsoËropy" They fítted theír linewídth daËa to an equation
símilar to equaËíon (4-1) (omiËting Ëhe quadrupole term) usíng
curvilinear regression analysis.

(Tn)-l = a*a-,M* a"Ê
¿oL2
where

a =4

(nyn¡2 . +K

"Tlc
a-=4
' 'c
t l5 bÂvB
^r

*^=b2
t=-c

(4-r0)

(4-u)

r

J

where:

r. = correlation Ëime
þ = hyperfine anisorropy = 2/3 (A,.
"ll -A'r')
Ay = g-tensor anisotropy = gll
=g_L
K
= unspecífied contributíons Éo the line
índependent of M
B = aPplíed field H

widËh
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Ëhe formulation (4-11)

b

not appear in ao. Equatíons (4-11)
should enable a determinatíon of . if b or ay ís knov,¡n. He11erl33
"
obtaíned a value for b for the cHr group
in Ëhe radical cH3c(cOoH)2.
This value of b (=4.5x106tr1) was used by Gardíner and casey as an
estimaËe of b ín Ëhe methyl radical. From the ratio aL/ a2 they
deËermined ay to be 1" 20 x Lo- 3 for the methyl radical. They estímated
b for the CD"
4"5x106S-1 = 0.69x106S-1. The rario of
r radical to be -=_=(
,
^n /,D\
aL/an gave ay = 9.5x104
ror\fuéoõd,
radical. The average value of
ay i6 9.5x104+ 1.20x10-3 = 1.08 x 10-3" using this value and rhe
a
does

L

appropríate values of b, Ëhe correlation t,imes were calculated from ar.
T

(CH3)

= 5.0x10-B

T^.L

(CD3)

= 7"9x10-B

""c.
"u".

These correlation Ëimes led Ëo turnblíng frequencies of 2.0xLO7S-i (CH3)
and 1.3x107s:'1 (cD3). t'Free" roËaËional frequencies are usually an
order of 103 greate::rËherefore these frequencies indicat.e some hindrance
Ëo the rotation by Ëhe surface and ühe exact naËure of Ëhis "tumblins"
¡:emains somewhaË obscure.
2"

Experimental

A" Nat,ure of Ëhe Samoles Studied
The nature of the samples studíed wirl be menËioned, first,
followed by a description of the experimenËs carried ouË on these
samples.
Sample

I

Cr

JH3I on hígh temperature (800'-950oC) degassed
surface

= 0"07
CDaI on high temperature (800"-950') degassed surface
Â = 0"07
CDrI on high temperature (800"-950oC) degassed surface
A = 0"28
1\

Sarnple

2

Sample

3
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Sample

Sample

-

CHrI on high temperaËure (700.-800"C) degassed. surface

5

1\ = 0.05
?,- on 600-700"c degassed
^l
c'JH3r

with
Sample

6

CCIO

at

Sample

7

B

^
CD'I on 700-800"C

surface. Several
at 749" C followed by degassing at 400.C.

at
9

Sample 11

of

DrO

degassed

surface.

Reacted

wíth

CClo

= 0.075

surface.

ReacËed

\,ríth

CC1/,

550"-600"C. lB

Â
Sample 10

doses

0"05

CHrI on 650"-700oC degassed

at

H,,0

400-500oC.18
1\

Sample

of

0"05

^ degassed
CH,I on TIO'C
=

reacted.

4OO"-450oC.iB

A = 0"07
CH,I on 800'C degassed surface, Several doses
at L4L"C followed by degassing at 400.C.

=

Sample

surface. surface

=

0.05

CHrI on 500'C degassed surface. Added Hr} at L64.C
several times followed by outgassing at 425"C.
Â = 0.05
CHrI on 500"C degassed surface. Added DrO at L64"C
several tÍmes followed by ouËgassíng aË 425" C"

.[ = 0"05
In each case' the temperature pretreatment íncluded oxidation using O,
followed by degassing at Ëhe same Ëemperatures. After Ëreatments wíËh
cclo outgassing followed at reaction temperaËures. The samples were
all irradiated at 77"K using the ful1 focused arc of a Hanovia s-100
Alpine burner in order Ëo produce Ëhe necessary concentration of methvL
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or deuËero-nethyl radicals" Some samples were studied more than once
and therefore underÌ"IenL more Ëhan one lorv temperaÈure U.V. irradiation"
R

Linewidths

IË is appropriate to discuss the indirect measurement of
linewidths. An example will follow the discussion. For lÍnes of a
parËicular shape, the amplítudes of the derivaËíve signal are
inversely-proport.íonal to the square of the width, and Ëhe amplitudes
are therefore more sensitive to liner¿idËh differences among the
hyperfine components Ëhan Ëhe wídths Ëhemselves. For (unsaturaËed)
Lorentzían lines, the half-width at half-maximum íntensity Ai of a
line of degeneracy D1 can be deËermined from the peak-to-peak amplitude
of the fírst derivaËive of Ëhe line, Aí, by Ëhe relation A, = (SDi/ei)L/z,
where S is a measure of the sensitivity of the spectrometer. The full
widËh between derivative extrema is given by 5i= (2/{3)L¡*, and the
transverse relaxaËion time TZ1_by tlVSlTZil-l = 41, where y, is the
effecËive magnetogyric ratio of the electron in the free radical"
Linewídth theory shows that, in general, a degeneraËe hyperfíne
líne Ís a superposítion of L,orentzian shaped lines rather than a single
LorenËzían line, and there is thus no simple analyËica1 relation beË\^reen
the línewídËhs and Ëhe amplitudes. Nevertheless, departures of observed
line shapes from aLorentzian form, aË least in the central portion
of Ëhe line, are small" It ís therefore convenienË to define an
experimenËal relaËive - widËh parameLer hl. for the í th hyperfine
1íne with respect to some reference líne r (usually the central line
of the specËrum) by the relaËion

wi = t (Di/Ai) ( Arlr ) lL/z

(!+-tz¡

The true relaËive wídths Li/Lr oro,l/¿, will noË be given ¡y Wi unless
the departures from Èhe lorenËzian shape are small.
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LeË us suppose the peak-to-peak linewidËh (J ) for line 3a is 0.470 gauss"
Assume Ëhe relarive arnplirudes ro be 5.15 25.0ol :a"so ro. ro. LeË us
|
I
calculaËe ,,{ .

I (;) cïdl tL/2 = r.24L
6q = 0 "470 (7"24L) = 0"584 gauss.

;
6: = (-/rq)
intensíty

A1 where

Ai is

Ëhe

half-widrh ar

half-maximum

"

Âi=16
(
203
^ = L"7 32 ( ó: ) =
A3
"866 (0.584) = 0.506 sauss
T
243 (full widËh ar half-maximum inrensiry) = 2(.506)=1.012g"
ZLZ (M./") = L"OLZ x 2,803 = 2.835 Mc/S
C. Liner^¡idth Studies performed
The línewidth studies which have been performed v¡ill now be
ouËlined" For cH, radicals a 100 mgauss modulaËion r¡ras used with a
scan range of !2"5 gauss" At any one Éemperature, Ëhe linewidth (ó)
recorded for any component líne is an average of 7-L2 measurements"

For cDt radicals a similar procedure was followed except thaË the
modulaËíon used rvas 125 mgauss. The relative amplit.udes \¡7ere measured
in all cases" The relat.ionships of Gardiner and casey83 (equations
4-10 and 4-rL) were applied here. The studies performed roere:

1. sample 1: compared measured and calculated linewidths at 77oK.
2" Samples 2 and 3: Determined correlation times and Ëumbling frequencies
at 77oK using measured linewidths and the b value used bv Gardiner
anct Uasev. " "
3" sarnple 3: Determined Ëhe tumbling frequency f.xom 77"K to 151oK
usíng only measured linewidËhs.
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the tumblíng frequencies obtained from
measured and calculaËed linewidËhs (77'K) "
Sample 4:
Determined the Ëumblíng frequency from 77oK to 199"K
using only measured linewidËhs.
Sample 5:
DeËermíned Ëhe turnbling frequency at 77"K on t\do
(To compare
separate occasions from measured linewidths
parameËers and estimate the error of the method) "
Samples 6 and 7 ¿ Determined the Ëumblíng frequencies from measured
linewídths aË 77oK"
Determíned the Ëumbling frequency from 77oK to 154'K
Sample 8:
usÍng only measured linewidths"
Determined Ëhe tumblíng frequency from 77"K to 1B3oK
Sarnple 9:
using only measured lÍnewidths
Samples 10 and 11: Det.ermined the tumbling frequency at 77oK
usíng only measured linewidths"

4" Sample 4:
5.
6"

7

"

8"
9

"

10"

Compared

3" Results
The line shape of the meËhy1 radical lines was found to be neíther
Gaussian nor LorenLzían..by a method outlined on page 806 of Reference 10"
The lines were much closer to being ¡orentzian Ehan Gaussian. Each
methyl radical line devíaËed from Ëhe two prínciple line shapes by a

different degree"
The línewidths of methyl radicals stabilized on sampLe 4 at 77"K
\^rere measured and plotted (Fig" 4.L) " Also plotted in Fig" 4"L is the
calculated linewidths (using Ëhe method ouËlined ín Chapter IV, Sectíon 2B)
usíng the measured linewidËh of line 3a" Both the measured and calculaËed

Fíg" 4.L
Measured and calculated linewidths as a function of

nuclear quantum number M (spectra recorded at 7 7"K).
The open circles are the measured línewidths (so1id
line). These measured linewídths have been curve fiLted
(solid círcles). The open ellipses (dashed line) are
the calculated línervídths which have been curve fitted
(so1id ellipses) " Notice greater curvature of calculated
linewÍdths

"
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linewidËhs r¡/ere then fíËted Ëo Ëhe relation ,- t-1
(T)
=ao*arM*
using curvilinear regression analysís.
^2M2
The fitËed curves are also shov¡_n
Ín Figure 4.1" The measured liner¿idths
gave

the relation

Ë = 2"603 + 0.535M + 0"0ir6 M2

(4-13)
from whích the turnbling frequency of 2"6x10s
s..._1 ro"s calculated
(usíng b = 4.5xtO6s-1). The calculated
line¡¿idths gave the relation
L,)

*r= t.or7 + o.s67l+ 0.026¡2

(4-74)
which leads to a tumbling frequency
of 1.5gx10BS-1. It is to be
noticed that the tumbling frequency from
Ëhe calculated values is
10wer than the tumblíng frequency
from Ëhe measured values. Also
both these Ëumbling frequencies are higher
than those calculated by
Gardíner and casey. 83 The difference
may be d.ue to a higher oH
concenËration present on Gardiner
and Caseyrs samples.
Table 4"1 gives Ëhe measured values of
the línewidËhs

of arl

samples studied at 77"K" The error
in the measurements of the methyl
radical linewídths varied f.rom t4.5"/. to tl"
5Z on going f rom line 1 to
líne la. These v/ere esti_mated from the
scatter in measured values of
Éhe peak-Ëo-peak línewidths. It
is not knovøn how the non I¡lrentzían
shapes-of Ëhe 1ínes affect the error ín
convert.ing the linewídths from
peak:Ëo-peak Ëo half-íntensity values.
The deuteromethyl radical
línewidths \i/ere in error by !47" to tL"/" on goíng
from line 1 to 1íne 7(estÍ-mated from the scatter)
" The abbreviation Reg. means a normar
high ËemperaËure pretreated. surface" The
abbreviation cl" means the
surface has been chrorinated. The surfaces
which have been treaËed
with light and heavy r^rater are noted. Hr} and
Dro. Tabre 4.2 shows the
measured linewidths as a function
of temperaËure. Table 4.3 exhibiËs
the parameters derived from curvi-rinear

regressíon analysis applied

Èo

2L2

the linewídËhs measured at 77"R" Table 4"4 presents Ëhe same
parameËers as Table 4"3 as a functíon of temperature. Table
4"5 shows the relaËive amplitudes for some samples and for one
ËemperaËure run. The trends visíble in Tables 4"L to 4.5 will
be discussed in Ëhe nexË section"
Many of the trends in the above mentioned Tables may besË
be exemplifíed by plotting the data.

'rAljLl! '4" I

Measured Peak-Ëo-Peak and One-Half InËensíËv Linewídths aË 77ol(
r,i-^.-.i
r+1-^
Lrrr=wruLrr=1/2

Línewidthso_o (Bauss)
Sample

1 (ReE.)
4 (Reg")

s

(cr)

9 (Cl)

3a

I4

(M"/S)

int.

3a

La

2.7 60

2

"282

2.200

2

"612

2

"282

L.962

2.322
I )An

2.070

1,

2

2.t85

0.825

0" 568

0.47 0

0.453

0"747

0"538

0.469

0.403

0"743

0"560

0"478

0.427

3.609

2

"7t2

0"769

0. s75

0"472

0"447

3" 730

2

"790

0"773

0. 582

0.47

5

0. 450

3.7 52

,

R2

0.849

0

"634
0.688

0"506

0.466

4

3

2.262

0"52r

"077
3"339

2

0"487

"L2t
4.430

0.573

0"479

0.440

3.844

2

2

o

0

0"509

4

3

0"913
6 (H20)
7(p 0
o.792
r0 (1120) 0.90s
t1 (peO
0
"907

"677
0.616

"496

0"476

0

4" 010

"39L
4"405

"468

"780
"286

? qRq

"307

"457
¿"JO+

2.L70

"326

2.53L
2.L37

2.4L0

2"472

2

2:273

"3L3

CD3 RADICAIS

2(Reg.) 0"618 0"579 0"515 0.455 3(Reg,) 0.644 0.615 0.550 0"469 0.428
B(C1) 0"524 0"488 0"443 0"394 0"341

6

71

0.355

0.310 3.000 2.809 2.502 2.zLL
0.328 3"L24 2"988 2"670 2"374 2"078
0"266 2"542 2"370 2.L5L L"9r2 L.657

0.361
0.299

4

67
L"725 1. 506
L.7 53 1.593
L"45L L.292
¡'.J

H

UJ

TABLE 4"2

LinewidËhs As

A

function of

TemperaËure
LTNEWTDTHI/2

LINEVJIDTH (GAUSS)
p-p

Sample Radical-

T("K)

1

a1

0"747

0"538

77

0

"143

0.560

109

0

"666

0.508

tl

140

o

"646

0.528

It

167

0

0.555
0. 505

s64

3a

Surface
CH^-Ree.
It

Jil

tr

il

113

"644
0"653

il

l-99

0.67 4

11

0.849

cH^-cl
J

0

tl

t10

O. 688

"634
0.529

tl

155

u"6/4

0

183

0

It

"547
0"569

"667

rNT. (r"icl5¡

1a

0"469 0"403
0"478 0"427
0" 453 0" 386
0"468 0"406
0"465 0" 433
0"4s6 0.386
0"467 0"422
0.s06 0"466
0"458 0"399
0.461 0"424
0.465 0.425

L4

J.

JU

2

"6L2

3.609

2

"7L2

J"¿JJ

2

3.136

2

ff,

2

"282
2.322

L"962
2

"070
L.87 4

"466

2
2

3"L27

"s64
2.696

"270
2.256

2

3

2

2

"2L2

L"B7 4

2

"265

2.050

,

.r11

1.938

3.27 4

"453
2"738

4"LzL

3"U//

"L71_

"L99

L"969

"L03

2.262

3"342

2.569

3.27 L

2

.657

2"236

2.056

3.238

2"76L

2;256

2

"065

cD.RA,DICAIS
t+)

B

cD^-c1
J

tl

98

tt

LL2

It

L54

B

I
B

CD"-Reg.
J-

tr
fr
ll

77

77
LO2

L27

151

0.s24

4BB

"443
0"469 "42r .389
0"423 " 386 "373
0.463 .395 373
0.644 .615 .550
0. 545 "518 "485
0. 513 .468 .442
"458 "42r
"

L

"394 .347
.349 .305
.336 .303

.34t

.307

"266 2"542 2"370 2.L5L
"27 3 .230 2.278 2.044 1.889
l" 809
"27 3 "239 2"054 I"872
277 n2 3 2"245 1"918 I"8I2
.361 .328 3,L24 2,988 2 "670
?oo

"489 .428
"427 "37L .329 "287 2"643
"3gB .355 .,323 .277 2.488
.391 " 348 "3L4 .283

q

L"9L2 I"657
L.692 r"482
1" 631 L"470
L.657 L"4
2.374 2.078
2.5L3 2"353 2.073 7"802
2.274 2.I48 1.933 L"725
2".220 2,040 1.800 L"690

6

L.45L L.292
L"324 L"LL4
L"325

1.159

L.3l+4

L.230

L.753 1"593
1.598 r.394
L.570 I.345
L"522 L.372

tJ
H

À-

TASLE 4" 3

Curvilínear Regression AnalYsís
// r\
At 1-01,
App lied to Measured Linewidths

ParameËers Derived From

Sample Radíca1-Surface

Cllr-Reg

"603
2.662

"

tn'',:tt

E

2

"724
2"744

tr

2

9

12.59x10-3

3"

82x10-e

2.60xlOB

3.5lxlO-s

2. B5x10B

4

2 " 35x108

*')

0.535

0" 016

" ^c4. )XIU

0" 501

0"014

il

12"97xLO-3

0.578

0" 017

It

12. 38xt0-

3

rt

"522

0.018

10. 72x10-

3

o

"956

0.620

0.019

rl

12 " 10x10-

3

(a)

"ZSxLO-e
4 " 43xL0'e
4

3" 131

0

"667

0.028

lr

cH3-H20

8.79 xl0-3

crI3-D20

2.7

4.8

0,558

0"019

lt

1

10. 5 7xl0-

10

cH3-H20

3.L07

U" OOJ

0"026

1t

cH3-D20

2.957

0"lut

0"031

2

CDr-Reg"

2

"237
2"376

a

"256

0"003

0

negative

tl

"273

0.2L7

0"001

tl

1" 906

cD3-cI

B

(Tumblíng Freq"

t c (s)

6

J

I

Ay

T

)

.
-1,)
(sec.

L

2

rl

(s-1)

u

1t

tt

0"

.thl

69xl0o

'-'

"66xLO-e
6 90x10-e
"

2.26xLOB
2. l5xlO8

1.45x108

3

4. B0xl0-e

2. O8xl0B

9.41 x10-3
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TABLE 4.4

Parameters Derived From Curvilinear
Regression Analysis
As A Fùnction Of Temperature
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TABLE 4"5

Relative Amplitudes for
And For One TemPerature
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fiþure 412 shows Lhe measured linewidths for sample 4 (CHr-neg" )
as a function of nuclear spín quantum numbers (U) at various Lemperatures.
the turnblíng frequencies of Ëhe methyl radical
samples 4 (Reg") and 9 (C1) as a functíon of temperaËure"

Fígure 4.3

shows

on

t'rg"

t^
+"¿

línewÍdths (at L/2 totaL intensity) as a funcËion of
at various temperatures (sample 4).

Measured

Curve l: 77"K (open circles and solid líne)
Curve 2: 109'K (open circles and solid line)
Curve 3: 140'K (solíd circles and solid line)
Curve 4: 199'K (semi-solid circles and dashed 1íne)
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Fig.4"3
Tumbling frequencies (from measured linewídths)

as a function of temperature. Sample 4 - open
circles and solid line. Sample 9 - solíd circles
and dashed 1ine"
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Fígure 4"4, a plot of the 1og of the tumbling frequencies for samples
4 anð,9 versus (T'K)-l, led to the following actÍ-vation energíes for

tttumblingtt"

EA(CH3, Sample

4, neg.) = 292 cals/mole

EA (CH3, Sample 9, Cl)

= 282 cals/rnole

The línewidËhs of the CD, radical (sample B-Cl) have been plotted ar
varíous temperatures as a function of M (rig. 4"5)" Fig" 4.6 shows
the same features for the cD, radical adsorbed on sample 3
(Reg. Surface). The effects of sample chlorínation on the dependence
of linewídËhs on M (at 77"K) are shown in Fig" 4.7" rn the same
sense, the effects of Ëreating samples with light and heavy r,¡ater

are also shoum in Fíg " 4"7 (77"R) " Fígure 4.g shows a p10t of the
linewidths of lines I and 3 versus temperature (sampJ-es 4 and 9).
rncluded in Fig" 4"8 are results on lÍnewidth as a function of
warmíng and coolíng cycles (Chapter lt).
Gardiner and caseyrB3
mentioned before, used a value for
""
b obtained by Hellerl33 whí1e srudying rhe radical cHrc(coOi{)2.
using Ëhís value for b a value of 2"85x108 s-l can be calculated.,
using measured linewidths, for the tumbling frequency of a methyl
radical ax 77"K on p"v"g. From Ëhe resulËs of Rogers and KispertrT5
sËudyíng the inethyl radical in a single crystal of sodium acetate
Ërihydrabe at 77"r{ another value of b is available (b = 1"3xto6s-1).
Usíng this value a smaller value of the_ t,umbling frequency is calculated
for the same example cíËed above (í.e" it = trmbling frequency = 2"3Bx10ZS-1).
Thís value is about a factor of Ëen smaller than Ëhe one obËaíned above.
rf Gardiner and casey83 had used this value of b (1.3xto6s-1i and their

Fig.

4"4

Logarithms of the tumbling frequencies vs. T-1.
The open círcles and so1íd line refer to sample
4 while Ëhe solíd circles and dashed line refer

to sample
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Fig" 4"5
Measured linewidths (sample B) vs" M at varj.ous temperatures.

Curve 1: T = 77"K (open
and solid line)
"ir.t."
Curve 2: T = 9BoK (solid círcles and solid líne)
Curve 3: T =112"K (semi-solíd circles and solid line)
Curve 4: T =l54oK (open ellipses and dashed 1íne)
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Fig.4"6
Measured linewidths (sample 3) vs. M at various temperaËures.
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77'K (open circles and solid line)
102'K (solíd circles and solid line)
I27"K (semi-solíd circles and solid lÍne)
l51oK (open ellipses and dashed líne)
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Measured línewidths as a function ofM for dífferent samples
aL 77"I(. A.].l measured linewidEhs for M =-L/2 lie between the

two bars indícated"
Curve l:
Curve 2:
Curve 3:
Curve 4:
Curve 5:
Curve 6:

Sample 4
Sample 5
Sample 6
Sample 7
Sample 10
Sarnple 11
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calculated linewídth values, Ëumbling frequencies of Ëhe order of
would have been obtaíned for the meËhy1 and deuteromethyr radical
sËabilized ax 77"K on Ëhe 300"c temperature pretreated silica gel
surface used"
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Discussíon
As mentioned before, the line shapes \^/ere neither Jorenxzian
nor Gaussían. Each proton line díffered by a different degree from

shapes" EquaËíon (4-4) was used as \^rerl to test
the line shapes" The value of ß (or ar) from equation (4-4) did
not egual that found by curvilinear regression analysís. Therefore
the line shapes are defínitely not IorenËzian. AnoËher explanatíon
may be another linewidth contributing factor present in ao lvhich
is dependent on temperature. For tire lines M = * 1 and M = -1
(sanple 4) the value of a, calculaËed from equation (4-4) was
approxímately 200-250 mgauss greaËer ax 77"K than that found by
curve fittíng"
Contrary results were obËaíned for lines M = !l/2"
The calculated results (equatíon 4-4)i were approximaíely 200 mgauss
smaller than those from equation î-Lo" The deviaËion of a, ffrom
equation (4-4) ] from the value found by curve fitting changed as a
function of temperaËure. The deviation decreased for lines þ1 = t3/2
on increasing Ëhe Ëemperature to L67"K and Ëhen began increasíng
again on approaching 200'K" The reason for Ëhe higher temperature
íncrease ís not understood" The reason for the lines being neither
L orentzian nor Gaussían at low temperatures may be rationalized ín
terms of orientaËion effects or incompleËe averagíng of Ëhe g-tensor"
These concepts will be díscussed laËer in thís discussion"
Ëhe two maín 1íne
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A comparison of the results obtained in this work to t.hose of
Gardiner and Casey83 will now be discussed. Gardiner and Casey measured
one linewídËh and calculaËed Ëhe remaínder rnaking use of Ëhe relatíon
(derívative heíght) x (derivate widt]n)2 = constant
which holds for lines of equal intensity.

They then, using

Ëhe

calculated values, fiËted Ëheir calculated linewidths to equaËíon
(4-10). A comparison of the calculaËed linewidths to measured
linewidËhs is shov¡n ín Fíg" 4"r. The method of Gardíner and. casey
leads to a value for the line M = -3/2 which ís larger Ëhan the
línewidth of line TI = - L/2" The measured values shov¡ a decrease
in linewidth on increasing Ho. Also, the calculated linewidths
are larger than Ëhe measured values. The dífference in these two
methods is due Ëo the irregular amplitudes and relative ínËensiËíes
of Ëhe four lines, The meËhod of Gardiner. and casey overestÍmates
Ëhe Ëerm ín M2 which means an overestimatíon in the hyperfine
anisotropy" The calculated linewidËhs also lead Ëo larger ao and
al terms as well as a smaller value for Ëhe Ëumblíng frequency (approxímately
twice asrsmall). As menËioned previously, a value of b, calculated.
from the results of Rogers and KispertrT5 would lower the turnblíng
frequencies of Gardiner and casey as well as Ëhose calculaËed j-n
Ëhis workrfrom the measured linewidËhsrby a factor of approximately
10" There is also a question about the term a, used ín Ëhe publication
by Gardíner and Casey" It is believed ínat a2 should be equal to b2 t^
I "
instead of. b2 r^" There are many differences beËween the
"rtf"".
=-c
employed byrGardiner and Casey and Ëhe surface used in this study.
rn this work high temperature degassed p"v"g" was used, whereasrGardiner
and casey used 1ow LemperaËure preËreaËed silica ge1. The surface
coverages used j-n the studies descrj-bed ín Ëhe last section are much
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lower Ëhan those of Gardiner and Casey. The linewídths were rheåsured
Ín this study and not calculated from one measured linewídËh. Therefore
the surface and the methods employed were quite different.
Let us now focus our attenËion on Table 4"1 and trig. 4.7" The
measured linewídths for the methyl radical stabilized on a chlorinaËed
surface appear to be larger than the linewidËhs for the same radical
sËabilized on a regular surface. This may be due to unresolved splíttíngs
due Ëo stronger adsorpËíon to Ëhe chlorinated surface or due to a
large electric fietd present on the chlorinaËed surface. The
linewidths on hydraËed surfaces (designated Hr0) are larger Ëhan
those for chlorinaËed or regular surfaces" The linewidths found on
surfaces treated with HrO are larger than for surfaces treated wít.h
oz0" Thís is direcË evídence for unresolved proton splittings.
But
even Ëhís observatíon seems to be complicaËed by an apparenË dependence
on M. The linewidths observed for the deutero-methyl radical are
smaller Ëhan those for the rnethyl radical. rn opposition t.o the
first observaËion menËioned in t.his paragraph Ëhe linewidths for
the deuËeromethyl radical on the chlorinated surface appear to be
smaller than the measured liner,¡idths for the deut.eromethvl radícal
sËabílized on a regular surface.
The variation of Ëhe measured linewidËhs with increasing
Ëemperature (table 4"2, FLg" 4"2, Fíg. 4"5 and 4"6) will now be
examined. considering sample 4, line 1 decreases to 140-167"K
and then increases" Line 3 decreases to 115oK Ëhen increases.
Lines 3a and 1a decrease to 1l5oK and then remain almost constant
up Ëo 199oK" Line 1 [sample 9 (cl) ] decreases up ro 1B3oK. Line 3
decreases to 115'K and Ëhen increases whíte lines 3a and la d.ecrease
to about 115'K and remain consËant up to 183"K" comparísons of t.hese
sËudies with the results of the previous chapËer are noË possible
because the maximum temperaËure attainable wíËh the low modulations
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used here is 200"K" General trends seem to compare wiËh those studíes
performed in chapter rrr but, for example, it is not possible to say

if Iíne 3a increases above 200'K as lras shown previously. rt does
appear ËhaË lines 1'and 3 have línewídth dependences whích are dífferent
than 1ínes 3a and 1a. The Ëwo halves of Ëhe specËrum differed with
respect to satellites (Hr0 surfaces) as well. A decrease in Ëhe
modulation seems to have shifted the observed minimum for line 3 co
loiøer temperatures. Lines I and 2 (sample 8) decrease up Ëo 112'K
and then increase" LÍne 3 decreases to ll2oK and then remains almost
consËant. Line 4 decreases to 112'I( and then increases slightly"
Lines 5 and 6 decrease to 98oI(-112oK and then íncrease slightly"
Line 7 decreases to gBoK and then increases. considering sample 9
the following observaËions were made. Línes 1-6 decreased to L27o-LsL"R.
Líne 7 decreased to L27"K and then increased s1ight1y. Figures 4.5 and
4-6 xeveal almost a straight line dependence for linewidth vs. M r^¡hich
means a very sma11 hyperfine anisotropy contribution.
Consíderation will now be given to ao, a1, aT A\ and the
tumblíng frequencies at 77"K (Table 4.3)" rn previous work outlined
ín the introducËion to Ëhis chapter Ëhe "constant" a was resolved
o
into Ëwo terms" One of these terms depended on modulaËions of the
anisotropic hyperfine and g-tensor while the other r¿as due Ëo unspecified
or unidenËifiable cont.ributions" It is r^¡orËh noting t.hat Gardiner and
Casey83 hav. wríEten Ëhis Ëerm dou¡n as a function of modulaËions in the
g-tensor plus a consËanË (equaËion î-LL). The Ëerm ao for cH, (cl) is
greater than for CH^ (Ree.)" The value of ao for CH, (H20rD20) is much
greaËer Ëhan for CH, (ReS.C1) while ao for CHr(H20) is greater rhan rhaË
for CHr(D20). These observaËions may be explained by increased interaction
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wíth the surface on goíng through the series CHr(neS), CH3(C1),
CH3(D20), CH3(H20) although the dífference betr^reen ao for CI{3(H20)
and CI{r(D2O) is mosE probably due to unresolved splitËings. It ís
interesting to noËe that ao (CDa) = ao-(CH3) " This observation may
r to r"s
be explaíned in terms of a much smaller value for the h.f. anisotropy
ín the deuteromeËhyl radical, Again we find a contrary resulË:
ao(COrrReg) ís greaËer Ëhan ao(CnrrCl). These contradictory resulËs
may be due Ëo Ëhe fact Ëhat the deuterium aËom has a quadrupole
moment. Therefore, the very nearly linear dependence of linewídth
on M (Fig" 4"5r 4.6) may be due to a much smaller hyperfine anísotropy
or a negatíve quadrupole term in equaEion 4-10" The results for the
parameËer a1 almost para11e1s those for ao except for Ehe Ëwo following
observations: al(CH3rH20) is approximaËely equal to al(CH5D20)
"t¿
a1(CD3)
= ar(CHr) " The results Í.or a2 are the same as for a1 except

---T-

t}:at

aZ(CD3)

=

.)

CHg

"

aZ depends on

b- which reveals

why there

r0

is

such

large dífference between ar(CDr) and ar(ffig). The coeffícient a, f.or
CD, runs turned out. to be negaËive many t.imes sínce the hyperfine
anisotropy is so small for Ëhis radical. This fact made calculatÍons
of Ay and the tumbling frequencies very unreliable for CD, sysËems.
The results for Ay at 77"K are opposíte to those for ao t a, and arz
Ay (CH3,C1) < Ay (CH'Reg)
Ay (CH3,H20 or Dr0) << Äy (cnrrneB,Cl)
(cHg,D20)
ay (cH3'H20)
= Ay
Ay (CD'Res) < Ay (CD3,CI)
ay (cD3,Reg) =r ay (cH'Reg)
L

ny (clÏcl)

(cH3'c1)
= ay
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The last two observat.íons do noË appear Ëo be consisËenË. The

calculated turnbling frequencies (T.F.) yíe1d the same relations
as Ëhe ay results except Ëhe last two observations are not cuite
Ëhe same as for Av"
T.F" (CD3,Reg) : T.F" (CH'ReS)

r.F. (cD3'cl) -E_î"F. (Cul,cr)
---_-_--a

Observatíons \,rere also made of Ëhe tumbling f requencies,
ão, ,7-, a, and Ay as a function of temperature (Table 4"4, Fi.g. 4"3,
Fig. 4"4)" The coeffícient ao (cI{rrReg.) decreases ín value Ëo about

120"i(, íncreases agaín Ëo approxíinately 170oK, and. then d.ecreases Eo
200'K (highest temperature atËained for these studies). ro (cH3rcl)
decreases to 120"K at whích poínt it begins to increase again and
still is increasing at 1B5oK.
(cD3rcl) decreases to 154oK whích
"o
ís Ëhe highest Ëemperature attaínab1e for Ëhis system. Thís trend
is mosË likely due to the facË ËhaË the CD, radical remaíns oríentated
at parËícular sites until mueh higher temperatures because of its
greater mass. The parameter al (cH3rReg) decreases up to 170"K and
then begíns Ëo increase in magnitude. a, (cHrrcl) decreases to 183"K
whíle a, (CDrrReg) is observed to decrease up to !27"K. a, (CD'Cl)
decreases to abouË 115'K where ít increases agaín up to 154'K. ar(c[rrReg)
decreases Ëo abouË 140'K where ít begins to increase slightly whereas
(cHarcl) decreases up to 183"K" ay and T.F" have the same ËemperaEure
a1
z
Jdependences" T"F, (cHrrRes) increases up to 140"K where it decreases
again to 200'K" T"F. (CH3'C1) increases up to 183"K. 0n1y Ëwo
measurements vrere made for the system (clrrcl) while rione above
77oK are available for Ëhe system (cDrrRee) due to negaËive a, values.
The above mentioned results indícate a stronger interacËion between
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radical and a chlorínated surface" The tumbling frequency
is plotted as a funcËion of temperature ("K) for sample 4 in Fig. 4"3"
The maximum at approxímately 140oI( corresponds with Ëhe temperature
aË which the carbon-l3 splitting began Èo decrease (Chapter III) "
Above 140'K orienËation of the radical may noL be very important
while below 140'K radical orient.ation may be of prime importance.
In Fig" 4"3 tlne tumbling frequency ís plotted as a function of
temperature for sample g (CHSrCl). For sample 9 the tumbling
frequency is seen to increase up to 185'K which may mean the radícal
is orienÈated to greater temperatures for a chtrorj-nated surface.
It ís noË known how b and Ay are changing with tempe.rature" In order
to calculaËe the tumbling frequencies the same value of b is used
for all Ëemperatures studied" How this is affecËing the calculations
of the ttatt values and Ay as a function of temperature is not understood.
Are Ëumb1íng frequencies actually being calculated above 77"K2 Above
77oK both b and Ay should become more completely averaged due to more
rapid radical moËions. Fig. 4"4 exhíbits a plot of the log of the
tumblíng frequencies as a function of 1. For Ëhis Arrhenius plot
activaËion energi-es of "tumblíng" h.rr"Tb".r, calculaËed for samples
4 a¡,d 9" The activation energies calculaÈed are vriËhin 10 cals/mole
of one another and are of the ríght order of magniËude for transiËions
or exchange energies between differenÈ conformaËíons of Ëhe radical
(at dífferenË siËes) on the surface (increased movemenË or tumbling).
Figure 4.8 shows the linewidths (lines 1 and 3) of samples
4 and 9 as a functíon of Ëemperature. In each case the liner¿ídËhs
decrease on íncreasing temperaËure indícating increased movement on
the surface (For example, loss of unresolved splitting due to the
radical movemenË away from the interacËíng aËorn). In almost al1
cases the línewidths increase again índicating díffusíon or movement
which results ín an uncertaínty ín Ëhe energy of the transiËion under
consideration. Also included ín Fig. 4"8 are Ëhe values of Ëhe
Ëhe rnethyl

t ?a

linewídth of line 3 from Chapter II (decrease j-n linewidth on warming
and cooling). This decrease also indicates Ëhe release of Ëhe radicals
from specífic sites and the reËurn to these siËes via slow diffusion
at liquÍd nitrogen temperaÈures.
Table 4"5 gíves Ëhe relative ampliËudes of some of the samples
at 77"K and also the results of one temperature run" The bÍnomial
distribution is approached on íncreasing the temperature. At 77oK
Ëhe relative ampliËudes are not bínomial for any of the samples.
The relatíve arnplitudes for the differenÈ systems Ís similar at
77oK, and therefore one can conclude that these measuremenEs are
insensitive to surface characËeristics buË are reasonablv sensitive
Ëo increases ín temperature.
It may be worth menËíoning thaË in systems where the
linewidËhs are Larger, the second-order spritting is more poorly
resolved. For example, the second order splitting is almost not
detectable for the intentionally hydrated surfaces where the
lÍnewidËhs are larqest.
5. Conclusions
The methyl radical líneshapes are not L Ðrentzían or Gaussian.
Each líne has a differenË shape. Studying Ëhe linewidËhs as a function

of temperature lead to the f ollor\ring conclusions:
(1) The initial linewidth decrease is d.ue to the disappeararice
of unresolved spliËtíngs due to radical movemenË, a spin-rotatíonal
interactíon, a decrease in b and ay on increasing the temperature,
or a míxture of many of these facËors "
(2) The linewidth broadening ruhich occurs at higher temperaËures
is due to an uncertaínty in the energy levels possibly because of
diffusion between potentíal wel1s.
(3) Each line has a differenË temÞerat.ure dependence.

1 1./,

The liner+idËhs calculated by Gardiner and casey83 are larger
Ëhan the measured values because of the non-binomial relaËive
amplitudes and ínËensities. Thís same reason leads to an overestÍmaËíon of b and a smaller tumbling frequency" rf the value

of b calculated from Rogerrs anci,KisperttsT5 r¿ork is employed the
resulting tumbling frequencies are about a factor of 10 smaller.
Línewidth sËudíes at liquid nitrogen Ëemperatures revealed
rhar: L"T¡t. (cHrrRes) < L.ItI. (cH3,c1) < L.I^I. (cH3rD20) < L.I^I. (cH3,I_120).
These studies also revealed an unresolvable proton splittíng for the
system (cH3rH20) which was dependent on M (the nuclear spín quantum
number). The línewidËhs for cD, radicals are smaller Ëhan the
linewidths of the cH, systems. rn conËrast Eo Êhe results above
the L.w' (cD3rcl) was found to be less t,han the L"l^I. of the sysËem
(cDrrReB.)" The tumblíng frequencies at 77"K were observed to vary as:

T.F,

(CH3'H20

or DrO) << T'F. (CH3,Ct) < T.F.

(CHyReg")

The Ëumblíng frequencíes on the HrO and DrO surface are the same
wiËhin experímenËal error" IË was also shov¡n that T.F" (CD'Ree)
< T.F. (CD3,C1) and Ëhat:

T"F. (CD'Ree)

=

T.F" (cH3,ReÐ
B

T.F" (CD3,c1) a T.F.

(CH3,Ç1)
3

The hyperfine anisotropy has been shov¡n to be very small for boËh cH"
and CD, aË 1Íquíd nitrogen temperaËures" The srnall value of b

indícaLes some reoríentatíons even at 77"K.
rt has been shown for Ëhe system (cFlrrRee) that the tumblíng
frequency increases up to about 140'K and then decreases. For Ëhe
sysËem (CH3rCl) the tumblíng frequency has been shovm to still be
íncreasing aË 185"K. The ËemperaËure at which the maximum in the
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system (CHrrRee) occurs corresponds r¿iËh the temperature aË which
the C-13 h.f.s" begíns to decrease. Above 77oK one can sËill ask
if Èhe calculations for tumbling frequencies are real and meaningful
or are they yielding some other entity dependent upon changes in

linewidth, b and Ay" The resulÈing activation energies are very sma1l
(about 300 cal/mo1e) and may be associaËed \^IiLh oscillations of the
adsorbed molecule between differenÈ available surface siËes"
The decrease in the linewidths rviËh temperaËure are most
likely due to Ëhe same process as thaË for the linewidth changes
seen ín ChapËer TI on warming and cooling of the sample. This
mechanism is most likely the release of the radical from particular
surface síËes" The asymmetry and non-binomial relaËive amplitudes
are most likely due Ëo incomplete motional averaging of Ëhe g-tensor
and hyperfine tensor or to radicals taking up parËicular oríentations
with respect to the applied magneËíc field" Because of the many
índicatíons for moËion of the radicals at liquid niËrogen temperatures
Ëhe first reasori is believed to be the correct one. Very sma1l effects
upon asymmetry are expected due to incomplete moËional averaging of
Ëhe hyperfine Ëensor because of the smal1 magniËude of b" It is
inËeresting to note that the tunbling frequencies are small for roËation
but are of the right order of magniËude for diffusion.
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CHAPTER V

DECAY KINETICS

1. Introductíon
Preliminary work8o established that on raising the temperature
from 77oK, the methyl radÍcal signal amplitude gradually diminíshed and
approached a fínal value whích depended on temperaËure and surface
coverage. A cascade was noËiced as the ËemperaËure was changed stepwíse
(Fíg" 5.1). The decay was observed to begin at lower ËemperaËures as
the surface coverage of methyl iodide was increased" For each coverage
.4., Ëhere is a critical temperaËure at which radical decay commenced.
The presence of Ëhe cascade phenomenon implies Ëhat the
radícals are Érapped in sites wiEh a large range (or conËinuum) of
activation energies" The presence of a criËica1 temperature indicates
a mínimum depth for thÍs contínuous distribution of bínding energies.
The radicals on low coverage surfaces are stabilized aË siËes on the
surface of p"V.g", r¿hereas rnrhen Â ís large many of the radicals are
trapped in the layers of adsorbate molecules where the binding energy
for the methyl radícal may be somer^¡haË less than on the surface of p.V"g.
The decay was atËríbuted80 Ëo surface díffusion of desorbed
radicals, followed by recornbination to form ethane" Gas-chromatographíc
analysís revealed that both methane and et.hane \^7ere present in Ëhe
recombínation products, The raËio of ethane to meËhane T,{as large when
the surface coverage was low" IË was posËulaËed Ëhat Ëhe meËhane vTas
formed duríng photolysís by hydrogen absËracËíon by activated (hoÉ)
methyl radícals. The decay was shov,¡n Ëo fo1low firsË-order kínetics
(nig. 5"2) and Ëhe rate constant was dependenË on surface coverage"

Fig. 5.1
Proton Line AmpliËude vs. Decay Time (in minutes) at
Various Temperatur.s" B0 Note sËepwise decay.
Surface coverages2 a - I layer, b - 7 layers
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Decay of methyl radicals at -170"C as the logarithm of the
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índicatíng fírst-order kÍnetícs, wiLh the rate constant
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b - 5 layers, and c - I layer"
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This was ínterpreted by assuming that the rate is deEermined by Ëhe
release of the radícal from the surface site, and that subsequent
diffusion on the surface is fast and results in a low staËionary
concentration of mobile radicals" Recent work on the decay kínetics
of methyl radícals, to be discussed below, confuses parËs of the
pícture presented above (Ref" 80) " However, it must be pointed out
Ëhat the surface treatments, Ëhe surface coverage and the spectrometer
used in Ëhe more recent sLudies are significantly dífferenË than Ëhose
used in the prelíminary T,^/ork"
2" Experimental
The sample employed for kinetíc studíes was heated in oxygen
at 700o-B00oC and then degassed at these Ëemperatures for many hours"
The meËhyl iodide r¡ias Ëhen adsorbed at Toom temperature givíng 1\ = 0.04-0"05.
The methyl radicals r¡rere produced at 77"K using the full focused arc of
a Hanovia 5-100 AlpÍne burner (medium pressure mercuÏy lamp). The
sample was then transferred to the caviËy ínserË of a normal variable
temperature assembly" The temperature \,/as monitored wíth a thermocouple

placed in the insert just above the cavity. The temperature \^7as controlled
Ëo t1oK" A Varian E-3 E"S.R, specËrometer vras used"
The temperaËure r¿as raised from near 77oK (usíng a flow system)
Ëo a value where decay occurred" Lines 3 and 3a were scanned many
Ëímes in both directions (upfield and dovmfield) duríng the first fel,,l
minutes of decay, After these first few minutes Ëhe Ëwo lines were
scanned in both directions less frequently unËil 60 or 70 minutes had
elapsed" The temperaËure was then raised to another value and the same
procedure was performed. The process of raising the temperature and
watching Ëhe decay \¡/as repeated unËil the signal-to-noíse ratio became
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too small" The same sample was regenerated aË 77oK usíng the same
mercury lamp" The procedure outlined above \^Ias then repeated' Decay
daËa for lines 3 and 3a (in both directions) was accumulaËed at the
following Ëemperatures: 110"K, 130oK' 145'K, L52"K, 173oKr 22O"K,
233"K, 260"K, 2g2"K, and 29BoI(. No decay \4ias noticed up to 100'K"
The results presented and discussed are for líne 3a in the forward
(upfíeld) directíon" All other measurements gave comparable results"
A typical decay curve is shown in Fig" 5.3 (amplitude of
line 3a versus time in mínutes). All measurements made during radical
decay at a particular temperaËure \^rere standardized to one gain seËting
on the specËrometer by rnultíplyíng the measured amplitudes by the
appropriate factor" In fact, for consístency, aLL measuremenËs made
at aL! Ëemperatures listed above were standatdÍ.zed to one appropriate
gaín setting, Thís became a necessity when second-order kínetícs was
consídered. In order to fít the decay culves to rate equations the
arnplitude of the line at t = oo musE be measured or estimaËed. The
amplitude aË t = oo ís designated in Fíg" 5"3 as S.S. (steady-state)"
3" Results and Discussion
At every temperaËure where decay f¡/as studied iË was found
Ëhat the decrease in concenËration of meËhyl radíca1s is very sensitive
Ëo small changes in Ëemperature. This effecË T¡/as studied after the
íniËíal decay had occurred (i.e. after Ëhe first 20 minutes of radícal
decay) . It was shor^rn thaË a small decrease in temperaËure will stop
decay whíle a small increase in Ëemperature r,rill increase the decay raËe'
This seems to be direct evidence for a continuum of Ërapping potentials
(sites) wíth a continuum of activaËion energies" Each decay plotted
appeared to have small plaEeaux or a cascade effecË (see Fig" 5"3)"
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Fíg" 5.3
Decay of line 3a at 152oK" The value of Ca=* (=S.S.)

is estimated by extrapolation,
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This may be due to small fluctuations in temperature in
the variab1e
temperature assembly or to the presence of sites
which díffer from one
another by only a small amounË of energy (i.e. activation
energy).
This would mean that radicals trapped at sites wiËh
smaller activation
energies are decaying first leaving predominantly radicals
trapped at
sites wiËh larger actívation energies" These radicals
then decay
leavíng predomínantly radícals trapped aÈ siËes with larger
activaËion
energies sti11, and so on" The energy difference between these
l_evels
would be very small. Sma1l flucËuaËions in temperaËure
in the variable
femperature assembly may also give ríse to a simirar
effecË"
An attempt was made to fít the d.ecay data to the inËegrated
forms of first, second and three-halves order raËe equations.
The
fírst-order (n = 1) rate equation may be wriËten as
log C-o

ld.
c - 2.303

t,

(s-1)

where k is Ëhe rate consËant, t is the tíme, Co is the
ínitial
concentraËion (t = o), and C is the concentration at any

time t.
For example. C_
is
the
ínitial
ampliËude
of line 3a minus the
o
amplitude of 3a ac t= oo (S"S.¡" The varíable, C, is the amplitude
of line 3a at time Ë minus S.S" The integrated forms of the rate
equations where n = 3/2 and n = 2 are given below.

n = z t (å

t

- å.1 = ut
= 3/2'. zf f;ttz - tor,r,

(s-z¡
= kr

\

)-J)

rt was found Ëhat at all ËemperaËures studied Ëhe meËhyl radicar is
decaying rapidly enough after 60 or 70 minutes to make the estímate
of the s"s" concent,raËion dífficult.
A recommendatÍon may be made

t

/,1.

here for further studies on Ëhis topic" The decay was monitored ín
Ëhis work lor a maximum oÍ. 70 minutes" It is recommended that in
furËher work on thís topic the decay be monitored untíl an accurate,
esËimaËe of S"S. is possible" It was found that equatíon (5-2) could
be fitEed Ëo all data making use of reasonable values of S"S. An
efforË was made to fiË the fírst order raËe equation (equation 5-1)
to the accumulated results for decay runs at 110o, 130' and 145'K.
In order to make equaËion 5-1 fíË a Large value for S"S. had to be
assumed" This would mean that the decay is sÈopping faster than the
measured decay curves indicated. IË r¿as concluded ËhaË second-order
kineËics fítted Ëhe results aË all temperatures better than any other
rate law. It is worth menËioning that tL/2 (time at which one-half
the original concentration ís reached) relationshíps may have been
useful ín determining Ëhe order of the decay if the decay had been
monítored for longer periods of tíme"
The general rate equation i-s

- 19
oE.
Thís relatíonship

=k

cD

(s-4)

becomes, on Laking logarithms of both sídes,
,1

-losï"df

^

=logk*n1ogc

(s-s)

If one p1oËs 1og # vs" log c, Ëhe slope, ¡r, allows the calculatíon
of log k" This relationship inras plotted for the results at 110oK for
line 3a (Fig" 5"4)" The plot shows slíght curvaËure" The average
value of n obËained from Ëhis ploË ís 10" From Ëhis procedure one
obtains the order wíth respect to time n¡. This order is not the
true order and may be found to be larger than the true order n"

Fig.

5"4

Ë as a functíon, of Log C (sample at 110'K).
The slope of Ëhis curve ís n, and the intercepË is
-uu
LoC

1og k"

Note the curvature"

2t+lq

1.7

ul*-

Ðlu

8us
J

2.9
1.89

1.97

1-93

LOG

C

2.01
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The fact thaË na is greater than n (order with respect Ëo concentratíon)
means ËhaË, as Ëhe decay proceeds, the raiue f.al-Ls off more rapidly Ëhan
it would do if the true order applied to Ëhe Ëime course of the reaction"
Thís abnormally large fallíng off has been classically ínterpreted to

that some intermediate or product in the reaction is actÍng as an
inhíbiËor. Similar results have been obËained on plotËing equatíon
(5-5) for hydrogen aËom decay.134 Noïmally, in order to obtain the
true order n, iniËial reaction velociËies are plotted against ínítia1
concentraËions aË some temperature T (using equation 5-5 again) " Thís
procedure of dealing wiËh initial velociËies avoids possible complicaËions
due to ínterference by products. This procedure should be carríed out
on the system under discussion.
Assumíng we are correct in assigning n = 2 to the decay, a
ploË of log k versus 1/T has been done (Fig. 5.5). One set of data,
sËandardized to two differenË gaín settings, ís ploËted ín Fíg. 5"5"
The scatËer in results within each curve is most probably due to the
fact that Ëhe decay ü7as fiot followed long enough to yield accurate
values for S.S" The Arrhenius ploË shows a small activaËion energy
or none aË all below 173"K Ç x fO3 = 5"8). Above this temperature
the activation energy is between 2"0 ar'ð 3"2 IkaL/mole. An acËivation
energy of Ëhis magniËude indícates a diffusion conËrolled reacËion"
There is a definiËe curvature in the Arrhenius plot" This can result
if Ëhere are LI^7o competing reactíons with díffelent activaËion energies
and is often observed where the same reaction may occur both homogeneously
and heËerogeneously" The homogeneous reactíon usually has a higher
activation energy and so ít is favored at hígh temperatures ' r¡/hereas
Ëhe heterogeneous reacËion predominates at lower Ëemperatures"

mean

I

tas. J".)
Log k vs. I/T (Arrhenius plot). One set of data
standardized xo trvo gain settings and r^rorked out
independently. Note curvature in this plot.
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Another explanation for this curvature might be tender.¿"135 Thís
explanation results from a sËudy by Schuler and Laídler]35 of the
heËerogeneous recombinaËíon of hydrogen atoms on surfaces. It rvas
proposed that hydrogerl aËom recombinatíon on clean glass (i"e" not
poisoned by waËer) surfaces occurs by the following reactions,

S-H+I-Ig+S+ll2
s+Hg+S-H¡
where S-H is the surface stabiltzed hydtogen aËom and H, is Ëhe
hydrogen aEom in Ëhe gas phase" The symbol S represents Ëhe surface
site. The recombínation reacËion is first order in hydrogen aËoms
up to 250"C where it becomes second order" The temperaËute 250oC
ís Ëhe desorption temperature. The activaËion energy for the
recombínatíon rvas found to be zero between -180"C and -80oC" The
activation energy beËween -80"C and 250oC was observed to be 0"9 lkaL/mole"
These result.s were explained by suggesEing that the hydrogen atoms
are van der Waals adsorbed to the glass in the 1ow temperature region
and chemisorbed at the higher temperatuÏes. Sma1l amounts of
curvature in the Arrhenius plot may also be atËributed Ëo the

existence of more than one mechanism of diffusion.l36

4. Conclusions
The methyl radical decay kinetics are not as símple as originally
thought"B0 In fact, Ëhe decay probably goes by second-order and not by

first order as originally concluded.B0 Radical
to smal1 varía¡ions in Lemperature indicat.ing a
a continuum of acËivation energies" A critical
decay begins was noËiced" The fact thaË n¡ > n

decay is very sensitíve
conËinuum

of sites with

temperature aË which

indicates, classícally,
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ínhibitíon to reactíon by reacËion products. The Arrhenius plot
is bent" Below 173'K the activation energy is small oî zero. Above
173"i( Ëhe actívation energy ís 2"0 - 3.2 Rca]-/mole índícating a
diffusion controlled decay" Three possible reasons for the curvature
in the Arrheníus ploË have been suggesËed. The curvature in the
Arrhenius plot occurs in Ëhe same temperature regíon as the mínimum
in the ploË of línewidËh vs" temperature (fig. 3"16)"
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